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Abstract 

 

 This Thesis unfolds in three moves to explore the rise in fear and anxiety in young 

adults and to provide a theological response from a chapel office on a college campus. 

The first move involves an exegetical reading of the Markan parable (adapted in 

Matthew) of “Binding the Strong Man”. This parable serves as an overarching metaphor 

for the nature of both the fearful realities many young adults find themselves in and the 

nature of the God who seeks to break into that reality and remind us of our innate value 

and worth in God. The parable asks us to think about whom we follow and call our 

leader, for whom we follow will form us at the deepest levels individually and 

collectively. 

The second move of this thesis examines frameworks for understanding the 

anxious lives of young adults today: neurological, psychological, philosophical, and 

finally theological through an Augustinian lens. Through these frameworks we learn we 

need a renewed appreciation for the emotional life as the primary place of meaning 

making. Emotions are intelligent, that is, they have something to tell us about our deepest 

loves and desires. In particular, it investigates Augustine’s exploration of sophistry and 

philosophy as guides for constraining fear. Ironically, the deeper he found himself in 

those fields and frameworks the more disordered his inner life became. His personal 

experience and the values of ancient Rome serve as a warning for what happens when 

fear is allowed to run the lives of the ambitious individually and collectively. 

The final move of the thesis is to take us into the outpost of grace, a location and 

people retraining their desires in the direction of Christ. This section highlights one 

prescriptive piece–that of retraining in belonging—to address the rise of loneliness and its 
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interrelationship with anxiety. The outpost of grace provides new liturgies and habits to 

replace the cultural norms that disorder our inner lives. 
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Introduction to Binding the Strong Man and the Outpost of Grace 

 

We read often about the rising rates of mental health disorders, particularly in 

young adults.1 We hear about young adults, but do we often get a chance to hear from 

them? Even more to the point, do they even hear from themselves—are they listening to 

what their fears and loves are telling them about what they value and who they are 

becoming? Too often young adults in church have heard Philippians 4:6 shot at them: “Be 

anxious for nothing.” I want to propose that the more faithful route for the future of young 

adult spiritual formation is to aid them to listen to what their anxiety is telling them about 

themselves. 

What are the stories young adults are telling themselves about who they are? In my 

experience as a pastor on a college campus, the story I witness college students telling 

themselves is a fear-stricken one: one of Sisyphean isolation and strain. Young adults feel 

boxed in and burdened. They are backing into the corners of loneliness, but do not know 

how to get out. They are in need of someone to help them break out into a new story.   

There is a mix of fears swirling within: fear of letting down loved ones, a fearful 

orientation to an uncertain future, and fear and anxiety because of loneliness. What if 

college was a place that helped students face these fears in a constructive way—not simply 

 
1 Here is a short list of recent news articles detailing increased rates of suicide, anxiety, loneliness, and 

depression in young adults:  

Eden, David, “Rising suicide rates at college campuses prompt concerns over mental health care,” ABC 

News, Oct. 9, 2019. https://abcnews.go.com/Health/rising-suicide-rates-college-campuses-prompt-

concerns-mental/story?id=66126446. 

Wasserman, Todd, “Half of millennials and 75% of Gen Zers have left their job for mental health reasons,” 

CNBC News, Oct. 11. https://www.cnbc.com/2019/10/11/mental-health-issues-cause-record-numbers-of-

gen-x-z-to-leave-jobs.html. 

Hoffower, Hillary and Akhtar, Allana, “Lonely, burned out, and depressed: the state of millenials’ mental 

health in 2019,” Business Insider, Oct. 10, 2019. https://www.businessinsider.com/millennials-mental-

health-burnout-lonely-depressed-money-stress. 

https://abcnews.go.com/Health/rising-suicide-rates-college-campuses-prompt-concerns-mental/story?id=66126446
https://abcnews.go.com/Health/rising-suicide-rates-college-campuses-prompt-concerns-mental/story?id=66126446
https://www.cnbc.com/2019/10/11/mental-health-issues-cause-record-numbers-of-gen-x-z-to-leave-jobs.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2019/10/11/mental-health-issues-cause-record-numbers-of-gen-x-z-to-leave-jobs.html
https://www.businessinsider.com/millennials-mental-health-burnout-lonely-depressed-money-stress
https://www.businessinsider.com/millennials-mental-health-burnout-lonely-depressed-money-stress
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to get over them, but to inspect them to see what fear may be trying to teach us? I believe 

a chapel office out of the Methodist tradition has the unique resources to aid students to get 

at the root causes of their fears, giving them space and time to hear the stories they are 

telling themselves about who they are, and then to help them find a better, more generative, 

transfigured story. A chaplain can be a guide to this fearful generation by being an outpost 

of grace in a sea of fears, aiding students to think theologically about their fears. In so 

doing, students are capable of  moving beyond a conception of God solely as a helper 

through fear to a more robust conception of a God who helps them face their fears.2 

A Chapel Office, as an outpost of grace, helps students identify the “cultural 

liturgies” (James K. A. Smith) which have been imbibed and become habit, and how those 

liturgies deform affections and disorder loves. A chapel Office can use the witness of 

others, like Augustine of Hippo, to help students be detectives of their own souls to see 

how the emotional life is a seedbed for formation or deformation. Indeed, with help from 

Augustine’s Confessions—which will be a companion and guide for examining the anxious 

inner lives of young adults—we find a counter narrative. When we read his examination 

of his own disordered loves, which caused for him a kind of imprisonment within himself, 

we see not only him but faces of young adults today. They may look upon his words and 

say, “my God, that is not only him. That’s me.” 

Augustine reveals to us how deeply intertwined are one’s loves and fears. Indeed, 

fear is the shadow side of love. To listen deeply to one’s fears is to discover what one loves. 

To discover what one loves is to discover the direction and devotion of one’s life. To listen 

 
2 More will be described in the preaching section of this thesis. Preaching is the opportunity to deepen faith 

by introducing these young adults to the God who desires their spiritual maturation more than their 

protection.  
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to one’s fears is also an opportunity to identify whether those fears are real or imagined. 

Are the fears an isolating prison or warning sirens of potential harm? How will students 

listen to these fears in deciding who they will become? Finally, a chapel office, leaning 

into the St. Paul’s letter to the early Christian community in Corinth, has the opportunity 

to provide a better story that liberates, one that takes the lead from Jesus of Nazareth, the 

wounded healer, who loves us into courage. 

Jesus tells a story of binding the Strong Man in order to plunder his house. It is in 

this parable we see two models for what life can be: A Strong Man and the crucified Christ, 

who by all appearances is weak. We come to find by investigation of the parable and our 

own lives that the Strong Man is a façade, a front that animates and hides fears. This house 

of the Strong Man is one that crushes, spiraling its inhabitants into a vortex of anxiety and 

fear. The crucified one, unimpressive, with pierced hands and side, says to those terrified, 

“come follow me.” It is an inauspicious offer to the ones deformed by pursuit of the Strong 

Man image. It looks like foolishness, weakness. “You’re plunder and you don’t know it,” 

Christ says. You don’t know what he means, and yet his description and invitation are 

haunting. Why does it feel like an escape room within a house that keeps closing in on 

itself? You feel trapped in the place you are. You don’t belong there, but you’re stuck there. 

“Come, lose your life in the way I’ve found. You’ll be found in return.” Your fear doesn’t 

decrease at the offer. But instead, you begin to ask, “Of what am I afraid?” The fear begins 

to feel more like an adventure than a prison. 

In this peculiar parable, Jesus asks, “How can one enter a Strong Man’s house and 

plunder his property, without first tying up the Strong Man? Then indeed the house can be 

plundered” (Matthew 12.29). There is something hopeful in this apocalyptic (in-breaking) 
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parable that responds well to the existential imprisonment described by young adults. In 

this story, Jesus is on the offensive, breaking into this world (their lives), tying up the 

source of fear (the Strong Man who is really weakness parading as strength), in order to 

plunder the house. The message finds its climax in reminding its readers that they are the 

plunder which Jesus has broken in to retrieve. They are God’s plunder set free by God’s 

in-breaking love. They can have a reimagined identity through the Gospel. They have value 

not by what they achieve, earn, or fail to earn. God’s love does not seek value. God’s love 

provides value. An identity rooted in God dismantles the anxiety that arises in the pursuit 

of approval, status, and success. One may, as Paul Tillich put it, have the “courage to be” 

when they recall their identity as God’s plunder.3 Their fears may have voice but never the 

final word on who they are. That is a word reserved for the One “who has searched them 

and known them; who knows their rising up and their falling down; the one who is ever 

acquainted with their ways” (Psalm 139). 

A chapel office invites students into such a vision, both for examining the interior 

of the Strong Man’s house and discovering how to transform it. Students, in the company 

of others, get the room and courage to ask: To what am I devoted and directed? What do 

my fears tell me about who I am and what ends am I serving? What does the way of Christ 

offer that the Strong Man shuts down? What does courage look like today? A chapel office, 

as an outpost of grace, is a place of examination of and liberation from self-narrated fears. 

Through practices such as pilgrimage, and preaching, an outpost of grace gives room to 

describe the inner turmoil shaped by cultural liturgies of the Strong Man who seeks to be 

impressive but not substantive in any generative way. These practices of the outpost aid 

 
3 Paul Tillich, The Courage to Be, 2nd ed, Yale Nota Bene (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2000). 
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the young adult in examining his or her loves, but they also move beyond the descriptive 

to provide a prescription. One is not left with navel gazing, but with a lifted gaze outward 

to a new horizon. Students are offered to trade the fears of perfectionism for a perfect love. 

The former is about protecting an image—a false one, fool’s gold. The other is about a 

direction to reorder and elevate one’s loves, dying to any image of Instagram perfection. 

It’s the direction toward discovering true plunder. 
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Binding the Strong Man: A Biblical Parable for Liberating Young Adults 

 
“Perhaps it is the secret thing which life has in itself to become—a long, long march on the road, 

meeting people, thrown into relations with them, having to meet demands often terrible and without 

the aid of mysterious power impossible: demands of healing and understanding, and constantly the 

exorcism of fear.”1 

 

On the first day of our New Testament and Leadership course at Duke Divinity School, Dr. 

Susan Eastman, professor of New Testament, shared the above quote with her class. She said it 

keeps her rooted amongst the demands and vicissitudes of life. Ministry, and perhaps all of life, 

really, comes back again and again to the exorcism of fear. You exorcise it or it will exorcise you. 

As it was with Cabeza de Vaca in the wreckage of Spanish colonial Florida, so it is true for anyone 

anywhere today, not least the Christian who dares to follow Christ. For it is in Jesus Christ that we 

witness a subversive, counterintuitive form of leadership, one in which a counterintuitive form of 

strength is on display, one in which his very body and its destruction are a means for modeling and 

teaching what it looks like to lead. To one who follows such a leader, who dares walk such a path, 

fear and hope are melded together. The one who is Son of God and Son of Man, however, seems 

to have little insecurity, save a few key moments (i.e. Garden of Gethsemane). He has faith in this 

path of downward rather than upward mobility to show a different way of being in the world. Who 

dares follow such a path? Who dares exorcise the fear that stands as a bulwark in the way of 

following such a path? How do we, those who are bold enough to call ourselves His disciples, 

more fully embrace this model of vulnerability—especially those of us who dare lead others down 

such a path? In particular, how do we manage the accompanying fear of following this path: fears 

that are tied to loss of safety, security, and status? Jesus’s leadership invites the follower not simply 

into a deeper relationship with Him, but also into a deeper relationship with the fear that would 

 
1 Cabeza de Vaca, The Journey of Alvar Nuñez Cabeza de Vaca and His Companions from Florida to the Pacific, 

1528-1536. New York: A.S. Barnes 1905. Google Books. 
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bind the follower. Indeed, to follow Jesus, one must understand fear so that one can understand 

what animates it.  

This is more than theoretical. I find myself today the Minister to a University, shepherding 

a large population of students from diverse backgrounds. I stand before a young cohort asking 

them to examine, inspect, and exorcise the fears within and beyond them. Moreover, I am not one 

who has mastered the topic. I am grateful for the responsibility of guiding these young people and 

yet something of Preston’s childhood insecurities creep into my leadership today. I am still the 

same Preston who was awarded the “Who, What, Me Worry?” award by his 7th grade teachers. I 

am still the Preston who repeated 5th grade because of high anxiety as a child. The insecurities that 

bound me up then still have a tendency to bind me up now. My students’ fears are still mine also. 

There is no doubt that I am called to lead, but how should I do so? The Indo-European root for the 

word leader is leith, meaning “to go forth” or “to die.”2 Christ, too, declares that when one comes 

to follow him, one goes not to glory, but to death. The small self, bound up with ego, punished by 

fear, must die if the courageous self is to emerge. This is a dying to the ego within that deludes 

with false, overestimated importance and expectations. If young adults are to lose their lives so 

they can find it, such a move must be modeled for them, by parents, mentors, educators. And they 

can begin with sacred texts, which John Wesley said are twice inspired: once written, once read. 

We can add another move to make a trinity of the inspiration: once lived.  

Before looking at young adult fears specifically and how they might be understood and 

transformed, this chapter offers an apocalyptic reading of the parable of the Strong Man, whom 

Christ comes to bind. This parable—in conversation with other scriptures, namely the letters to the 

Corinthians—aids us to reconsider the deep relationship of fear, love, and what we define as strong. 

 
2 Peter Steinke, Congregational Leadership in Anxious Times: Being Calm and Courageous No Matter What, New 

York: Rowman & Littlefield. 2006. 121. 
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Thomas Aquinas suggested correctly that “fear is born of love.”3 That is, the more you give 

yourself to something, the larger the cost or fear of losing said thing or person. Will our fear be 

formed by the stereotypical Strong Man (the one defined by corrupted, narcissistic self-love) or 

the one who binds the Strong Man? Which will we love? To which will we give our attention? 

This will also determine the way we shall lead. It is not so much that fear will be banished, but it 

can be properly bound. Fear, like Satan who tempts Jesus in the wilderness, seems only to retreat 

so that it might return at “an opportune time” (Luke 4:13). If the way of Christ is to make us would-

be-followers more like him, then the way is to be people of courage, not in the absence of fear, but 

precisely in the places of fear. Exorcism of fear does indeed come in the exercising of discipleship, 

the daily dying to self that one might practice resurrection.   

The Call to Follow: Marinating in Matthew 

A deeper reading of Matthew, the Gospel in which the Parable of the Strong Man appears, 

reveals a more startling reality than the core teachings of our Protestant tradition have let on. 

Matthew makes clear that to follow Jesus is to mimic him. Full stop. “Take up your cross and 

follow me,” he says (Mt. 10:38, 16:24). If one searches for a keystone of the Protestant tradition it 

would be sola fide—a justification by grace alone through faith alone in Christ’s life, death, and 

resurrection. I do not wish to make a straw man of the core of the tradition. I am, after all, a 

Protestant. However, there tends to be a slack interpretation of this doctrine which fosters 

atonement theories and worldviews that focus on Jesus’s actions to the detriment of the 

relationship between Jesus and the disciples—and by extension those of us who claim the title of 

‘Christian.’ That is to say, a safe distance is created between Christ and the Christian, one that 

insulates from rather than imitates Christ. Cheap grace abounds more than transformation. 

 
3 Scott Bader-Saye, Following Jesus in a Culture of Fear, The Christian Practice of Everyday Life (Grand Rapids, 

Mich: Brazos Press, 2007), 40. 
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Marinating in Matthew reveals much more emphasis on a relationship with Jesus that is about 

mirroring him as one follows him. Intimacy in following transforms the follower. Mimesis of Spirit 

is the result. His leadership is one that does not expect followers to stay at a safe distance from the 

leader, but rather that they become like the leader. Jesus’s expectation is that as he models life, 

that life will be reflected in those who follow. In a word, the disciples would become what they 

behold: sacrificial lovers of the world. “True messiahship is thus the pattern of true discipleship” 

writes Craig Hill, reflecting on Christ’s call to would-be-followers to “deny themselves and take 

up their cross and follow me.”4 Ultimately, as Jesus becomes a wounded healer, saying, “forgive 

them father, for they know not what they do” (Luke 23:34), we, too, become these kinds of 

wounded healers. We do not pass on the wounds of the world. We, being reshaped in our following 

of Jesus, may be wounded but not wasted. 

Becoming what we behold in Jesus is a much scarier prospect than the slack interpretation 

of sola fide, which produces cheap grace. The slack interpretation requires cognitive assents to 

certain truths. It asks the brain and lips to leap, but not the body. Jesus suggests a much riskier 

proposition: that one’s very body and spirit, like his, would become sacrament for the world. One’s 

very life would come to look like his. For those of us who are compelled by this vision—that it 

 
4 Craig C. Hill, Servant of All: Status, Ambition, and the Way of Jesus (Grand Rapids, Michigan: William B. 

Eerdmans Publishing Company, 2016), 69. 

Ulrich Luz, The Theology of the Gospel of Matthew, New Testament Theology (Cambridge ; New York: Cambridge 

University Press, 1995).  

Luz highlights the unique relationship between Jesus and his Father in heaven and fills out what it means to be 

Immanuel, “God with us”. God is with us in that Jesus is completely obedient to the will of the Father. “After the 

notion of ‘God is with us’ has formed the outer brackets (1:23; 28:20), an inner bracket is added dealing with the 

obedience of the Son of God (3:13-4:11; 27:38-54)” (Luz, 36). Or, as Donald Senior writes, “In Matthew’s 

perspective Jesus is God’s Son not only because of his mysterious origin from God but also because of his faithful 

and loving obedience” (Senior, 94). As we pay attention to Jesus’s obedience we must be humbled that God’s 

presence in history, as understood by Matthew, is dependent on the constant moment by moment and then overall 

sweeping relationship of Jesus to the will of God. The reaction is to marvel at the character of Jesus Christ, but 

Matthew requests more than marveling. He requests a mirroring in discipleship. As Christ is the Messiah by 

obedience, we are disciples in following that obedience. Sola fida then has an enfleshed existence. It is not merely 

ascending in thought and word. It is seen in deed—a faith that risks one’s very body in obedience to Jesus as Jesus is 

obedient to the Father. 
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does lead to life and life abundant—we are not without our reservations. From where do these 

reservations, anxiety, and fears come? As we are invited to marinate in the scriptures, we are 

invited to marinate in the sources of our fears that keep us at a safe distance from Jesus, admiring 

him but not actualizing his way. Or, as my students put it, we ask, “Why do we remain fans of 

Christ, not followers?” These fears must be addressed and bound. Nothing less than the “Kingdom 

of God come upon the earth” is at stake.  

I want to lift up one passage in Matthew that offers us a view of why we might be such 

fearful people. The parable of the binding of the Strong Man describes humanity as something 

akin to homebound hostages held against their will. This metaphorical binding is very much like 

Paul’s understanding of sin as slave master (Romans 6:15-18). We become locked up and locked 

in by a Strong Man of fear. Jesus turns the tables, binding him, that we might be liberated. 

Binding the Strong Man: Matthew 12:22-32 

The Gospel of Matthew, written in the late first century and laden with the Gospel of Mark 

and collections of Jesus’s sayings (or “Q”), builds a narrative of Jesus’s life deeply influenced by 

and reflective of the Jewish tradition. Matthew is bold to say that in Jesus the “fulfillment” of that 

tradition has come. Matthew is dealing with what it means to be a Jesus community within but 

surely moving beyond its Jewish roots. It is the old tale of desiring to belong while also becoming 

something wholly new. This is that place of tension between who one is (the receiver and proxy 

of community, tradition, and heritage) but also the listener to the call of the future, the one who is 

becoming one’s own person and people. The Matthean community desires to belong to the Jewish 

community but feels compelled and overwhelmed by what they have experienced in Jesus Christ. 

Such an experience, from the Jewish perspective, is not fulfillment but apostasy. In becoming, in 
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growing in Jesus Christ, they no longer belong. They are on the outside looking in.5 It’s a position 

of vulnerability and existential anxiety.  

In working with young adults, I find a similar dynamic at work where two major forces 

play on the psyche of students: the fear of not belonging and the desire to become what they 

envision for themselves. I will come back to these two fears in the next section. For now, it is 

important to see from a historical reading of Scripture that these two forces may find themselves 

at odds in the Matthean community, where the community must choose between the two: 

belonging, which brings a degree of security (safety in numbers!) or the path of becoming (living 

into one’s calling) with its inherent risks, pitfalls, blind corners, and the paradoxical yet rewarding 

nature of growth. This tension of belonging and becoming plays out the Matthean parable of 

binding the Strong Man. 

Matthew picks up Mark’s story of the binding of the Strong Man (or the “Beelzebul 

Controversy”) as a hinge between parts one and two of the narrative. For Matthew, it is a highly 

important, even pivotal passage. It is a centerpiece story, calling out to us to pay attention. In it, 

we have an apocalypse story. Apocalypse, rightly understood, is not an end of days, but rather an 

inbreaking rendered symbolically: the Kingdom of Heaven defeating (binding up!) the kingdom 

of Satan. Apocalypse literally means to reveal. Jesus, here, is an apocalyptic Jewish preacher, 

revealing what is needed for liberation. Matthew claims here that it is the Kingdom of Heaven that 

has come in Jesus to exorcise the wicked and fearful forces of this era. Placing it at the end of part 

one of the narrative works as an exclamation point to all that has been said thus far. There is no 

ambiguity. There is a new kingdom coming to pass in Jesus. It is breaking into this world and 

binding up the forces of evil and uncovering the fears that lurk beneath the surface.  

 
5 John M. G. Barclay, “Paul Among Diaspora Jews: Anomaly or Apostate?,” Journal for the Study of the New 

Testament 18, no. 60 (1996): 89–119. 
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We may contrast such a story to our current times. Is it an apocalyptic time? Plagues run 

rampant. We’ve witnessed leadership that reigns by force and alternative facts. Is it an apocalyptic 

time? Perhaps not if we define this as “the end.” But these are certainly revealing times, unveiling 

times, times where we feel like we may be seeing the end of an age (Mt. 13:49) as we move  into 

a new one. The coronavirus is indeed destructive, terrifying, and also, sadly, illuminating. We are 

now seeing, in our disillusionment (becoming free of illusions), how fragile our lives are. We are 

being forced to face fear that had been lurking under the surface all along. A curtain has been 

pulled back on the Western world’s strong exceptionalism and tough exterior only to find a swarm 

of anxieties over the future, fear of loss, and an inequitable society where people of color suffer 

disproportionately. It is an apocalyptic time in which we see ourselves more clearly. We cannot 

hide from ourselves anymore. “For too long America has been on spiritual life support, trusting its 

own invincibility,”6 but now the door of the Strong Man’s house is wide open. Inside there is terror.  

In the narrative, the Pharisees7 witness Jesus healing a demoniac. Intimidated, they 

proclaim that Jesus’s powers come from Beelzebul, a variation of “the King of Flies”, “King of 

Dung”, or simply “Lord of the House.”8 “It is only by Beelzebul, the ruler of demons,” say the 

 
6 Elizabeth Dias, “The Apocalypse as an ‘Unveiling’: What Religion Teaches Us About the End Times,” The New 

York Times, April 2, 2020, sec. U.S., https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/02/us/coronavirus-apocalypse-

religion.html. 
7 For Matthew, there is no other group more oppositional to the way of Jesus than the Pharisees. Jesus heaps woes 

upon them (Matthew 23) for the heavy burdens they place upon the people. Matthew sees in them the negative 

example of leadership, infatuated with public recognition and difference, quintessential signs of strength. To 

Matthew, they must be “let alone” for they are the “blind guides of the blind” (Matthew 15.14, NRSV). It should be 

noted that Matthew may interpolate into the Jesus narrative. The Matthew gospel portrays a Jesus movement parting 

with its Jewish home. Is his picture of the Pharisees accurate or the characterization (maybe even caricature) of 

opposition. We may have some hesitancy in fully imbuing these elders with Matthew’s character sketch. The 

Pharisees historically were leaders known to be with the people rather than overlords of them. If this is the case, we 

need to pause on setting up straw men to step on in order to raise up Matthew’s witness of Jesus. We can, however, 

retain the character of leadership, Matthew pushes back against, that is, leadership that dominates from above. In 

Jesus we see a form of leadership that sacrifices coming “from above” in order to serve from below. 
8 Strong's Concordance through www.biblehub.com/greek/954.htm.  

New Interpreter’s Bible Commentary provides comparison of potential differences of Beelzebub and Beezeboul. 

Beelzebub was “related to the Hebrew epithet given to the god of the Philistines” (2 Kgs 1:2, “Baal-zebub,” “god of 

the flies.” Beelzebul may have a different etymology with its root in a pagan household god, “Lord of the House”. 

Yet by Matthews time it was a derogatory name for the chief demon. 

http://www.biblehub.com/greek/954.htm
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Pharisees, “that this fellow casts out demons” (Matthew 12:24, NRSV). We, the readers, might see 

something deeper still here about the Matthean community’s anxious position, in which they exist 

as outcasts to the Jewish community. Have they, too, heard such slander about who they are? Have 

they heard the accusation of being in league with the forces against God? This precarious 

“outsiderness” of the Matthean community flashes up in the stories of Jesus. In Jesus, they seek to 

bind up the wounds of accusation and excommunication.  

Jesus responds to this accusation in a threefold way. He appeals to the logic of the reader, 

crowd, and accusers. “How can a house divided stand?” he asks. “Do you not see I am casting out 

demons. Why would Satan throw out Satan?” he asks. We receive the timeless saying, “a house 

divided cannot stand.” It’s clear to the reader the accusations come from a place of 

disingenuousness. Jesus is here to exorcise the demonic, evil, fearful forces of this world. He then 

asks, “Well, what about your healers—from whom do they get their power?” Not only that, he 

then offers that these referenced healers will be the judge of those accusing Jesus. We can hear 

Jesus’s earlier warning: “for with the judgment you make you will be judged, and the measure you 

give will be the measure you get” (Matthew 7:2, NRSV). The warning is convicting: be careful 

how you judge others for you will be judged in the same way.  

But the third move is the climax of the matter, making a case for the kind of infiltrating, 

new kingdom Jesus brings. It is one not in league with Beelzebul, as they suggest. It is one that is 

here on earth (already but not yet fully) to bind the “Lord of this House,” to liberate those held 

captive, or as Jesus puts it, “to plunder” (meaning: to liberate) this world for a whole new one. The 

parable of a house divided turns to reveal Jesus’s eschatological ministry of the inbreaking of a 

new order. The house of Satan is not divided, it is being overwhelmed by the forces of mercy and 

 
“The Gospel According to Matthew,” New Interpreter’s Bible Commentary Volume 8. Nashville: Abingdon Press. 

1995. 
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love. The language is by no means passive. It teeters on the edge of violence. Jesus’s very 

mission—illustrated not as a defense but as an attack—is to bind up the Strong Man and then 

plunder his house, setting the captives free.9 

The imagery breaks from the page with force and imagination, inviting us to place 

ourselves in such a house. What is the feeling of living among the walls with this Strong Man? 

Why would Jesus break in? As a child, I had a friend who seemed constantly anxious about being 

around his father. I remember the father, this Strong Man. A former linebacker, he was imposing. 

With the meat of his hand, the father would aggressively tousle the son’s hair in public, but my 

friend would draw back. I never witnessed what happened in the house, but my imagination catches 

glimpses now. I can imagine this father coming home after knocking a few back and taunting his 

son into “wrestling matches” which would always end with the breath being knocked out of him, 

bruises, and bloody lips. It’s a twisted game that looks like play to the Strong Man but torture and 

terror to the son. As the cat “plays” with the mouse, the Strong Man grinds into the body and 

psyche of the child. We can remember, too, that the Roman soldiers played games for Jesus’s 

clothes just before driving nails into his feet and wrists. We remember a mocking crown of thorns. 

The Strong Man dehumanizes for sport.  

I can imagine my friend holding his breath when he heard the keys turning in the lock when 

the Strong Man returned home. The feeling of dread, despair, and a growing hate. This is the gut 

feeling of being formed by a fear born of oppressive powers and principalities.  Anxiety works 

 
9 Ched Myers provides an unparalleled political reading of the Gospel of Mark in which Myers suggests the Binding 

of the Strong Man as the key parable for understanding the gospel’s subversive language and intentions. He writes, 

“Mark has come clean: Jesus (a.k.a. the “strong one” heralded by John, 1:8) intends to overthrow the reign of the 

Strong Man (a.k.a. the scribal establishment represented by the demon of 1:24). In this parable the oracle of Second 

Isaiah lives again: Yahweh is making good on the promise to liberate the “prey of the strong (LXX, ischuontos) and 

rescue the captives of the tyrants (Is 49:24f.)… [it is] an image of the primitive Christian eschatological tradition: 

the Lord’s advent as a thief in the night (Mt 24:43 par; 1 Thes 5:2, 2 Pt 3:10; Rv 3:3, 16:15). Ched Myers, Binding 

the Strong Man: A Political Reading of Mark’s Story of Jesus, Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books. 1997, 167. 
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like an oppressive cloud. Violence real or perceived begins to shape one’s inner and then outer 

world. It is isolating and claustrophobic. The only answer is to hide -- physically, existentially -- 

as a means of survival.  

Sadly, a kind of hermeneutical despair and blindness can settle over the prey of the strong, 

a kind of nihilism devoid of hope. Paul writes in 2 Corinthians about such a blindness imposed by 

these gods of “strength”:  

“And even if our gospel is veiled, it is veiled to those who are perishing. In their 

case the god of this world has blinded the minds of the unbelievers, to keep them 

from seeing the light of the gospel of the glory of Christ, who is the image of God” 

(2 Corinthians 4:3-4, NRSV).  

 

For Paul, the “unbeliever” is caught in the grip of and overshadowed by the Strong Man. Under 

the Strong Man we perish, becoming inured and blind to such perishing. We do not see or ignore 

the inbreaking before us. The weight and force of the strong binds and blinds. It seemingly cuts 

off possibilities. Jesus sees this world, with its powers and principalities, with its oppressive 

closing walls, under a similar reign—one that requires liberation. The only answer: break into the 

house and overpower the one who overpowers.  

And so, from our analysis of Matthew thus far, we are invited to consider two kinds of fear: 

the fear that accompanies one becoming shaped more like Christ and the fear of living in the house 

with the Strong Man. This is insightful for us. There is the fear of risking to be shaped by grace 

and mercy, this new becoming in Christ, this new calling! It is the fear of risking one’s very body 

and spirit as Christ does. And there is also the fear of being locked down, this belonging to this 

house with the Strong Man, which is no belonging at all. It is a matter of being a hostage inside 

the house. The choice, therefore, is not fear or no fear. The choice is what kind of fear do you want 

to face and with whom? Jesus offers that—in order to experience the freedom of following him, 

and yes, the fear and risk of such freedom—one must bind the fears formed by the Strong Man. 
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Jesus offers what Yahweh offers to the Israelites departing their slave masters in Egypt. The people 

cry out with fear both for living under the whip and of the wilderness ahead. They have to choose. 

There is no life without fear, but there is the liberated life, the “wise life”, as Proverbs puts it, that 

begins with fear of the Lord (Proverbs 1:7). We can ask it as a question: Do we have a proper fear, 

respect, for the love of God trying to break into this world and our lives? 

Models of Strength Placed Before Young Adults 

This parable is powerful because it is ultimately a parable about what we value in who we 

want to become. It is a parable about leadership and what we idolize. As a pastor to “Generation 

Z” students, I see it as a parable about what values we are placing before them. What we place 

before them they will become. What we ask them to mimic will shape their imaginations and self-

perceptions.  It’s asking them, asking me, and asking all who attend to the growth and maturation 

of the next generation to turn upside down our common notions of what makes for strength. 

Can we imagine such a movement of grace—one that is not passive, but so strong that it 

handcuffs the forces and purveyors of fear, one so strong that it is stronger than the Strong Man? 

Can we imagine a “breaking and entering” filled with mercy? Flannery O’Connor once wrote that 

when she read her own writing her very subject was “the action of grace in territory held largely 

by the devil.”10 That’s exactly what Jesus invites us to imagine. He invites us to see his inbreaking, 

his way of being in this world, as one that binds that Strong Man (we can even say, “Strong Leader” 

here) and places another over the economy of our lives. The replacement leader, the new king, is 

strong, but in an entirely new way. The entire parable begs the question: if the Strong Man can be 

bound by this intruder, in what way is the intruder strong enough to bind the Strong Man? 

 
10 Flannery O’Connor, Sally Fitzgerald, and Robert Fitzgerald, Mystery and Manners: Occasional Prose, 1969, 

https://www.overdrive.com/search?q=9D9B3C6E-8808-4D58-BAAB-BB1316CA9873. 
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One can read this parable as quintessentially a comparison of styles of leadership, which 

are prescriptive models for how to be in the world. We have before us two symbolic images of 

leadership: the Strong Man and the one who can bind the Strong Man. How do we begin to describe 

the one who subdues the strong? As referenced in an earlier footnote, Beelzebul is a derogatory 

name for the Chief(!) demon, or “Lord of the House”. These are titles of leadership. We who are 

leaders (and educate future leaders) are invited to ask: what kind of lord do we want to be, which 

is only answered by asking: which Lord do you want to follow? What kind of strength do we want 

to exhibit in our leadership and our life? Is leadership today locked up in the pattern of the Strong 

Man which, when seen clearly, is not strength at all? Our modes and models of leadership need 

liberating. We need a new definition of strength. The Christian leader is invited onto a new path, 

a new way, indeed, a new how for being a leader. She is invited to no longer be hostage to anemic 

understandings of strength. The Strong Man—the one who bludgeons for his own delight and 

taunts for his own glee—is weakness parading as strength. Domination is a symptom of underlying 

disordered loves. The Lord of the House loves to lord over others and fears the loss of such control. 

If this is the case, the model of leadership we see today is run amuck by anxiety and fear of loss. 

We often witness hostage-taking leadership, not liberating leadership. We witness leadership that 

leverages other humans as if they were objects, not those breathed into with the breath of God. It 

is not “come, follow me.” It is “do as I say.” What kind of Chief do we seek? What kind of chiefs 

do we hope to build for the future?  

“But Jesus called them to him and said, “You know that the rulers of the Gentiles lord it 

over them, and their great ones are tyrants over them. It will not be so among you; but whoever 

wishes to be great among you must be your servant…” (Matthew 20:25-26) 
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In thinking of young adults, I see these characters as vocational archetypes that are put 

before young adults constantly. The Matthean author asks the reader, which one do you admire? 

Which one do you want to be like? Echoing Psalm 1, there are two paths before you: one toward 

ruin and one toward rootedness. One leads to being shaped like the Strong Man. The other is 

shaped like a cross, and yet has the power to subdue the strong. What kind of strength do we wish 

to possess? 

Ischorus and First Corinthians 

In the Septuagint, the phrase “Strong Man” appears as ischorus. In the New Testament, it 

appears to have dual meaning, both positive and negative.  It describes both the Lord of the House 

(the one who dominates for sport) and the one John the Baptizer proclaims “will come after me 

who is mightier than me” (Mark 1:7, Matthew 3:11). The one who is strong is in the eye of the 

beholder. ‘To behold’ in Christian Scripture means “to see rightly.” Christian Scripture thus offers 

us a new vision of strength. What constitutes this kind of might? To find clarity, let us look to 1 

Corinthians. 

The Apostle Paul writes to the fledgling community of Christians in Corinth, a group who, 

for all intents and purposes, appears to be immersed in conflict stemming from social pressures 

that cause for misinterpretation of the Gospel. Inculcated into the upwardly mobile ethos of Roman 

culture and enraptured with the power and prestige of the public orator they fall to temptations of 

hero worship. Richard Hays reminds us that when reading this letter we should keep in our minds 

that Paul writes “to a church in a city only a few generations removed from its founding by 

colonists seeking upward social mobility.”11 We can imagine the founding of Corinth, in the first 

Century Roman empire to be a (pale) reflection of the founding of the new America—a place of 

 
11 Richard Hays, First Corinthians. Interpretation: A Bible Commentary for Teaching and Preaching, Louisville: 

Westminster John Knox Press, 2011. 3. 
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self-authorship, a place to let one’s own desires shape one’s own destiny. The one who captains 

his or her own destiny stands strong.  

It is important to pay attention to how Paul recognizes, speaks to, and subverts those 

desires. Paul, according to Luke, spent about eighteen months in Corinth (Acts 18:11), ample time 

to know the inner and outer lives of these people. The brilliance of 1 Corinthians is Paul’s ability 

to theologically diagnose the community’s misplaced values concerning knowledge, status, and 

wisdom—all major strengths for the everyday Corinthian. By diagnosing, Paul provides a 

paradoxical prescription: the message from the cross. This prescription, Hays says, offers a 

conversion of the imagination.12 In this conversion we are offered a reorientation of ischorus. With 

rich imagination, Paul seeks to lift up a mirror to the Corinthians to expose that they are invested 

in and have been shaped by the wrong kind of ischorus. Christ is used no less that 17 times in the 

31 verses of this first chapter to remind them to whom they belong and in whom they are becoming. 

It’s as if Paul is saying, “Remember whose house you are living in. It is no longer the Lord of the 

House. It is Christ’s.” Loyalty creates unity, which is key to Paul. Much of the first chapter deals 

with fracture in the community over divided loyalties and leadership. Paul writes, “What I mean 

is that each of you says, “I belong to Paul,” or “I belong to Apollos,” or “I belong to Cephas,” or 

“I belong to Christ.” Has Christ been divided? (1 Corinthians 1:12-13; NRSV) 

The language becomes more precise than simply describing division and encouraging 

unity. He focuses on the event of Christ on the cross, the fulcrum moment and message around 

which a new symbolic house is being built. This Christ on the cross has plundered the old house, 

emptying it of what appeared to be valuable. Paul, like the parable, imagines a Christ who breaks 

into this world and robs the whole house of its former meaning. Your perceived strengths are 

 
12 Hays, First Corinthians, 8, 31. 
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foolish, he says. But it is only by the apocalyptic, inbreaking move of Christ that we see clearly, 

and thus are awake to a new reality. It is Christ on the cross, “The Word from the cross,” who is 

strong, according to Paul, not the orator, not the wise, not even the one who puts Christ on the 

cross.  

This is a new reality not easily accepted: 

For the message about the cross is foolishness to those who are perishing, but to us 

who are being saved it is the power of God. 19 For it is written, “I will destroy the 

wisdom of the wise, and the discernment of the discerning I will thwart.” (1 

Corinthians 1:18-19) 

It is not easily accepted because it is precisely at the place of weakness and shame that God’s love 

and power are revealed. The wise, the strong, avoid weakness and shame. And yet the word of the 

cross is thwarting what passes for wise and what goes for strong. What binds the Strong Man? Not 

more empty strength, but a self-giving kenosis. It is God in ultimate human vulnerability. God in 

Christ goes to the lowly place, abiding with all those who are in the lowly places. The wise and 

strong are undone by a cosmic move of the Creator of the universe casting His lot with those who 

are preyed on by the Strong Man. When the Word that was at the beginning becomes the Word 

made flesh, the Word on the cross,  all our frameworks for what is weak and what is strong shatter. 

“God’s foolishness is wiser than human wisdom, and God’s weakness is stronger (ischorus) than 

human strength” (Cor. 1:25, NRSV). Or, put differently, the Word from the cross is God’s 

inbreaking “to shame the things which are strong” (1 Cor. 1:27). This story is scandal. This story 

is a stumbling block. It is nothing short of cosmic solidarity with those who live in the house of 

the Strong Man. The Gospel and Paul ask us to reimagine all hierarchies by God’s solidarity with 

the weak.  

To those with stunted imaginations (those blinded and boxed in!), it is indeed foolishness. 

How crazy the Gospel looks to the Strong Man and the one locked in (and locking others in) the 
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house13 and how necessary it is to liberate the mind, life, and body of the one trapped inside such 

a house. Hays writes, “The gospel is not an esoteric body of religious knowledge, not a slickly 

packaged philosophy, not a scheme for living a better life; instead, it is an announcement about 

God’s apocalyptic intervention in the world for the sake of the world.”14 Within the shape of their 

fears, can young adults hear the intervention coming? They fear destruction, they spiral downward 

in anxiety intertwined with loneliness. But could such fears really be telling them they desire 

deliverance from such a boxed-in prison? 

Telling a Better Story from the Outpost of Grace 

This cruciform ischorus is the inspiration for the remainder of this thesis. Nothing but such 

a transfigured image of strength will do in binding up the sources of fear and anxiety that hold the 

next generation hostage. 

If God’s love is an inbreaking into enemy occupied territory, we’ll think of the work of a 

chapel office in the context of 21st century higher education in America as an outpost of grace. 

This outpost of grace has the task of telling a more compelling story, one that binds up a Strong 

Man, helps its subjects identify and listen to those fears, and ultimately transform them by 

mimicking a cruciform ischorus. These fears have their origin in a story we are telling young 

adults. This modern-day story is equal parts social, vocational, and ontological. That is to say, the 

story young adults are being taught about what has value looks something like a modern-day 

Strong Man. The characteristics of this hero (or antihero, as we’ll see) are as follows:  

The Strong Man finds worth in economic triumph and ambition.  

 
13 The neuroscience here is interesting. One cannot laugh and be anxious at the same time. Just as one cannot be 

joyful and fearful at the same time. The brain cannot hold both simultaneously. The one stuck inside the house of 

anxiety cannot envision a way beyond that anxiety. It takes someone to break in and let them out. We must be 

transformed by the renewing of our mind in Christ. See Simon Sinek, Leaders Eat Last: Why Some Teams Pull 

Together and Others Don’t, New York: Penguin/Portfolio. 2017. 47. 
14 Hays, 27-28 
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The Strong Man stands alone.  

The Strong Man worships his own actualization.   

This is a seductive but ultimately destructive tale, one that we are seeing unravel the interior 

lives of young adults. The idolization of wealth and subsequent fear of failure fuels a narrow 

understanding of ambition. Indeed, ambition in terms of status, power, and wealth habituate his 

way in the world. The Strong Man falls continually for the temptation of gaining the world but 

losing his soul. He is in need of what it means to be “called” and a better story of what vocation 

means. He is in need of a true becoming. Standing alone too long becomes paradoxically addictive 

and toxic. Thus, the Strong Man’s aloneness is not defined by solitude but by isolation and 

loneliness. He fears this loneliness, true, but he fears real connection even more. He is in need of 

real belonging, The Strong Man finally lives by a reduced ontology in our rising secular culture. 

The Strong Man has not stopped looking for meaning, but such meaning ends at the borders of his 

own story. And yet, he is haunted by the faintest voice, a holy fear that there might be more. He is 

in need of a better beholding, what Christian Scripture defines as “seeing rightly.” 

A college experience can either perpetuate these false narratives of the Strong Man, 

exacerbating the fears of young adults today, or it can be a place of discovery, writing a new story 

for what a life and our lives together could look like. A chapel office seeks to reveal the false 

narrative to students, to examine and discern the fears therein, and to help tell a better, more human 

story for what it is to live in today’s hyperconnected yet lonely world.  

For the purposes of this thesis, the focus will center on examining our emotional lives as 

more friend than foe and the epidemic of loneliness gripping young adults today.15 Anxiety and 

fear are inflamed and running rampant in young adults’ lives. This fear and anxiety does need to 

 
15 Insights into the vocational (becoming) and the ontological (beholding) development of young adults will be infused 

into the sections ahead. My hope is to focus on those themes beyond this thesis for a more wholistic written work. 
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be bound to aid young adults to discern whether they “suffer more in their imaginations than in 

reality,” as Seneca said. But that is only half the story.16 The emotional life is not simply a plague 

on young adults, as has been described; it is a gift that, if given attention, can help young adults—

and those who lead them—learn about what we value and to what we are telling young adults to 

devote their lives.  

Here is where we need a guide. For the investigation of both the emotional life and the 

epidemic of loneliness, we will look at the writings of St. Augustine of Hippo, particularly in 

Confessions, which illuminate a deep investigation of the emotional life. This investigation of the 

emotions, fear in particular, reveals that we, humans, are locomotive creatures driven toward ends. 

The ends we serve shape our emotional lives. They are not waves that overwhelm us. Rather, they 

are waves that tell us something about the direction toward which we have pointed our ships, so 

to speak. Are we pointing young adults’ ships in the right directions? Could the rise in mental 

illness and anxiety say more about the models we’ve put before young adults than their lack of 

resilience? Augustine of Hippo, in conversation with other social scientists and philosophers, 

provides us a vocabulary to investigate young adults’ emotional lives in order to see ourselves 

more clearly. We have further led young adults into the house of the Strong Man and they are 

suffering for it. Their fears are warning flares begging us to learn and lead in a new direction.  

There is perhaps no greater evidence of being buried in the corner of this parabolic house 

than the epidemic of loneliness that is sweeping over young adults today. It predates the pandemic. 

Bowling Alone is now twenty years old, and we’ve done little to reverse its warning of a future 

devoid of community, institutional, and friendship commitments.17 We are more than Alone 

 
16 Ryan Holiday, The Obstacle Is the Way: The Timeless Art of Turning Trials into Triumph, Audiobook (Tim 

Ferriss, n.d.). 
17 Robert D. Putnam, Bowling Alone: The Collapse and Revival of American Community, 1. touchstone ed (New 

York, NY: Simon & Schuster, 2001). 
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Together, as Sherry Turkle wrote ten years ago.18 Young adults are simply alone, and such 

aloneness has become a spiraling addiction that metastasizeses into loneliness. Social media has 

brought young adults into shallow, posturing relationships. An outpost of grace in this lonely world 

is needed to provide retraining in how we belong to one another. Someone, some place, needs to 

provide a vision and practices that help break the cycle of loneliness. The final section of this thesis 

provides a vision and examples of practices (pilgrimage and preaching) for retraining in belonging 

and friendship. It is relearning in how we might bend toward one another again—to see one another 

as God’s plunder—inspired by the One who bends toward this world and breaks into it for our 

sake. 

 

 
18 Sherry Turkle, Alone Together: Why We Expect More from Technology and Less from Each Other, 3rd ed. (New 

York, N.Y: Basic Books, 2017). 
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Intelligent Emotions and Anatomy of Fear 

“What, then, is my God?... You love, but with no storm of passion; you are jealous, but with no 

anxious fear.”1 

 

Introduction 

I have the great pleasure of serving as a pastor to young men and women between the ages 

of eighteen and twenty-five. The cliché is true: working with young people keeps you young. It is 

a deep joy and pleasure. While you arrive more completely at the doorstep of innocence, wonder, 

and possibility in these young adults, you also meet the unwelcomed presence of fear. It is always 

lurking beneath the surface of this Instagram generation. What was true in Reviving Ophelia2 and 

Raising Cain3 over two decades ago is still true today: I witness my students lacking the attention 

or vocabulary to make meaning of their stormy interior lives. They are stressed but cannot 

articulate how their desires drive such anxiety. They fear failure but lack a clear or meaningful 

definition of success other than more—more money, more status, more security. They are at the 

mercy of their appetites, impulses, and tortured imaginations.  And looming in the ether of all this, 

despite the breakneck pace to survive, is a sense of pervasive helplessness that stokes that fear all 

the more. Today in higher education we are witnessing what the Stoic Seneca meant when he 

wrote, “We are more often frightened than hurt; and we suffer more from imagination than from 

reality.”4 Higher education should be about the liberation of the imagination toward the good, the 

noble, the virtuous, and yet we find it strangely bound.  

 For this reason, I am drawn to St. Augustine and the influence of the early academy of 

philosophy on his theology. Their discourse is not ivory tower prattle, but therapy for the 

 
1 Augustine and Rex Warner, The Confessions of St. Augustine (New York, N.Y: Signet Classic, 2001). 3. 
2 Mary Piper, Reviving Ophelia (New York, NY: Riverhead Trade, 2005). 
3 Daniel J. Kindlon, Michael Thompson, and Teresa Barker, Raising Cain: Protecting the Emotional Life of Boys, 

1st ed (New York: Ballantine Books, 1999). 
4 Holiday, The Obstacle Is the Way: The Timeless Art of Turning Trials into Triumph. 
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imagination, or the term we’ll use more frequently here, the soul. Hellenist philosophy was about 

the education of young people, and that education was about attention to and ordering of “higher 

goods” within one’s own life and our collective lives. My students—and all of us, I believe—

desire a more ordered and meaningful way to pursue life. We seek to have imaginations that inspire 

us into an engaged life, not imaginations imprisoned by fears and impulses.  

 This section seeks to lay out varying frameworks—neurological, psychological, and 

philosophical—for understanding the phenomena of fear, with most attention being paid to the 

philosophical. I will investigate the Hellenistic philosophical approach of ordering the inner life, 

with particular attention to the emotion of fear. Then I will look to see how the patristic church, 

particularly in Augustine, appropriated, critiqued, and modified the education of the soul. But 

perhaps most importantly, I will explore—with the aid of Warren Smith’s analysis—the historical 

example of the Fall of Rome and Augustine’s exploration of Rome’s fears that led to its downfall. 

Fear is not limited to the individual. It moves like a plague across the land. To Augustine, Rome’s 

demise was less about foreign invaders, and certainly not about the rise of Christianity. It was 

about false and fearful perceptions run amok by poor desires for security and privilege. Ambitions 

poorly directed and the “dream of private sanctuary”5 created moral erosion from within, both 

within individuals and the wider land. What Rome needed was not more security, but to remember 

its philosophical past of a well-ordered soul and society. Could such analysis and prescription help 

us today in the United States, one of the wealthiest countries in history with also some of the most 

alarming rates of mental illness and suicides in the world, particularly among young adults? Could 

the tools and insights of the ancients help us see more clearly how disordered desire railroads our 

imaginations and erodes our souls? Could we see more clearly how ethos shapes ethics and how 

 
5 Paul Rogat Loeb, Soul of a Citizen: Living with Conviction in Challenging Times, 2nd ed., rev.updated ed (New 

York: St. Martin’s Griffin, 2010). 
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ethics shapes actions? And, most importantly, can we see more clearly how we have burdened our 

children to hold up a false and distorted vision of the future that is more about selfish than soulful 

pursuits? I believe so. What we lack is not enough security, but commitments to virtue, proper 

ordering of values, and attention to the emotional lives that inspire, redirect, but can potentially 

derail our best commitments to virtue. 

Starting with the Perfect Storm of Fear  

“I sighed and you heard me; I was storm tossed and you held the tiller; I was going on the broad 

path of this world and you did not forsake me.”6 

 

Imagine a student walking into their first Introduction to Theology course, a general 

requirement at their liberal arts school. Their parents are frustrated they must spend money on such 

a course; after all, their child had four years already at that private Christian high school for which 

they scrimped and saved. Now they are scrimping and saving for this high-priced four-year degree. 

Why does he have to take a course on religion? We watch Hillsong every weekend on Roku, they 

think. He needs to be in that marketing class that seems to always fill up and not have any overflow. 

But here their son is: holding a copy of Confessions at 8 am on a Monday in August.  

 He cracks the spine. Why didn’t I just get the audiobook? he thinks. Then he lands on a 

couple of lines: “Little do they know that you are everywhere, that it is impossible to draw a line 

of circumscription about you, and that you alone are always present even to those who have put 

themselves furthest from you.”7  Who is ‘you’? he thinks, and what is this pit in my stomach, like 

someone is watching me? Intrigued, though uncomfortable, he flips aimlessly to another page. “I 

thought of how I was toiling away, spurred on by my desires and dragging after me the load of my 

unhappiness…”8 

 
6 Augustine and Warner, The Confessions of St. Augustine, 107. 
7 Augustine and Warner, The Confessions of St. Augustine. 
8 Augustine and Warner.108. 
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 That’s me! he says. Only after he sees the eyes of others on him does he realize he’s said it 

aloud. He blushes but lowers his gaze back to the first book he’s read in a year. Why am I 

sweating?, hoping he hasn’t said that out loud, as well. He’s not reading about an ancient African 

Catholic Bishop. He’s reading his own journal—that is, if he had ever kept one. Here, in this 

ancient reflective diary, he finds someone who understands his loneliness, his learned ambition, 

his hungering, but for what? He’s trapped in the same house I am and flailing to get out. Why is 

it, the more one flails the more boxed in one becomes? 

 This is the experience of reading Augustine while young. (Some might qualify: young and 

male).  It’s not a classic; it’s a mirror. More accurately, it is a classic because it is a mirror, and it 

has to do with the incisiveness of Augustine’s inspection of the inner life with its mix of loves, 

hates, fears, aversions, and appetites. As James K. A. Smith, puts it, “Augustine was a cartographer 

of the heart.”9 He doesn’t simply mirror back to the young adult one’s wayward state. He models 

a way forward. He helps us see that it is not what we think that makes us who we are. It is what 

we love that makes us who we are. We are less cogito ergo sum and more amo ergo sum. The point 

is to discover what one loves, for how one orders one’s loves, from the top down, will order the 

state of the inner life, fears and all. 

 This is to say, the emotional life for Augustine is paramount. It is the climbing and 

climaxing fear and anxiety within Augustine which leads him finally in a new direction, to 

rearrange what he loves. He examines those fears, rooting out to what they are directed. Without 

fail, they are continually tied to some end that is more cul-de-sac than open highway, more mirage 

than oasis. He listens to his emotions, hearing what they say to him about who he is and what he 

values—or rather, what he has been taught to value. For Augustine, the emotions are not forces 

 
9 James K. A. Smith, On the Road with Saint Augustine: A Real-World Spirituality for Restless Hearts (Grand 

Rapids, Michigan: Brazos Press, a division of Baker Publishing Group, 2019), 30. 
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beyond our inspection. Rather, they are signs and sirens aiding and directing us, if we would stop 

long enough to listen to them. In a word, emotions are intelligent, telling us a story of who we are.  

 Such an awakened attention to the inner life is desperately needed but difficult to 

communicate as we come to listen more deeply to fears and anxieties of college students. These 

are young adults who are between places: home and future home. College is a liminal place, a 

place of process. These young adults are in the process of becoming who they are supposed to be 

(though theologically this is just as true of the eighty-year-old as the eighteen-year-old). Not unlike 

biblical heroes who struggle to hear and heed their call, these young adults are rattled by fears and 

insecurities that attempt to define them. 

 In many ways there is a perfect storm of fear.  It is not a singular storm front they face, but 

several that seem to hit from all sides. The fears are both micro and macro in nature. That is, they 

are at once very personal and yet quite universal.10 There are fears that develop because of 

individual personality traits (enneagram typologies provide some insight here) and there are fears 

that are fed by the destabilizing time and place in which we live, and these students’ particular 

place there. On a macro scale, they are growing up in a time of widespread awareness of racism 

and privilege, global warming, rising economic competitiveness, and a higher cost of education 

and living than generations before. They may be living in the most affluent time and place in 

history, but it feels like a book moving toward its closing chapters, not its opening ones. This may 

not be accurate; I cannot say. The point is these macro forces are felt and anticipated emotionally 

before they are approached cognitively. The rising tide of anxiety and fear in young adults sees 

 
10 I did not want to mix metaphors and so include this image here. When listening to my students individually and 

collectively, I imagined a Chuck Close portrait. From afar the portrait is unified, a single headshot, but when you get 

close, you see that is composed of an individual stylized grid, each square personal and unique.  
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the future like a coastal town anticipating a hurricane. Better to hunker down, closing oneself in, 

than open up and get pulverized.  

 Complicating this fear of future and potential failure is the fear of letting family down. 

Return on Investment (ROI) rules the mentality of college students. “What am I doing in this 

Introduction to Theology course?” they think. “I need to reverse the flow of money back to my 

family. I don’t have time for this.”  When ROI rules education pursuits, students’ emotional lives 

tell them they are a financial burden on their families. They perceive they are more burden than 

blessing. They carry the psychological weight of debt constantly.  

 The battering of ROI does not end there. Conscription, not calling, is their pathway 

forward. They imagine themselves ten and twenty years down the line, having honored their 

families but living lives that give them little to no joy. Is this a problem or privilege? Both, but it 

makes it no less valid. We have tied education directly to work rather than to citizenship or 

enlightenment (education’s original meaning being “out of darkness”). Their emotions work on 

their behalf before they have rationalized them. Their fears speak to an educational system that has 

all but commodified their existence. Their very lives are part of that trade of goods. They feel, 

quite rightly, that they are not humans but objects pushed and pulled by tides and storms beyond 

their control. Young adults do not have an anxiety problem, they have an entrapment problem. The 

anxiety and loneliness are groanings of the ship caught in these turbulent seas.  

 Here is where their survival instinct kicks in. In their insecurities, they can distract 

themselves from the inconvenience of an authentic or holy life. Instead, they count on status, 

success, and achievement. These become their lighthouses at sea. These amorphous words, lacking 

meaning in and of themselves, become guides. They shape “cultural liturgies” (James K.A. Smith) 

about what the good life is and who belongs. They shape what Pierre Bourdieu calls habitus, an 
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action or part of culture that has “been learned so well that we have forgotten that we learned [it] 

at all.”11  

But why do the light houses get further away as they draw near? They are elusive, not 

illuminating. We have mastered the practice of self-deception through ambition. We’ve made an 

honored practice of it. Coming back to our guiding parable, this is the seduction of the Strong Man 

model. The Strong Man is, when seen correctly, not strong at all. It is insecurity which seeks to 

mask its weakness in images of strength: the allure of status, success, and achievement. They are 

not bad in and of themselves, but have they become idols of higher education? The fears of young 

adults say so. These lighthouses are elusive because we have made penultimate values ultimate, as 

if they will be what sets the young adult free into the world. The voices of these idols are perhaps 

the strongest seductions, fooling and pulling students deeper into the house of the Strong Man, 

deeper into a sense of imprisonment, darkness, hopelessness. Idols are the last-ditch effort of one 

who is weak attempting to look strong. They are short-term seductions and long-term terrors. 

Charles Campbell harrowingly writes, “idolatry is the fundamental sin of fallen powers,” and those 

powers’ only desire “is to survive, and yet whose paradoxical end is always death.”12 The Strong 

Man, like any bully, must dominate or die. Young adults’ fears are a precognitive recognition of 

this. Fear of the future is not simply about fear of failure but fear of giving their lives to idols. If 

this is the case, this fear, rightly understood, is as much a gift as present discomfort—a Pauline 

thorn in the side (2 Corinthians 12:7). 

The storm continues, unbelievably so. It does not end with the fear of macro forces shaping 

their lives, the micro forces of letting family down, or the fear of failing. The most pressing fear is 

 
11 Mary Clark Moschella, Ethnography as a Pastoral Practice: An Introduction (Cleveland, Ohio: Pilgrim Press, 

2008). 
12 Charles L. Campbell, The Word Before the Powers: An Ethic of Preaching, 1st ed (Louisville, Ky: Westminster 

John Knox Press, 2002), 24. 
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one of utter loneliness. This has been written about without end, perhaps most engagingly by 

Sherry Turkle in Alone Together. “We expect more from technology and less from one another,”13 

writes Turkle, which we now know means: we expect technology to serve our individual desires 

but it has the effect of creating a pavlovian antisocial response. We have been conditioned to pick 

up the phone and push away from one another. It is a call to a revolution we have not heeded. 

Despite our technological connection, we are more disconnected than ever. While young adults’ 

inner lives witness to the feeling of dehumanizing forces beyond themselves, there is a sense that 

even the best of friendships have become objectified. Position trumps partnership. There is a 

constant quid-pro-quo calculation taking place. Is the other party putting in the same effort as I 

am? Am I getting what I want out of this relationship? Technology for the young adult becomes a 

personal assistant to help evaluate if you’re getting back what you are putting into a relationship. 

Take Snapchat emojis for example. A gold heart emoji (💛), tells you that this is the person you 

send the most “snaps” to, and they, reciprocate. You’re “best friends” on Snapchat. But beware of 

the grimace (😬), which tells you that you share “best friends” with another person. That is, the 

person you send most “snaps” is also receiving someone else’s most “snaps”. The emoji suggests 

wariness of sharing friendship. Would you start treating your “best friend” differently after you 

become aware of the story this algorithm, reminding you, someone communicates with your best 

friend as much as you? Are you happy for your best friend? Not if you let the grimace have the 

day. The path forward is recalculation. Best not to give more than you get. Are you getting your 

return on investment in this relationship? It’s an example of how young adults’ scrutinize as they 

have felt scrutinized, and yet the affect is to become more isolated, growing lonelier and lonelier. 

We will return to this spiraling downward into self and away from others in the next section.  

 
13 Turkle, Alone Together: Why We Expect More from Technology and Less from Each Other. 
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For now, what do these experienced fears say about the place in which they find 

themselves? The fears of these young adults, in a backhanded way, indict the educational process 

and place in which they occur. The will to survive or desire for success in what feels like an 

increasingly competitive world generates high rates of anxiety and fear that one will fail. 

Universities have taken the route of becoming weigh stations on the occupational highway of these 

young adults’ lives. The students feel before they know, and they feel they are only as good as 

their grade point average or future job.14 When we talk about character we talk about grit, 

resilience, skill mastery. Students, diagnosed with a lack of resilience, are encouraged to strive 

harder and to dig deeper. But one may have to generate tactics, by hook or by crook, for survival. 

Is this who they want to become?15 Is this the character we desire in our young people? No. 

Character needs redefinition to include not just self-discipline but self-honesty. Fear and anxiety 

seem to outpace the formation of resilience. Are the fears of failure a sign of immaturity or, on a 

spiritual and emotional level, a resistance to future lives these young adults do not desire to 

possess? Could their fears be their internal antennae to avoid the temptation of gaining the world 

but losing one’s soul? We, in the places of higher education, are providing tactics for success in 

an unstable world but, I believe, are missing the mark on a more fundamental question about 

identity and what animates the very core of these students’ lives. It makes me concerned for the 

nature of higher education, not to mention the lives of these young adults. That is, while we are 

preparing students to compete in a global economy, we may very well be distancing them from 

their true selves and potentially doing great harm in the process.  

 
14 To my institution’s credit, we have adopted growth mindset pedagogies as our QEP. In our language we embrace 

process of maturation and grit over perfection and product. But this is only one narrative. The overwhelming 

narrative is consistent with all of the advertising of higher education: “come to this place, and you will be a success 

in life.”  
15 Scripture pays tribute to the trickster character in his or her ability to survive. We can think of Jacob, Shiphrah, 

and Puah who used their wits in order to survive or get their way. But Scripture also points to a higher calling that is 

based in a life above survival. 
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When Augustine examined his rising anxiety, he found he had become beholden to the 

wrong habitus. He had learned a way of life that led to loneliness, not liberation. His rising anxiety 

was warning him of the way he should not go. Uncomfortable as it was, this was deep calling to 

deep for Augustine—something of God attempting to wake him from his slumber. Could the rising 

of anxiety be telling us about unsustainable paths down which we’ve sent our own young adults 

today?  

Before saying more on fear’s unique characteristics in young adults, we should say more 

about the various frameworks for understanding the emotions. If we are more amo ergo sum than 

cogito ergo sum, we should pay attention to the emotional life. 

Framing Emotions: Intelligent Cognitions 

Jonathan Haidt is an astute meaning maker of a politically divided America. How can we 

begin to make sense of a United States that seems to have very little middle ground representation 

in politics or the major culture wars? Couldn’t we, with our capabilities of reason, begin to find 

common understanding? According to Haidt, a social psychologist and Professor of Ethical 

Leadership at New York University Stern School of Business, the answer is: not really. Not really, 

because that is not how humans have evolved to use their reasoning capabilities. Haidt argues in 

The Righteous Mind that humans, here to date, are fundamentally intuitive, not rational. Humans 

are more emotion-based creatures than reason-based creatures. The two are certainly in 

conversation with one another, but the former clearly has the upper hand over the latter.  

Haidt would not go as far as philosopher David Hume (though he is very close) did in 

saying reason was only fit to be “the slave of passions.”16 No, reason isn’t a slave, unable to 

question the master. For Haidt, reason in relationship to emotional intuition is more like a rider on 

 
16 Haidt, Jonathan, The Righteous Mind: Why Good People Are Divided By Politics and Religion (New York, New 

York: Vintage Books, 2012). 79. 
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an elephant. “The rider evolved to serve the elephant… the elephant is more powerful than the 

rider, but it is not an absolute dictator.”17 Reason serves more like a lawyer for a client’s moral 

intuition. Reason justifies and clarifies the emotional response to those intuitions. Reason does less 

to change one’s mind than to reinforce one’s original, and deeply held, moral or emotional 

impulses. Haidt prefers the word intuition to emotion because the field of Moral Psychology too 

often reduced his argument to say that emotion dictates to reason, rather than his more nuanced 

approach: “intuitions including emotional responses” are a kind of cognition. They’re just not a 

kind of reasoning.”18 This is how humans have evolved. It turns out, according to Haidt, the reason 

people are so deeply divided by politics and religion is because varying human groups have 

varying deeply evolved intuitive moral bases. This is oversimplifying, but there are cultures that 

have evolved to have order and tradition at the center of the moral intuition (a more conservative 

intuition) and there are more liberal cultures who have reinforced individual harm reduction to the 

center of their moral impulses. Depending on these deeply held intuitions we have emotional 

responses that one might say are the reins from the elephant to the rider of reason. They pull and 

strain the rider. They release and relax the rider—cognitive capacities to make meaning of the 

worlds in which we live.  

We have paid far too little attention to the emotional life of humans and how it animates 

who we are. We’ve made an idol of reason to our own detriment, and such idolatry has blinded us 

to a deeper inner life. Haidt calls it the rationalist’s delusion.19 We have overvalued our reasoning 

capacity, believing we arrive at judgements and actions with little intuitive or emotional basis. 

This is not an anti-intellectual posture. Rather, it is a more holistic appreciation of how humans 

 
17 Haidt, Jonathan. 79. 
18 Haidt, Jonathan. 56.  
19 Haidt, Jonathan, 34. 
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come to decisions and behaviors, and we must appreciate the inner life moving like a current below 

our reasoning capacities.  

Haidt picks up the tradition of Antonio Damasio who, in Descartes’ Error, studied moral 

deliberations of those with brain damage to the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (a.k.a. vmPFC), 

which caused these patients to have little to no emotionality. These subjects made sterling 

decisions between right and wrong in a vacuum, without any persuasion or coloring from 

emotions. However, these same patients, who seemingly were liberated from the emotional life, 

often alienated family and coworkers, lacking sympathy or affection. They made poor decisions 

or no decisions at all. Damasio argued “that gut feelings and bodily reactions were necessary to 

thinking rationally, and that one job of the vmPFC was to integrate those gut feelings into a 

person’s conscious deliberations.”20 The head needed the heart. Without it, the head went to seed. 

It has often been thought if we could kill off our emotional life, we’d reason better, we’d live 

better. But the point isn’t to kill off the emotions, but to attend to them. Bind them if necessary, 

but pay attention to the influence of the emotions—fear or joy—that is constant and even 

necessary. In the end, according to Haidt and Damasio, people make terrible decisions when 

deprived of emotional input. 

Emotions are intelligent things in and of themselves, not dumb and visceral, as once 

believed. “Scientists increasingly recognized that emotions were filled with cognition. Emotions 

occur in steps, the first of which is to appraise something that just happened based on whether it 

advanced or hindered your goals. These appraisals are a kind of information processing; they are 

cognitions.”21 In short, they detect and process previously identified patterns. The sound of 

footfalls behind us on a dark night signals danger. The glimpse of a friend from ages past signals 

 
20 Haidt, Jonathan, 40. 
21 Haidt, Jonathan, 52. 
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warm affection. Cognition, therefore, cannot be divorced from emotions. Emotions are not less 

than cognitions; they are habituated cognitions related to patterns. There is no duality. If any 

distinction is to be made, Haidt suggests, it is between intuition and reasoning, not reasoning and 

emotion. Emotions are simply one form of intuition. Most other forms of intuition, according to 

Haidt, are more subtle; “they don’t rise to the level of emotions” – such as the micro judgements 

and feelings we have, say when reading a news article or in a conversation with colleagues.22 There 

are a thousand split second appraisals, condemnations, and celebrations. They are all intuitions, 

but are they emotions? Not quite. 

Our reasoning capacities ride on an elephant of intuitions and subconscious. If we imagine 

a dialogue between Augustine and Haidt, we can imagine Augustine asking, “So what are you 

feeding the elephant?” That is to say, what are the perceived patterns that are training the instincts, 

intuitions, and emotions within? They are directed by desires, so how are we shaping the terrain 

of those desires to direct those intuitions?  

Augustine’s great gift to young adults today is to help them see that the inner life may feel 

untamable because it has been directed toward things that only produce more anxiety than rest. 

The elephant is being harassed without being heard.  

Fear Among and Alongside Intelligent Emotions 

In Upheavals of Thought: The Intelligence of Emotions, Martha Nussbaum lifts up the 

ancient Stoic view that “emotions are appraisals or value judgments, which ascribe to the things 

and persons outside the person’s own control great importance for the person’s own flourishing.”23 

Nussbaum uses different vocabulary than Haidt, but has similar appreciation for the role emotions 

 
22 Haidt, Jonathan, 53. 
23 Martha Craven Nussbaum, Upheavals of Thought: The Intelligence of Emotions, 8th pr (Cambridge: Cambridge 

Univ. Press, 2008), 4. 
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play in cognition. Switching metaphors: instead of emotions as the elephant, think of emotions as 

our radar for immediate experiences of things beyond our control with which we interact, on which 

we depend, or even that which we trust for our own flourishing (eudaimonia). Emotions pick up 

what is beyond us but has an effect on us.  

Nussbaum delineates between a great variety of emotional experience: between general 

and particular emotions, between “background” and “ad situational” emotions. She explains the 

great complex relationship between external causes of emotions, objects to which we may direct 

our emotions (which may not necessarily be the cause), and the complex inner life of the person. 

The main contention of Nussbaum is that emotions are not unwieldy, unintelligible forces preying 

upon us. Emotions are about a quality of relationship with some object. If they did not have this 

relationship, they would be as unpredictable and un-examinable as the winds.  

Fear, like all emotions, has an object or cause. Fear illuminates a subject’s relationship to 

that object. Emotions tell a story about our central belief in (or quality of relationship to) an object. 

To put it a different way, emotions are concerned with value. The emotion renders the object with 

a value or quality of importance in the role it plays in subject’s life, and often this valuing comes 

with an intertwining of emotions, such as fear and hope.  

For instance, “fear and hope can often involve the same set of facts, but differ in their focus 

[belief]—on the danger in the former case, on the possible good outcome in the latter.”24 Indeed, 

fear and hope are often intertwined. “You will cease to fear if you cease to hope,” Seneca wrote.  

“Both belong to a mind that is in suspense.”25 Put more plainly, and as an example, I fear the loss 

of one of my children only because so much hope and love first exists—hope for the vast 

possibilities the future holds for them; fear for the myriad threats that same future holds. Take 

 
24 Nussbaum, 28. 
25 Nussbaum, 28. 
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away the affection, and there would be no precondition for fear. This relational model between 

emotions is why Thomas Aquinas accurately said, “fear is born of love.” Or as practical theologian 

Scott Bader-Saye put it, “fear is the shadow-side of love.”26 You wish to be free of the shadow, 

but who could do without love?  

Augustine would ask not just of Nussbaum and Haidt, but all of us, “What objects are 

having a dominating effect on our emotional life? Toward what have we directed our emotional 

lives, particularly our loves and desires? How is that working out for us? At what are we gazing 

as valuable, and how does ascribing such value shape our hopes, loves, and fears within?”  

Emotions are not simply external sea billows that roll over us. They are signals that point 

to a quality of relationship. Emotions first have an intelligent structure to them. They are useful. 

They are key indicators to help us flourish. Fear, like other emotions, can be, as Gavin de Becker 

made famous, a gift. It is the “survival signal that protects us from violence.”27 It is the seat or 

companion of intuition. And yet fear can be the gift that becomes a curse. It has the capacity to 

utterly reshape the entire emotional life of a person. Instead of a companion for the journey, if not 

strapped down in its seat, it can take the wheel. It can take the wheel of an individual, and—as we 

will see—an empire. If not bound, it blinds. 

Framing Fear and Anxiety 

 What is the nature of such a beast of an emotion? Heretofore we have used anxiety and fear 

interchangeably. That has not been a mistake. The two are so intertwined, it is difficult to make a 

case where one begins and the other ends. Anxiety is another way of describing the natural fear 

response to external threat or danger. “Anxiety is another word for fear, and fear is essential for 

survival,” says Ronald Siegel, assistant clinical professor at Harvard Medical School and author 

 
26 Bader-Saye, Following Jesus in a Culture of Fear, 40. 
27 Gavin De Becker, The Gift of Fear: Survival Signals That Protect Us from Violence (New York: Delta, 1999). 
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of Mindfulness and Psychotherapy. “Without it, our ancestors probably would have died off pretty 

quickly.”'28  

 The descriptions of anxiety as a catalyst for production and purpose are similar to the way 

one describes fear. David Barlow, the founder and director emeritus of the Center for Anxiety and 

Related Disorders at Boston University, writes, “Without anxiety, little would be accomplished… 

The performance of athletes, entertainers, executives, artisans, and students would suffer; 

creativity would diminish; crops might not be planted. And we would all achieve that idyllic state 

long sought after in our fast-paced society of whiling away our lives under a shade tree. This would 

be as deadly for the species as nuclear war.”29 Anxiety is a generator of activity as much as it can 

be an enervator of it. Anxiety is a form of fear and can be a gift as much as curse. 

Yet, there is a slight distinction that can be made when speaking neurologically, and it 

comes in three stages, starting with stress. Stress causes anxiety, and anxiety causes the emotional 

product of fear. Many people use “stress” and “anxiety” interchangeably, but mental-health experts 

draw a subtle distinction between the two. “Stress is the cause or source of anxiety, while anxiety 

is the brain and body response to the stressor,” writes Markham Heid, Time magazine’s lead 

mental-health writer.30 “Stress is the interpretation or perception of something as dangerous or 

problematic, while anxiety is the emotional response this perception elicits,” according to Michelle 

Newman, director of the Laboratory for Anxiety and Depression Research at Pennsylvania State 

University.31 There is a process that awakens and torments the elephant of fear that we ride. 

Stresses are the arrows that surround the elephant, prompting the activation of the fear response 

 
28 Markham Heid, “Beyond Stress,” Time, June 26, 2020, 12. 
29 Scott Stossel, “Surviving Anxiety,” The Atlantic, December 22, 2013, 

https://www.theatlantic.com/magazine/archive/2014/01/surviving_anxiety/355741/. 
30 Heid, “Beyond Stress,” 12. 
31 Heid, 14. 
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system (fight or flight). Fear and other emotions like sadness or dread are the emotional products 

of that system at work—or overworked as we would have it for young adults today. The rise in 

anxiety tells us young adults interpret the environments that they are in as highly stressful.  

The problem cannot simply be laid at the feet of young adults. Resilience training will be 

necessary, of course, preparing students to manage and navigate a world they perceive as threat. 

A look at the turbulent inner lives of young adults, should also cause us to reexamine the external 

environment in which we are raising them. When we frame the challenges of young adults in terms 

of “anxiety” and mental health disorders we reduce the problem to their inner-life alone. Inner 

resilience, yes, but do we not see social reformation is also needed? The house of the Strong Man, 

in which young adults find themselves, is one of rising tides, insurrections, racial animosity, and 

debt. “Buck up!” is a half-hearted and insincere response to the wicked problems young adults are 

inheriting. Instead, we might not see overanxious young folk, but people whose inner lives are 

operating as they should: sirens to a disordered, threatening external world.  

The Anatomy of Fear (with help from the ancients)  

How does fear, as a form of intuitive emotion, play into our decision making? Fear is 

unique among the range of emotions. Martha Nussbaum, borrowing from Aristotle and 

psychoanalyst D.W. Winnicott, understands fear as the response to and memory of helplessness. 

Fear of such helplessness touches all the other emotions, making fear pervasive in the inner lives 

of humans.  

You have the nightmare again. The one where you scream but nothing comes out of your 

mouth. It’s the one where you try to run, but your feet don’t budge. You are trapped within 

yourself—a prisoner to your own mind. This wouldn’t be so bad, except there is this looming dread 

that something is coming for you. You’re not just a prisoner, you’re a hunted one. You must hide 
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to survive. In the Monarch of Fear, an excursion into fear and the modern-day political landscape, 

Nussbaum suggests that the dread, anxiety, and fear we carry in our life is planted early. So early, 

in fact, that fear, not love or affection, may be the first emotion humans encounter when they enter 

the world.32  

In his autobiography, Leviathan, Thomas Hobbes says that when he was born, his mother 

gave birth to his twin, also.33 That twin was fear itself. Is he being melodramatic or instructive? 

Can we imagine an unwanted companion of fear, one we must learn to listen to? Nussbaum thinks 

we all might have such a twin from our first shallow breaths. She cites the Epicurean philosopher 

Lucretius, who recognized that almost all other creatures find self-sufficiency much quicker than 

their human counterparts. The human infant’s emotional life is not far off from the nightmare 

above.34 It is one of utter dependence, weakness, and openness to elements. It requires protection, 

and the child knows it. The memory of need, and the fear of it not being met, follows the human 

for the rest of its days. Lucretius writes,  

“[the] baby, like a sailor cast forth from the fierce waves, lies naked on the ground 

unable to speak in need of every sort of help to stay alive. When first nature casts 

it forth with birth contractions from its mother’s womb into the shores of light and 

it fills the whole place with mournful weeping as is fitting for one to whom such 

trouble remains in life.”35 

 

The troubles that remain are those of a uniquely vulnerable animal among animals. We come into 

this world knowing we simply need to survive but are utterly dependent on another for that need. 

It is fear, Nussbaum writes, which “forms and deforms us.”36 

 
32 Martha Craven Nussbaum, The Monarchy of Fear: A Philosopher Looks at Our Political Crisis, First 

Simon&Schuster hardcover edition (New York: Simon & Schuster, 2018). “Fear: Early and Powerful” 
33 Thomas Hobbes and Richard Tuck, Leviathan (New York: Prometheus Books, 1991). 
34 As a parent of three boys six and under, I do not mean to state that childhood is a nightmare. Yet if a child does 

not find bonds of trust and affection, they will be left to their appetites and impulses that seek survival. Fear will 

predominate, if not met with love. 
35 Nussbaum, The Monarchy of Fear. 
36 Nussbaum. 
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Fear is a driving emotion that enables us to survive. It is the impulse that leads to the 

command to satisfy need. As Nussbaum writes, “Babies are so weak that they must rule or die.”37  

Citing Jean-Jacques Rousseaus’ Emile, Nussbaum translates the fear of youth into the arena of 

politics. What is a dictator but an infant, in that they “have no way of surviving except by making 

slaves of others”?38 The dictator is returned consistently to the insecurity of infancy, wielding 

power as a toddler might, unable to square the imbalance of actual power and perceived 

powerlessness (or fear of losing power). The external authority is wielded immorally because of 

an inner insecurity. (We will return to this imbalance of power and perceived powerlessness in 

Augustine’s analysis of the fall of Rome). 

 Fear becomes the driving emotion behind all other destructive emotions, like envy, anger, 

and disgust. Sown at the beginning of our first breaths, it mingles with all other emotions. Fear—

if not engaged, reflected upon, or thought through—becomes a terrible master. It will, if not 

checked, return one, no matter one’s station in life, back to the helplessness of infancy. It will 

usher one back to the nightmare. It will bring one back to the wracked station of insecurity, 

perceived or real. It makes a meal of the imagination and one’s very soul. 

 Almost all emotions process information about the creature’s well-being. Emotions are not 

mindless, Nussbaum suggests. They are appraisals of our vulnerability and dependence on objects 

and others beyond ourselves. Fear is different from other emotions such as compassion, which 

requires more complex thinking. Fear is rudimentary, rooted in our reptilian brain. All that is 

needed is an antenna for danger.   

 
37 Nussbaum. 
38 Nussbaum. 
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Aristotle defined fear as a kind of pain — “pain at the seeming presence of some impending 

bad thing combined with the feeling that you are powerless to ward it off.”3940 Fear is rooted 

completely in perception—perceptions justified or unjustified, as Aristotle observed, of potential 

harm by external objects.41 And while fear may have a feeling or physiological response (see 

James-Lange theory),42 this may not always be the case. Fear may lurk beneath the surface, and a 

person may be unaware of its presence. Nevertheless, fear has dual inner and outer foci. Fear 

directs us to address both perceived weakness and insecurity (inner) and elimination of outside 

threat perceived to cause said insecurity and weakness.  

When unable to be brought under reason, it animates an ingrown habit of self. Compassion 

turns one outward but fear perpetuated only turns one inward. The definitive posture becomes 

inflamed. Come back to the image of the rider and elephant. Imagine the elephant we ride feeding 

off insecurity to the point that our rider has no control of the reins of such a beast. Reason can do 

little but hold on to such an unwieldy behemoth. Reason can do little but jump off or shout 

justifications for such a monster as it stampedes. Reason, riding on the back of fear, can too easily 

become defined by narcissism and selfishness. It hangs on to the beast, it does not bind or direct 

it. In cultures like ours—21st century America amidst a pandemic, inflamed white supremacy, and 

declining empire, where the next generation are overdosed on a diet of fear—the elephant is 

running wild. Haidt may give way to Hume who said, “we are slaves to our passions.”  

Ambition and expansion of the self are the likely course for the young man or woman when 

fear is rampaging within. They become the teleological ends of a life defined by fear. Ambition is 

 
39 Nussbaum. 
40 Aristotle. Rhetoric in Gorgias and Rhetoric. (J. Sachs, Trans.). Newburyport: Focus (2009). 
41 Martha C Nussbaum, The Therapy of Desire: Theory and Practice in Hellenistic Ethics (Princeton University 

Press, 2018), http://www.vlebooks.com/vleweb/product/openreader?id=none&isbn=9781400831944. 94. 
42 See James-Lange, i.e. William James on the physicality of emotion.  
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the tool the rider of reason has to soothe fear. And these were exactly the ends St. Augustine, in 

his early years, gave himself to, only to come to find he was a slave to the fear and anxiety within.  

Take note of the paradoxical nature of fear, too, in relation to others vis-à-vis what one 

desires. As Nussbaum sees well, fear begins with the recognition of needing others. The baby’s 

only choice is to demand a response and recognition from another. The fear is a valuation of the 

child’s own life and desire to keep it. I desire my life therefore I depend on others. But as one 

grows up, feeding on narratives of self-sufficiency and autonomy, others become more foe than 

friend. The love of self-sufficiency fears any notion of dependency. It denies dependency. Love of 

self remains the same, but the shadow side of that love renders others who were once life-giving 

as life threatening. The fear spirals one into loneliness and isolation. Augustine witnessed such a 

move within himself as he set out to make a name for himself.  

A Case Study of Fear at the Wheel: An Ambitious Young Augustine 

The setting is Cassaciacum, an estate to which a weary Augustine had gone for rest from 

the “proud pursuit of empty glory.”43 It is here that the not-yet-bishop, and not even yet a Christian, 

Augustine begins a reflective look at what has been his obsession with ambition. At the same time, 

he begins a school for young men. It is with these young men that he sees into the mirror of his 

earlier self and his own disfigured inner life. They, like him, are twisted with ambition. Their 

desires are fixed on external praise and one-upmanship. He watches them take delight in each 

other’s failings and observes their dread if affirmation does not come their way. Ambition spreads 

like an epidemic among them. 

Do you not yet even acknowledge your fault? You do not know that I sued to be 

sorely vexed in that school [of rhetoric in Milan] because boys were motivated, not 

by the advantage and beauty of learning, but by the love of paltriest praise…. You 

are nevertheless, trying to introduce and spread the contagious disease of corrosive 
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rivalry and empty boasting—the lowliest of contagions, yet even more harmful than 

all the others—into philosophy and into the life which I rejoice to have finally made 

my own.44 

 

It was like looking in a mirror, he must have thought. Were these young men not bending 

to the same inner forces that he was? In them, he began to see the initial stages of the same sickness 

that had plagued him—the disease of the disordered soul driven by empty ambition. It was this 

very ambition that did not liberate his fear. Rather, it metastasized.   

Confessions is often thought of as a story about how a wayward young man comes to 

Christian faith. But that is too narrow. It is first a story about education, and what our education 

points us toward. Confessions begins with Augustine examining what kind of education he 

received and what it said about the values of his parents, teachers, and mentors.  

He never liked his education from the start, he admits. It was forced more than desired.  

“… I was forced to [lessons], and this was a good thing for me, though it was not I who did the 

good for myself; for I would never learn unless under compulsion; and no one can act well against 

his will, even if what he does happens to be good.”45 

Was this because he was, well, a child like any other child? Or was it because he could 

sense something off about the ends of his education? His education was one based not in wisdom 

but in applied ambition. Augustine’s critique of the education of his day is the same as one you 

might hear from the Chair of the Philosophy Department at a liberal arts college. Education has 

been instrumentalized for professional development toward economic ends. The goal is to get 

smart in order to realize a return on investment more than to become wise. Augustine abhorred 

learning. He entered into the form of education without getting its true function. But what else is 
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a young person to do when they ascertain that their education is not for the education itself but for 

some end of economic security?  

This is what he saw his parents were after for him. “Nor were those who forced me to learn 

acting well; the good that was done to me was from you, my God. For my teachers had no idea of 

how I was to use the education which they forced upon me except for satisfying the insatiable 

desires of that wealth which is poverty and of that glory which is shame.”46  

Augustine observed well what is a modern phenomenon: the utilization of education to 

become wealthy. Education becomes a handmaid for economic ambition. Wealth, not wisdom, is 

the telos. And at a young age, what Augustine is entered into is a forced ambition. “The saddest 

thing” writes James K.A. Smith about such a forced ambition “is that it nonetheless forms us. Our 

resentment doesn’t inoculate us. Just because others set the path for our hearts doesn’t mean we 

don’t run there.”47 Augustine’s parents’ and his teachers’ ambitions for him become his own. This 

is not simply about Augustine; it is also about right now. 

Students’ anxieties about the future are both self-driven and inherited. They discern they 

have moved somehow from a parent-to-child relationship to a parent-to-project relationship. 

Embracing the project is the way to embrace the relationship they have known since birth.  

Education that deforms more than forms 

This forced ambition became the means by which Augustine attempted to climb the social 

ladder of the Roman Empire. Before he attended to the education of these young men, Augustine 

was much like them. Sophistry, the art of delivering public speeches, provided the rungs for that 

ladder. Sophistry at its best, as the sophist Protagoras stated, was the ultimate means of education. 

“Young man,” Protagoras is to have said to Hippocrates, a potential student, “this is what you will 
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get if you study with me: The very day you start, you will go home a better man, and the same 

thing will happen the day after. Every day, day after day, you will get better and better.”48 Well-

written scripts, memorized so as to mesmerize audiences, would groom the student. Sophistry, 

according to Gorgias, one of the earliest rhetoricians to speak in the Olympic games, is “a powerful 

ruler, which by means of the smallest and most invisible body brings about the most divine deeds. 

It is able to stop fear and to remove sorrow and to create joy and augment pity.”49 What ambitious 

young man seeking security, honor, and geras, like Augustine, wouldn’t be drawn in by such 

confidence?  

Persuasive speech “molds” the soul, Gorgias argued. As medicine heals the body, so 

sophistry can the soul—for both the student of rhetoric and the audience. At least this was the 

conviction. But to what end? What is the nature of Protagoras’s “better”? It is clear that rhetorical 

training is a powerful technique for ordering the inner life of the student and for persuading 

audiences, but it is even clearer that such power requires great responsibility.  

In Confessions, Augustine remembers the beginning of his formation as a young rhetorician 

as a deformation of the soul. It was not toward inner freedom but foolishness. It was not education. 

It was a miseducation, driving him down a path where one seeks the praises of “Well done! Well 

done!” by one’s elder for acts of vanity and showmanship. To not receive these praises was to 

endure shame of having failed one’s teachers.50 Fear of potential shame was the forming principle: 

fear of letting down one’s mentors and trainers, who upon later investigation are seen not as 

making the young man morally or spiritually better, but externally impressive. Fear fed the 

formation of the façade. One may deliver a riveting speech to cries of “More! More!”, intoxicating 
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one into a false assurance. One’s soul is not expanding but suffocating. “My soul’s house is narrow 

for you to enter,” Augustine would pray in anguish, “will you not make it broader? It is in a state 

collapse; will you not rebuild it?”51 Fear did not fall away, it grew within. 

Even if fear were to be stopped as Gorgias contends, what does it mean to be free of fear 

in pursuit of morally ambiguous ends? A story Socrates attributes to Gorgias serves as a proper 

example. He argued that if two strangers came to a town, one a doctor and one an orator (having 

no knowledge of medicine), and they both sought to make a case to be the town physician, “the 

one who had the ability to speak well would be appointed.”52 The irony being, of course, that  this 

deceit, even if eloquently delivered, is no cure for souls or bodies. Persuasive speech would 

ultimately mislead the town, not cure them.  

Socrates argued that sophistry, if in pursuit of recognition and not wisdom, demonstrated 

the illusion of control. It was empty of wisdom. It was ripe for the ambitious but limited in its 

ability to provide the examined life. It did not provide eudemonia, only the illusion of it. Augustine 

experienced this firsthand.  

During these impressionable years between the ages of 19 and 28, the same years of our 

current undergrad and graduate students in higher education, Augustine had fallen prey to the 

“goads of ambition,”53 and it had been his undoing. Anxious to make something of his life, 

Augustine had been drawn into the school of sophistry, the art of public speech and persuasion. 

He excelled. From Rome to Milan he went, climbing the ladder. He was pursed by ever more 

influential patrons. The external praise of his skill was intoxicating. He coached other young men 

in this art. And yet “making it” did not satisfy his anxieties and fears. To the contrary, they were 
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exacerbated. The higher he rose externally the more he sank internally. The more he succeeded the 

more he feared. The stronger the man he appeared, the more childish and helpless he felt inside. 

With remarkable insight and prose, Augustine describes his inner state. Take for instance 

his miseducation about what would really nourish him. He writes about his vocation as “feeding 

on the winds” or being fed without being nourished because of a colossal confusion between what 

will sustain and what will not: 

For your spiritual creations are before these physical creations, heavenly and 

shining as they are. But it was not even for these first creations of yours that I was 

hungry and thirsty; it was for you yourself, Truth, in whom is no variableness 

neither shadow of turning. But they in those dishes of theirs kept on putting before 

me glittering fantasies, and it would be better to love the actual sun, which is real 

to our sight at least, than those false fantasies which make use of the sight to deceive 

the mind. Nevertheless, since I thought that these were you, I fed on them, not with 

any great eagerness (for the taste in my mouth was not the real taste of you, just as 

you were not these empty fictions), and, so far from being nourished by them, I 

became the weaker... It was on such things as these that at this time I was fed—fed 

without being nourished.,54 

 Anxiety and fear rose. The irony is tragic. Augustine enters a vocational system which 

punished if not engaged well, but when engaged well, it eroded one inwardly. Thus, to act 

honorably within a system of vanity, as he did—he would not take bribes to throw 

competitions55—was of no deeper fulfillment. His honor only increased what he called “a fever.” 

“I had become a great riddle to myself,” he writes, “and I used to ask my soul why it was sad and 

why it disquieted me so sorely. And my soul did not know what to answer.”56 
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He arrived at what should have been a crowning moment, a chance to offer a speech on 

behalf of the emperor, and yet in route to deliver the speech he began to meditate on the toxic 

nature of his craft: 

I was unhappy indeed, and you made me really see my unhappiness. It was on a 

day when I was preparing a speech to be delivered in praise of the emperor; there 

would be a lot of lies in the speech, and they would be applauded by those who 

knew that they were lies. My heart was all wrought up with the worry of it all and 

I was boiling in a kind of fever of melting thoughts...57 

Kolbert suggests something of a panic attack consumed Augustine: “his anxiety was so great that 

his heart palpitated and his body was covered in perspiration.”58  

In the midst of this panic attack, in the grip of anxiety and fear, out of the corner of his eye 

Augustine catches, a beggar, drunk and laughing. The beggar, though penniless, seemed to 

Augustine far more content than he was at the moment as his own heart seemed ready to explode 

with fear. Paying attention to what should be expected of emotions is informative. Typically, the 

response to a drunk, dirty beggar would be a mixture of disgust, pity, and fear. Disgust for the fear 

of contagion, pity at what had befallen the creature, and fear that a similar fate could be in store 

for he who is also mere flesh and bone and fragile. “Pity and fear are closely connected: what we 

pity when it happens to another, we fear lest it happen to ourselves.”59 

But this is not Augustine’s mindset toward the beggar. Instead, he sees something oddly 

liberative.  

I thought of how I was toiling away spurred on by my desires and dragging after me 

the load of my unhappiness and making all the heavier by dragging it, and it seemed 

to me that the goal of all this and all such endeavors was simply to reach a state of 

happiness that was free from care; the beggar had reached this state before us, and 

we perhaps, might never reach it at all.60 
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Augustine realizes that his ambition and desire for glory are a means toward an end: a goal of 

being without care. We might translate this “free from care” to be free of fear or worry. It seemed 

to him that he and the beggar shared the same desire of freedom from worry, but the beggar had 

found a more efficient means to that end. The beggar didn’t play the game. 

No doubt the beggar's joy was not true joy; but it was a great deal truer than the joy 

which I, with my ambition, was seeking. And undoubtedly, he was happy while I 

was worried; he was carefree while I was full of fears. And if I were asked which I 

would prefer, to be merry or to be frightened, I should reply ‘to be merry’…For just 

as the beggar's joy was not true joy, so my glory was not true glory. Moreover it 

had a worse effect on my mind. The beggar would sleep off his drunkenness that 

very night; but I had gone to bed with mine and woken up with it day after day after 

day and should go on doing so.61 

Augustine begins to describe a shift—to be precise, a shift in what he fears. He discerns 

that there may be something to fear more than failure within the public speaking tour. Where once 

he feared whether his life would count if he did not seek vanity, he now fears that the unhappiness 

will not cease even if he reaches the ends of vanity.  

Why does this matter? If fear is the shadow side of love, then fear as well as love shall 

drive or alter one’s trajectory. Ambition as a drive is the answer to the questions fear poses: "Does 

your life count? Have you been seen? Do you matter?” Ambition asserts that you will count for 

something, be seen, and matter in the public record. But what if the ambition does not pay off to 

the extent that satisfies? To realize that one is under the grip of such fear of not being seen is to 

realize one will be caught in an endless cycle of chasing fear but never subduing it. 

“The ambitious orator… was intoxicated with something that gave him no joy and was too 

debilitating to be able to sleep off overnight—personal glory.”62  Here we see the cyclical nature 

of distorted affections and how they erode the inner life. Ambition was to be the antidote to the 
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fear beneath the surface. Fear had pushed him into a life of vainglory, and vainglory had further 

inflamed the fear. What was thought to be the antidote to his existential anxiety was more like 

poison.  

Here is precisely where his fear shifts—and such a shift is for his benefit. His emotions 

provide him an intelligence that grabs his attention. This isn’t the way it should be, living panic 

attack to panic attack, he thinks. He begins, if only in nascent form, to fear the unending cycle—a 

life that is a spiral of endless chasing without relief. The beggar’s illness is temporary, he will 

awake, perhaps only with a hangover. Augustine will churn out days and days of dread, trapped in 

a Groundhog Day cycle of fear and dispirited ambition. He is waking, where he had once been 

unwitting, to his own imprisonment to the Strong Man.  

 Augustine also lamented as a young Manichean that his worldview constrained him from 

seeking any spiritual or qualitative higher good. He was bound by materialism. His desires were 

directed only toward the physical and material. He was committed to what he thought was real, 

but what was real was destroying him. It was Plotinus’ diagnosis that offered light in his darkness. 

All material goods were, in Platonic understandings, shadows of some deeper immaterial reality.63 

Thinking in terms of modern-day psychology or semiotics, we can see that the desire for a large 

house may not be for the large house itself. Rather, the house is potentially the symbol of success 

or fulfillment of the dream of a private sanctuary free from the dangers, fears, and disgusts of 

society—these being immaterial realities to which the home points or signifies. The goal is the 

fulfillment of a feeling, not the physical thing itself. Plotinus points out that not apprehending such 

a dynamic is the staging ground for evil. For what is evil to Plotinus is when fragile creatures, like 

you and me, fight against our fragility by trying to acquire autonomy and self-possession.  In a 
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word, evil is the consequence of pursuing security above all else. “The irony according to Plotinian 

analysis, is that the very effort to gain selfhood by pulling material things to oneself—as it were, 

materially enlarging the self—achieves the opposite effect. The effect upon the soul is that in 

actively seeking to become more substantial by accruing matter to itself, it becomes more passive 

as its natural capacities fail to come to fruition.”64 That is to say that while the hope is for the 

expansion of self in material goods, one sees a diminishment or shrinking of self. Or as Jesus put 

it, you gain the world, but lose your soul (Matthew 16:26).  

Ambition is responding to the emotional life within. The big house and the corner office 

are both material symbols of a spiritual corruption—to seek security and safety from one’s own 

fear. And yet both, when gained, provide not sanctuary but a kind of hell, where fear will not be 

restrained but will be let loose in the life of the individual. 

 “The inclining of the soul’s affections toward non-being thus results in an unnatural 

dependence upon that which is inferior to it, and a corresponding declining in the functionality of 

human faculties.”65  And thus the true ordering of the soul is in its turning to things, not of inferior 

qualities, but of higher qualities. This sounds simple but is far from it, hence why it takes training 

to break former habits and attachments and to create new, more noble ones.66 

Description and Prescription for Ordering Emotions and Fear  

 As Augustine began to witness the turmoil of his inner life, he sought to order it. He went 

looking for the right framework. He sought the aid of philosophy. Philosophy out of the Hellenistic 

“schools in Greece and Rome—Epicurean, Skeptic, and Stoic—all conceive of philosophy as a 

way of addressing the most painful problems of human life, fear among them. The philosopher is 
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as a compassionate physician whose arts could heal many pervasive types of human suffering.”67 

Philosophy was and is not a practice solely for the elite, an ivory tower privilege. At its best, 

philosophy is about the everyday life of the mind and actions. Philosophy, and theology for that 

matter, is not about detachment, but engagement with the everyday struggles of human existence, 

particularly those struggles that are beneath the surface of our daily life—the murky realm of the 

inner life. “To be a philosopher,” wrote Henry David Thoreau, “is not merely to have subtle 

thoughts, nor even to found a school. […] It is to solve some of the problems of life, not 

theoretically, but practically.”68 Philosophical engagement is then about deep engagement with the 

emotional life. Or as pop philosopher Ryan Holiday puts it, “Philosophy is really the study of truth 

and the cultivation of self-control, which is essential in the reduction of fear.”69  

These early philosophers boldly suggested that our complex emotional lives could be 

ordered, constrained even, to serve the flourishing of the individual and society at large through 

techniques du soi (Michel Foucault)—practices for shaping a certain life through the tools of 

reason and logic.70 Philosophy and its practitioners can be likened to the field of medicine and 

doctors, established to provide treatment for the soul.  

For Augustine, the Stoic school and its practices and promises of apatheia (literally, 

“without passions”) was appealing—at least at first. Susan Wessel points out that this silencing of 

the emotional life was eventually unsatisfying for Augustine.71 There was something off about the 
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promise of an emotionless state. The highest good for the stoic was duty. Regardless of how one 

feels, one should aid another human; one should seek justice. This is the highest good. And yet, 

prizing duty by way of restraining the emotions had unintended consequences. With so much 

emphasis on lack of passion in pursuit of duty, one could become emotionally cold. The idea of 

the tranquil wise man, above the choppy waves of the stormy inner life, was appealing, but 

Augustine wrote, “without commitment and affection, care remains empty duty.”72 The result, to 

preserve a tranquil state, is to cut off the world around you. Why? To refrain from the potential 

disturbance of the passions within. Better to avoid the beggar lest one feel sad for that beggar. The 

stoic ideal of tranquility too quickly devolves into a practiced avoidance of listening to and learning 

from one’s inner life. An older Augustine would warn his congregations, “many have grown so 

hardened that they do not feel their own bruises.”73 Such growth is not growth at all but a closure 

of the heart. One does not simply shut out the world, they shut out the intelligent emotions of their 

inner life. 

This is the exact opposite of spiritual or emotional maturity. In the classic Raising Cain: 

Protecting the Emotional Life of Boys, the authors reference a study comparing how kindergarten 

boys and girls responded to the cries of a baby from a speaker. Their psychological and behavioral 

reactions were monitored. The responses to the cries were fascinating. While girls tended to try 

and soothe the baby more, boys who had elevated heart rates showed they were more stressed by 

the crying and were quicker to either simply turn the speaker off or worse act aggressively to the 

baby. The boys are not simply avoiding the discomforts of the outside world. They are avoiding 
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the discomforts of their inner lives. Shut off the disruptions of the outer world if they induce fear. 

Avoid suffering in the world if your heart twisted. To kill off the outside world, however, is to kill 

a part of oneself.74  

The stoic life appeared to provide a tranquil life, but not a transformed one toward more 

noble ends. The philosophical life seemed not to bind fear but pretend it was not there at all. But 

what does it mean to quiet the clamor within when there is so much clamoring injustice and fear-

making in the world? Justice was the highest good of the Stoics, writes Nussbaum, something of 

Hellenistic philosophical practice (of training one’s internal response to external actions) led it to 

lose sight of that good. As Nussbaum writes,  

we hear less about how to alter the political fact of slavery than about how to be 

truly free within, even though one may be (politically) a slave; less about strategies 

for removal of hunger and thirst than about unimportance of these bodily goods in 

a wise life; less about how to modify unjust class structures and the economic 

relations that (as Aristotle argued) explain them, than about the wise person’s 

indifference to such worldly distinctions. In all three schools (Epicurean, Stoic, 

Skeptic) the truly good and virtuous person is held to be radically independent of 

material and economic facts: achieving one’s full humanity requires only inner 

change.75 

 

The appropriate response to such shortsightedness and lack of engagement to make society more 

just is not to dismiss these schools. Nor is it to swing back in a direction that dismisses attention 

to desires and emotions. The right response is a via media one—to see that ordering in the inner 

life is not for the purpose of abandoning social justice, but for the practices of doing it well. It is a 

false divide to attend to only the inner or outer world. There must be deep engagement with the 

passions and desire to ready one to be a force for justice in the world. Augustine would always 

have the platonic, stoic influence in his worldview, but as he grew in his Christian faith, 

disengagement with the world to save inner tranquility was a non-option.  

 
74 Kindlon, Thompson, and Barker, Raising Cain, 11. 
75 Nussbaum, The Therapy of Desire. 11.  
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 Augustine took this latter course.76 The emotions were not to be silenced but listened to. 

Emotions, fear included, are to be used in service of humanity and one’s personal growth. 

Emotions are useful in that they tell us what we truly love. If emotions are intelligent and tell us 

about our appraisal of external objects and relationships, then by listening to their pains and 

delights, we can hear what we value most. They become windows to our souls and how we order 

our souls. To put it another way, if there is to be a prescription, there must first be a diagnosis. 

Emotions help us diagnose our inner lives. By attending to those emotions, we may then be able 

to properly order the soul. 

 Augustine was able to see that his pursuit of ambition was little more than a smokescreen 

for his insecurity by paying attention to the fears that welled up inside him. Augustine came to the 

awareness that the gamut of emotions that are typically regarded as negative, that is, pity, disgust, 

grief, and shame, need not be barriers to flourishing. In fact, they are bridges. They could be 

bridges to a deeper understanding of one’s own self. As Ryan Holiday writes, “There is a possible 

 
76 It should be noted that Nussbaum is critical of Augustine’s hermeneutics, too, and by extension Christianity. 

Nussbaum likeness Christian ethical ontology to that of the scientific approach, in that it perceives a higher, absolute 

good, yet all the more enfeebled. The scientific approach examines and investigates the world and begins with the 

belief in an ultimate or absolute good. The Christian, Augustinian in particular (Nussbaum footnotes that she is 

drawing on the later writings of Augustine as opposed to earlier. She critiques his approach to ethics reflected in 

City of God, Confessions, and EAd Simplicianum de Diversis Quastionibus), approach calls that absolute good, God. 

In such a worldview, Nussbaum writes, “God has set up certain ethical standards; it is our job to do what God wants. 

But we may or may not be endowed with the capabilities of seeing, or wanting, what God wants. Truth and God’s 

grace are out there, but the ability to see ethical truth or to reach for grace is not something we can control. There is 

therefore, no reliable method by which we can construct an ethical norm from the scrutiny of our deepest needs and 

response and desires. For it may perfectly well turn out that a truly good life is so far removed from our present 

condition and insights that it will indeed strike us as repugnant, or boring, or too impoverished to make a life worth 

living” (Therapy of Desire, 18-19). Nussbaum exhibits frustration with Christian hermeneutic that sin renders the 

human incapable or seeing or ordering the good as it renders the human in a state of helplessness, unable to forecast 

any logical movement toward a more moral and meaningful life. All options, riddled with the individual’s fragility, 

are inherently doomed. Therefore, self-investigation is rendered moot. What good is it to know the complexities of 

one’s inner life if such investigation does not provide a blue print for action? “For the possibility must always be left 

open that everything we are and want and believe is totally in error” (Therapy of Desire, 19). To that the Christian, 

humbly replies, “Yes, that is a possibility. But we are not without hope.” Nussbaum appreciates well the Christian 

realism of sin, but leaves little room for the counterbalancing belief that grace abounds more than sin. (Non Zotero) 
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taming of fear by welcoming it. When one admits his fear, his finitude, a confidence can be reborn 

from this vulnerability.”77 

Final Framing: Christian Ontology of Anxiety 

“You stimulate him to take pleasure in praising you, because you have made us for yourself, and 

our hearts are restless until they can find peace in you.”78 

 

Perhaps without realizing it, Holiday has given a starting point for Christian theological 

anthropology. The Christian tradition in the Augustinian way points out that we, as human 

creatures betwixt and between God and creation, have always been in that liminal place that causes 

anxiety. Anxiety is a product of not embracing this beautiful yet precarious place between the finite 

and the infinite. Anxiety is the precondition of sin. We feel this anxious position and attempt to 

run from it or attempt to become our own autonomous god. To be in that place between freedom 

and finitude is to spin about, says Kierkegaard.  

Anxiety may be compared with dizziness. He whose eye happens to look down into 

the yawning abyss becomes dizzy. But what is the reason for this? It is just as much 

in his own eye as in the abyss, for suppose he had not looked down. Hence anxiety 

is the dizziness of freedom, which emerges when the spirit wants to posit the 

synthesis and freedom looks down into its own possibility, laying hold of finiteness 

to support itself. Freedom succumbs in this dizziness. Further than this, psychology 

cannot and will not go. In that very moment everything is changed, and freedom, 

when it again rises, sees that it is guilty. Between these two moments lies the leap, 

which no science has explained and which no science can explain.”79 

 

The frameworks of psychology, neurology, and philosophy aid us to analyze that abyss, 

Kierkegaard agrees. But there is an added existential, spiritual layer. There is a more fundamental 

quality to the human creature that we can only get at with metaphor, myth, ritual, and story.  “It is 

as much in his own eye,” is to say the anxiety is in the fundamental state of human existence. It is 

 
77 Holiday, The Obstacle Is the Way: The Timeless Art of Turning Trials into Triumph. 
78 Augustine and Warner, The Confessions of St. Augustine. 
79 Søren Kierkegaard and Reidar Thomte, Kierkegaard’s Writings, VIII, Volume 8: Concept of Anxiety: A Simple 

Psychologically Orienting Deliberation on the Dogmatic Issue of Hereditary Sin (Princeton University Press, 2013), 

61, http://muse.jhu.edu/book/62384. 
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in our nature to look, to grope, and to make meaning. This is the creative existence of being made 

in the image of the infinite loving God but not to be God. We are creatures of dust but have the 

capacity to see so. We live between the infinite and finite. To not make peace with this betwixt 

and between station, to welcome the fear, as Holiday puts it, is to become dizzy falling deeper and 

deeper into the abyss. To run from, deny, or ignore the fear within is to fall all the more down into 

the abyss.  

 The only way to make peace is to see oneself rightly in this liminal space called life with 

all its discomforts and disturbances. The only way to transcend it is to descend into it. The only 

way out is through. The spiraling comes by way of denial, Augustine taught. The older Augustine 

sees his younger self, and young adults of today, well. We miss the mark by loving things that only 

induce more panic within. We grope for autonomy when we were meant to belong to God and one 

another. We give our hearts and ambitions to the tyrannical child who is fearful that he will not 

get enough. We flail within the box of the Strong Man, becoming lonelier and lonelier, devolving 

deeper, further from the rest for which we were made. 

Moreover, in the Christian imagination, fear and these other emotions, when listened to, 

become bridges not just to deeper understanding of the God-shaped self, but to sharing in the lives 

of one’s neighbors: “to weep with those who weep and rejoice with those who rejoice,” that you 

may grieve, “but not as those who have no hope,” that ultimately, “you may be one” just as the 

Father and Son are one.80 This is liberating news, for fear, in its proper place, invites us to attend 

to the object and relationship of that fear. It need not be a barrier to flourishing but an aid on the 

examination table of our own inner life.  

 
80 Romans 12:15, 1 Thessalonians, John 17:21.  NRSV. (Non Zotero) 
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Augustine taught that the faithful life was not one free from inner turmoil and pain, but 

rather to attend to that pain for God’s purposes. 

[God], you give form to my pain; you do not leave it shapeless but mold it to your 

purpose, and this carefully formed pain inflicted on me will be for me a 

commandment from you, so that you may set me free. You form pain, scripture 

says, you shape our pain, you mold our pain… As an earthenware pot is so called 

because it is the potter’s work, so do you like a potter mold our pain into shape.81 

 

Hear his words carefully. It is not that God causes the pain; rather, God is that presence 

that gives shape to the pain that it might be discerned. Thus, when listening to fear, you do not 

“rise above it.” You “let it occupy your heart that it may lead to love.”82 To be able to attend to 

one’s own fear is to be able to see more clearly the ailment in others. But to run from it in oneself 

is to shun it when it shows up in others. The root of solitude, the ability to be with one’s self, is 

the root of solidarity. That is to say, the one who can be with herself, knows how to be present to 

others as they need. 

What we see in the inner lives of young adults today is an overworked elephant in the 

direction of fear. Warning flares begging us to take another direction, both internally and externally 

as a collective people. We are feeding the beast within objects that induce more and more stress 

and thus more and more fear. And while having a better mechanistic, neurological, evolutionary, 

psychological, and philosophical understanding of fear and anxiety provides some help in framing 

the problem, it does little to address the unforgivable ghost in the machine—the increasing fear 

and anxiety that is plaguing younger generations. As Scott Strossel, author of My Age of Anxiety 

writes, there are no shortages of ways to approach fear: 

Is it “a medical illness, as Hippocrates and Aristotle and many modern 

psychopharmacologists would have it? Or is it a philosophical problem, as Plato and 

Spinoza and the cognitive-behavioral therapists would have it? Is it a psychological 

problem, a product of childhood trauma and sexual inhibition, as Freud and his 

 
81 Kolbet, Augustine and the Cure of Souls, 196. 
82 Kolbet, 196. 
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acolytes once had it? Or is it a spiritual condition, as Søren Kierkegaard and his 

existentialist descendants claimed? Or, finally, is it—as W. H. Auden and David 

Riesman and Erich Fromm and Albert Camus and scores of modern commentators 

have declared—a cultural condition, a function of the times we live in and the 

structure of our society? 

 

These all have their advantages—after all, as Cabeza de Vaca wrote, “all of life is the exorcism of 

fear.” What the Christian tradition does, as exemplified in Soren Kierkegaard (who is in the legacy 

of Augustine), is expand the framing. Anxiety and fear are not simply biological, limited to nature 

and nurture, as important as these arenas are. There is a spiritual quality of the human existence 

that must be taken into account. There is the psychological arena, the physiological arena, but the 

Christian analysis is not complete without a pneumatological arena. Or to put it more plainly: we 

are mind, body, and spirit.  

What if Augustine’s diagnosis and prescription, to come home to the God who has searched 

and known us, is the framework we have needed all along? We grope into the abyss, and instead 

we are called to be still and know that God is God. Augustine listens to his fears that draw him 

deeper into the One who has searched him and known him already.  

“Late have I loved you, O Beauty ever ancient, ever new, late have I loved you! 

You were within me, but I was outside, and it was there that I searched for you. In 

my unloveliness I plunged into the lovely things which you created. You were with 

me, but I was not with you. Created things kept me from you; yet if they had not 

been in you they would not have been at all. You called, you shouted, and you broke 

through my deafness. You flashed, you shone, and you dispelled my blindness. You 

breathed your fragrance on me; I drew in breath and now I pant for you. I have 

tasted you, now I hunger and thirst for more. You touched me, and I burned for 

your peace.” 83 

 

Infection of Fear on Macro Level: An Empire’s Fear 

The problem of unattended, ignored, or avoided fear is not merely an individual problem; 

it is one for groups and wider society. The fear that we see Augustine fight to transcend on the 

 
83 Augustine and Warner, The Confessions of St. Augustine, 229. 
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individual level begs to be examined and listened to on a larger scale. Reinhold Niebuhr, in his 

Moral Man and Immoral Society, made the argument that individuals had the greater capacity to 

be just and seek self-transcendence, while groups tended to seek their own interest above all else.84 

Augustine, like Plato, seemed to draw a more direct line between the individual and larger society. 

The formation of the individual soul was reflective of the wider social formation. In the early 5th 

century Augustine, responding to criticism over the rise of Christianity and the decline of the 

Roman Empire’s power, wrote The City of God. For him, the most acute forces leading to Alaric’s 

sacking of Rome from 408-410 AD were not external. They were internal. That is, the decline of 

a great civilization was not about force, per se, but about a disordered inner and moral life within 

both individuals and a wider society. The seeds of destruction came not from beyond Rome by 

some “barbarian horde” but were sown from within. Augustine traces actions taken by Roman 

leadership three centuries earlier in the Third Punic War with Carthage, which highlight the 

beckoning of fear, the subsequent disordering of desire, the decline of virtue, and inevitable fall of 

a civilization.  

For Augustine, to understand Rome’s ultimate fall to the Visigoths, you must understand 

Carthage’s fall to the Romans in what Dr. Warren Smith calls an act of “Preventive War,” which 

is different from a “Preemptive War.” The two are distinguished by examination of an external 

threat and response to that threat. As we will see, fear and fear’s ability to shape and deform 

perception factors heavily into the examination of said threat.  Smith, leaning on Michael Walzer’s 

Just and Unjust War, defines a preemptive War as a war in situations “where a would-be aggressor 

has exhibited ‘hostile acts short of war’ that suggest an intent to attack accompanied by military 

 
84 Reinhold Niebuhr, Moral Man and Immoral Society: A Study in Ethics and Politics, Library of Theological Ethics 

(Louisville: Westminster John Knox Press, 2001). 
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preparation that makes the intent a ‘positive danger.’”85 A preventive war differs in that “while 

there may be a possible future threat, there is no imminent threat or vulnerability. The goal of a 

preventive war is to prevent another nation from gaining a geopolitical advantage that would break 

the balance of power.”86 In a word, preemptive war is about guarding the innocent from unjust 

harm to life and limb; preventive war is about strategic military engagement for gain. Or, as we 

see in the case of the Third Punic War, it may be the case where fear has caused a party to think 

they are engaging in a preemptive war to save their very lives, when in fact, their imaginations 

have been overtaken with irrational fear. 

Smith argues that the third war with Carthage exhibits characteristics of preventive war. 

This war was important for Augustine, because for him, it exhibited the nadir of Rome’s moral 

life. It exemplified the cascade of actions that would lead to Rome’s fall. Two possible scenarios 

exist for Rome’s declaration of war with Carthage. One, Carthage was presumed to once again be 

a threat. Carthage had recently attacked the king Masinissa of Nimidia. Moreover, rumor was that 

Carthage was fortifying its flotilla for war. Presumption that Carthage was still a military threat 

even after two earlier defeats exacerbated the fears of Romans and led to cries like that of Cato’s 

“Ceterum censeo delendam esse Cathaginem” – Carthage must be destroyed!87 To the 

imaginations of Romans, this was a just cause of self-protection. In short, it was understood as 

preemptive war to protect the innocent.  

The other possible cause is more reflective of a “Game of Thrones” scenario, teeming with 

geo-political and military conniving. Prior to Rome’s declaration of war, another warring faction 

in the Numidians, led by King Masinissa, had already overrun much of the Carthaginian lands. 

 
85 Smith, “Augustine and the Limits of Preemptive and Preventive War”,” 141. 
86 Smith, 141. 
87 Smith, 148. 
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Carthage had its hands tied by the Treaty of Zama, which was enacted at the close of the Second 

Punic War between Rome and Carthage. The treaty prohibited Carthage from defending itself 

without Rome’s permission. Masinissa had already annexed approximately 60% of Carthage’s 

land before Carthage declared war, no longer waiting for Rome’s approval. It was a costly decision 

either way for Carthage. Sit idle waiting for approval from one foreign power (who had little 

interest in your success) while another eats away at your lands, or act in self-defense knowing that 

it will catalyze an unbearable offense from the Roman side? Carthage acted, resisting Masinissa. 

Rome then, as the logic goes, used Carthage’s defiance of the Treaty of Zama to bulldoze their 

legacy before King Masinissa potentially did. In Roman eyes, a preventive war would preclude 

Masinissa (another rival) from growing power and territory. It would limit competition and 

external pressures to Rome, all at the expense of Carthage caught between two impossible forces.  

According to Augustine, Rome’s actions, by either scenario, were unjust. Why is this 

important? As Smith points out, this scenario gives insight into the moral life of Rome and the 

inner lives of its power brokers. In Augustine’s master tome City of God, he responds to the 

criticism that the fall of Rome in 410 resulted from the rise of Christianity. Augustine disagreed, 

pointing out that Rome’s fall came not by way of the rise of Christianity, nor expressly by outside 

force. Rome’s fall came by way of its own unjust actions, its own disordered desires, exemplified 

particularly in the Third Punic War.88 It came by way of a toxic cocktail of an abundance of security 

and a dearth of character.  

This war with Carthage was a form of cupiditas: greed, poor desire, catalyzed by fear. 

“Although cupiditas (poor desire/greed) and fear (metus) appear to be opposites—cupiditas 

desiring and fear shunning—the fear that drives a man to murder someone in order to escape injury 

 
88 Smith, 149. 
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or death is a form of cupiditas, the desire to preserve life and the goods of life.”89 Preventive wars, 

so far as they are influenced by fear, are a return to that insecure, enfeebled state. The perception 

is the threat of death, when in reality little threat may exist. We see on a wider scale something 

similar to the individual case of the young Augustine pursuing the security of a career in sophistry 

but finding his inner life in turmoil. For Rome, shouldn’t the Treaty of Zama and the domination 

of Carthage (and multiple other kingdoms) provide security? Shouldn’t there be peace of mind, in 

the expanding “private sanctuary” it seeks to create? In reality, the opposite occurs. The pursuit of 

security and power only inflames the enfeebled insecurities. Power is sought and achieved, but 

fear grows with it. It’s as if we witness a multitude of young Augustines come of age, all avoiding 

their deepest fears on a geo-political scale. They seek security externally while their inner lives are 

in shambles. And through military venture, their insecurities, wed with misguided power, lead to 

disastrous events. The time of the Third Punic war, perhaps like now with certain American 

military ventures—reflects the disastrous consequences of a world where, as Dr. Martin Luther 

King put it, “we have guided missiles and misguided men.” We witness the persuasion of fear 

guiding the hands of the powerful to their own doom.  

Final Thoughts on Attending to (Rather than Eliminating) Fear 

Smith introduces a unique thread to this story of fear applied to the individual and larger 

society. That is, from another angle, fear can serve as a good when it constrains the unjust. For 

instance, the fear of an outside adversary to Rome does well to keep in check the cupidity of the 

unjust. Augustine wrote: 

“The great Scipio… dreaded that this calamity might come upon [Rome]. For that 

reason he opposed the destruction of Carthage, Rome’s Imperial rival at that time, 

and resisted Cato’s proposal for its demolition. He was afraid of security, as being 

a danger to weak characters; he looked on the citizens as wards, and fear as a kind 

of suitable guardian, giving protection they needed. And his policy was justified; 

 
89 Smith, 143. 
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the event proved him right. The abolition of Carthage certainly removed a fearful 

threat to the state of Rome; and the extinction of that threat was immediately 

followed by disaster arising from prosperity.”90  

 

For Augustine, like Scipio, poor desires are even worse than the presence of fear. For both, 

character is the higher good, not security. But when their value shifts, fear helps keep in check 

such disordered souls. The Roman citizens could not be left to their own devices with the moral 

compass so askew. We see Reinhold Niebuhr’s inspiration for a just order as being a balance of 

power. The fear of the other keeps in check the unjust ambitions of either party. Fear may very 

well restrain a people who have disordered their loves. There is an abiding relationship between 

freedom and virtue. Without virtue, freedom is nothing more than license to strive after ignoble 

ends. And for Augustine, it is better for such ends to be constrained by fear than let loose.   

But who is content to live in a fearful state? It must be used as a bridge to deeper 

understanding (as we have suggested) in order to build character. Fear demands to be engaged for 

constructive ends or there will only be destructive ones. Either we seek to destroy the object of our 

fear or fear destroys us from the inside out.  

Augustine points out that the prosperous nation has little patience for attending to fear when 

it believes it has the means to banish it. Augustine in dialogue with Evodius:  

“To desire to live without fear (sine metu) is characteristic of all men, not only of 

good but also of the bad. But there is this difference. The good seek it by diverting 

their love from things that cannot be had without risk of losing them. The bad are 

anxious to enjoy these things with security (securitate) and try to remove 

hindrances (impedimenta) so as to live a wicked and criminal life which is better 

called death.”91  

 

And: 

 “Is it not because you are anxious to enjoy your vices without interference, and to 

wallow in your corruption, untroubled and unrebuked? For if you are concerned for 

peace and general prosperity, it is not because you want to make decent use of these 

 
90 Smith, “Augustine and the Limits of Preemptive and Preventive War”.” 
91 Smith, 143. 
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blessings, with moderation, with restraint, with self-control, all with reference. No! 

It is because you seek an infinite variety of pleasure with a crazy extravagance, and 

your prosperity produces a moral corruption far worse than all the fury of an 

enemy.” 

 

These quotes aid us in asking a deeper question: for what ends do we seek to reduce fear?  To what 

ends do we use our security and freedom? Is it so that we can better enjoy the spoils of prosperity 

or is it so that we may better develop character? In Augustine’s analysis of Rome’s fall we see 

Plotinus’ definition of evil writ large. It is the individual seeking autonomy in mass. It does not 

seek to understand its fear and thus its vulnerability. It seeks to eliminate such emotions altogether. 

And just like the individual, the state seeks ambition and security to cure its fearful impulses, but 

finds those very impulses inflamed.  

As Warren Smith writes, “Indeed, freedom from fear is not an earthly prospect, but an 

eschatological hope.”92 To try to escape or eliminate fear is a kind of escapism from something 

one cannot escape, for fear has its proper place in the soul. And who can rid themselves of their 

own soul or inner life? It is something like the divine still small voice that is ever-present. It can 

be a freedom or a prison.  

 In his later years, Augustine realized that attempting to be free of fear was simply not an 

option. “Instead, he reminds us that in this age we must live with the uneasy knowledge of the 

fragile and transitory nature of our existence. For only by living in the fearful reality of our 

vulnerability and our ultimate impotence to ensure the security of our lives can we be free from 

self-complacency or will to power that themselves are the very causes of our mortality and fear.”93  

Conclusion 

 
92 Smith, 163. 
93 Smith, 160. 
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As a pastor of young adults, I worry that we have turned education into a shadow of its 

original intent. I fear we have created a system of inherited and enforced ambition with deformed 

ends. We shape lives with shortsightedness. We ready them for job preparedness, creating cogs 

for the economy, more than lovers of wisdom and virtue. I fear we have ranked narrow ambition 

and security above virtue. We have disordered our loves, and thus we see a culture in the midst of 

a conflagration of fear, both in the inner lives of individuals and society at large. The very things 

we thought would set us free, ambition and our own private sanctuaries, have stoked the fires. Do 

we have ears to hear what our fears have to say? Have we, like Rome before us, come to a place 

of prosperity where we believe we do not need to hear their call? Do we have ears to hear what 

they say not so much about the object of our fears (where we direct our anxieties) but the cause of 

our fears? For in the end, what the ancient philosophers have gifted us with is the knowledge that 

while there are things of concern “out there”, most of the causes of fears are “in here.” 

Calming the storm of fear within young adults is important, but not so that they may be 

further objectified. The rise in anxiety and fear in young adults today is important to recognize in 

order to lead not just them but all of us in a new direction. These fears are the harbingers and 

warnings we need before the fall. Their intelligent emotions are begging us to take another course 

of action as a collective people. Let us train them in resilience while we also seek the true definition 

of repentance: to turn and go another direction.  

To meet young Augustine is to meet one raging inside the house of the wrong ischorus, 

trying to get out, before the house consumes him. There is an old parable that suits here. A young 

man traveling down a dangerous road falls deep into a robbers’ pit. He knows he’s doomed without 

help. He yells up from the deep pit below, unable to climb out. Out peaks a head of a fellow traveler 

above the pit of a cave. It’s a priest. “thank God!” the young man yells. But the priest, moved in 
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his head, but not in his heart says, “what a shame” as he writes a prayer and tosses it into the pit. 

Along comes a lawyer. He too looks into the pit. He is moved in his head but not his heart. He 

tosses down his business card. As it flutters down to the young man, he can hear the lawyer say, 

“if you want to sue whoever created this pit, you just call me! I’ve got your back.” “Thanks…” the 

young man says under his breath. Then along comes an old woman. She looks into the pit. She is 

moved not just in her head, but in her heart. She jumps down into the pit. The young man is not 

just shocked. He’s almost angry. “What are you doing? Don’t you see that we’re both trapped 

down here now?” “No,” she says, “I’ve been here before, and I know the way out.”  

To meet Augustine is to meet someone who has been trapped in the pit of ambition, self-

deception, and isolation, but knows the way out. He sees it well on a personal and social level, 

how we have been deformed, and how to break the cycle of such deformation. But Augustine 

would not have you find him as the hero companion. No. As we’ll see in the next section. 

Augustine is taught to raise the gaze higher to the God who has jumped into the pit of the Strong 

Man to liberate humanity. He jumps in because of a God who jumped in first. Fear, loneliness, and 

isolation find their binding by way of such a divine move and we find belonging to one another 

and the God who has searched us and known us.
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Belonging: Binding the Strong Man of Isolation (Fear of Shame; Anxiety of Loneliness) 

Introduction 

The previous sections provide the groundwork for diagnostic and prescriptive work for 

leading young adults into a more hopeful future. The passage of Binding the Strong Man 

illuminates an overriding metaphor for young adult formation—or deformation as it were. We 

have put before young adults a Strong Man model of maturity that has only alienated them from 

themselves, others, and the God who sees them as inherently valuable. The consequences of being 

trapped within such a model is nothing short of constant terror—the state of the inner life of many 

young adults today. Understanding the emotional life from a variety of frameworks allows for a 

wide appreciation of how anxiety and fear operate on us fragile humans. Most importantly, we 

should understand the intelligence of emotions. They are there to be examined, aiding us to see 

what we value. Augustine invites us to see that emotions, fear and anxiety, in particular, are the 

warning flares within, reminding us that we have loved poorly. They are indeed gifts, telling us to 

go in a new direction. It’s this Christian framework that sees the human being as a unique character 

betwixt and between infinite and finite. To embrace such a position, rather than deny or run from 

it, is to find rest and the courage to be. This is not so much a cure for fear as a stable ground for 

which to listen to one’s fears. Fears may speak but never have the last word. That last word is 

reserved for Christ, whose love gives us our value. He is image of the God revealing that our fears 

are great because our loves are disordered in the model (the house) of the Strong Man. But he does 

not merely reveal apocalyptically, he breaks in to liberate plunder from its boxed-in existence.  

This final section addresses the fear and anxiety related to the epidemic of loneliness 

occurring among young adults today. Young adults today live lives boxed in by this model of the 

Strong Man, alienated from true and valuable relationship. Anxiety is causing loneliness, and 
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loneliness in turn is causing further anxiety and fear. With Augustine as a guide, we can listen to 

those fears to hear what we have valued and how we might reorder our loves to find belonging 

with one another and the God who created us for right relationship.  

Constructively, I will conclude with how a chapel office might function as an “outpost of 

grace,” offering generative practices to listen to fears and help in retraining in how to belong. I’ll 

focus on the practice of pilgrimage and preaching as means of grace for young adults. 

Loneliness Epidemic 

“… As I embarked on a listening tour of the U.S.,” writes the 19th Surgeon General of the 

US, Dr. Vivek Murthy, “one topic kept coming up. It wasn’t a frontline complaint. It wasn’t even 

identified directly as a health ailment. It was loneliness, and it ran like a dark thread through many 

of the more obvious issues people brought to my attention, like addiction, violence, anxiety and 

depression.”1 Epidemic is the word Murthy uses to describe loneliness today. It predates the 

coronavirus pandemic, which has only exacerbated the disease of isolation. Loneliness and anxiety 

have a complicated interrelationship. Anxiety is both a precondition to loneliness and also the 

product of loneliness. There is the fear of conformity, of not being one’s self, that makes one back 

away from the vague “they” out there as Heidegger taught. I want to be me, not them. There is, 

however, also the fear of judgement and shame, the fear that comes with potential exclusion. We 

back away because we don’t want to be like them, but also: what if “they” do not want me? These 

are the catalyzing fears that create distance and barriers to belonging.  

The epidemic is compounded, moreover, by the anxiety that extends from isolation, cutting 

against our need for relationship. This is anxiety as product or cause of protracted loneliness. 

 
1 Vivek Murthy, “Loneliness Was a Public Health Crisis Long Before Social Distancing. Here’s How We Can Solve 

It,” Time, accessed December 21, 2020, https://time.com/collection/apart-not-alone/5809171/loneliness-epidemic-

united-states/. 
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Genesis explained the human condition well: “Then God said, ‘it is not good that the man should 

be alone; I will make a helper as his partner’” (Gen 1:18). This is about companionship, not simply 

romance. We are built for connection. The anxiety that grows in a generation finding itself more 

isolated is a canary in the coal mine telling us something is amiss. If young adults are anxious 

about the future, the fear is even more compounded by feelings of doing it alone. 

Young adults live in the cross pressures of anxiety and isolation. They are isolated and thus 

anxious, but they are anxious and thus more isolated, spiraling away from one another and their 

deepest selves. “The result is a disconnection that’s contributing to the unraveling of civil society 

today.”2 In 2018, Johann Hari published Lost Connections, which suggested that the rise of anxiety 

and depression cannot be reduced to chemical imbalances.3 Rather, it is about a combination of 

factors plaguing people today, including lack of meaningful work, relationships, and deeper 

purpose. The negative impact is not merely felt by the individual, but the wider society. Hari has 

been lifted up by the likes of New York Times Columnist David Brooks, who sees loneliness, not 

hate, as the catalyst of rising violence today. We retreat into our corners and when we come out, 

we come out swinging. The results, he suggests, are evidenced in the mass shootings in the last 

decade.4 Beneath the rage is first a self-inflicted violence. There is a subterranean despair that 

causes outward violence but also violence to self. It shows up in the epidemic of suicide. Brooks 

writes, “the suicide epidemic is a manifestation. The suicide rate is dropping across Europe. But it 

has risen by 30 percent in the United States so far this century. The suicide rate for Americans 

between 10 and 17 rose by more than 70 percent between 2006 and 2016 — surely one of the most 

 
2 Murthy. 
3 Johann Hari, Lost Connections: Why You’re Depressed and How to Find Hope, 2019. 
4 David Brooks, “Opinion | The New Cold War,” The New York Times, October 29, 2018, sec. Opinion, 

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/10/29/opinion/pittsburgh-shooting-isolation-depression.html. 
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shocking trends in America today.”5 Suicide may be climbing across generations in America, but 

it is plaguing Generation Z. It’s the most decisive action that says, “I don’t belong here.” 

For Hari, like Murthy, the culprit is loneliness. It causes one to shut down. Yet it is not 

simply a matter of saying, “get out of your room into the company of others.” Loneliness is more 

toxic and pernicious than such an easy fix. Protracted loneliness causes you to anticipate and shut 

down future connections. It causes you to be more suspicious of relationships. Fear and loneliness 

are deeply intertwined. Fear as catalyst to loneliness and fear as product of loneliness spiral 

together, whirling a person ever downward into their own prison. Hari writes. “You become 

hypervigilant. You start to be more likely to take offense where none was intended, and to be afraid 

of strangers. You start to be afraid of the very thing you need most.”6 A kind of paranoia sets in, 

making the world beyond the self more foe than friend. Loneliness shrivels the social muscle that 

is within us, making us insecure in our ability to belong. Safer to burrow into the home of 

individual loneliness than venture beyond its doors. Barbara Brown Taylor gets the feeling of this 

kind of fear and how it drives one into an imprisoned state within one’s own self: 

Fear is a small cell with no air in it and no light. It is suffocating inside, and dark. 

There is no room to turn around inside it. You can only face in one direction, but it 

hardly matters since you cannot see anyhow. There is no future in the dark. 

Everything is over. Everything is past. When you are locked up like that, tomorrow 

is far away as the moon. 

 

People can stop by and tap on your walls. They can even bang on the door to show 

you where it is, but when you are afraid you cannot open up. They might not be 

who they say they are. They might just make things worse. It is safer to stay where 

you are, where you know what is what, even if you cannot breathe, even if you 

cannot move. That is how fear feels.7 

 

 
5 Brooks. 
6 Hari, Lost Connections, 99. 
7 Barbara Brown Taylor, The Preaching Life (Cambridge, Mass: Cowley Publications, 1993), 99. 
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Is this what it feels like to live inside the Strong Man’s house? Fear makes everything beyond the 

self a potential threat. Lockdown is the normative disposition.  

Literature, more than scientific data—though there are heaps of that (see statistical data in 

the iGen: Why Today’s Super-Connected Kids are Growing Up Less Rebellious, Less Happy—and 

Completely Unprepared for Adulthood8)—helps tell the tragic story of the loneliness epidemic 

today among Generation Z. Irish novelist Sally Rooney has caught fire in the last few years with 

her descriptions of the exterior and interior loneliness of young adults today. In her novel Normal 

People (now a streaming mini-series), she writes about star-crossed lovers, Connell and Marianne. 

They never quite connect. They cross one another. They clash with one another, and beneath and 

within each of them is this deep void that makes them back away and get angry and anxious at 

their inability to comprehend their backing away. Connell at one point describes the enigma that 

is Marianne:  

Whatever there is between him and Marianne, nothing good has ever come of it. It 

has only ever caused confusion and misery for everyone. He can’t help Marianne, 

no matter what he does. There’s something frightening about her, some huge 

emptiness in the pit of her being. It’s like waiting for a lift to arrive and when the 

doors open nothing is there, just the terrible dark emptiness of the elevator shaft, on 

and on forever. She’s missing some primal instinct, self-defense or self-

preservation, which makes other human being comprehensible. You lean in 

expecting resistance, and everything just falls away in front of you.9  

 

The fear in Marianne creates a void where a self should be. There’s only spiraling downward in 

cultures of loneliness. This is not a phenomenon of Marianne, alone. It’s about many of us, and 

that is what makes Rooney’s writing so compelling. Marianne’s empty elevator shaft is ours. Her 

loneliness is ours. Marianne is a mirror for many. “Loneliness,” says Rachel Cusk in Transit of 

 
8 Jean M. Twenge, IGEN: Why Today’s Super-Connected Kids Are Growing up Less Rebellious, More Tolerant, 

Less Happy-- and Completely Unprepared for Adulthood and (What This Means for the Rest of Us) (New York: 

Atria Books, 2017). 
9 Sally Rooney, Normal People, First United States edition (London; New York: Hogarth, 2018), 258. 
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the Outline series, “is when nothing will stick to you, when nothing will thrive around you, when 

you start to think that you kill things just by being there.” 10 Your void creates voids in others, 

therefore, it is best to back away.  

But what if we were to turn the equation on its head? What if we were to listen to the 

anxiety that wells up within—not as a dictator but as a peer? We may be afraid to be together, but 

increasingly we are becoming afraid of being alone as we become aware of isolation’s toll on us. 

Under such conditions, the anxiety caused by loneliness is a backhanded gift. That is, it is another 

indication of fear as a kind of alarm blaring from our innermost being pointing us beyond the house 

of self-entrapment. It points us beyond the model of strength and romantic individualism that has 

aided the loneliness epidemic. Our fear of being marooned in ourselves, lacking human 

connection, is a deep crying out to deep not to be seduced by an idol of self-sufficiency. Could 

anxiety, rather than being a jailor of self-imprisonment, be the inner call to revolution? It could be 

our very inner most being, echoing the holy voice from Genesis, telling us, “you were not meant 

to live this way.” You were not meant to be the Marlborough Man, rough and tumble, free from 

human interdependence. You were not meant to be the “buffered self”11 and elevator voids. You 

were meant for belonging.  

The Buffered Self Becomes the Blocking Self 

 The roots of our loneliness today, in part, have their start in how we imagine who we are. 

There is a backstory here that goes back to the Enlightenment. This is not to blame the 

Enlightenment or make an anti-intellectual argument; rather, we are charting the course of how we 

got to where we are. Charles Taylor’s A Secular Age tells us something we need to hear if we want 

to confront the loneliness that plagues us. The loneliness that we experience today is in part due to 

 
10 Rachel Cusk, Transit, First American edition (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2017). 
11 Charles Taylor, A Secular Age (Cambridge, Mass: Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 2007). 
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the story we have been telling ourselves for centuries: that we are autonomous individuals. This is 

our social imaginary (how we imagine our social reality), which has departed from the ancient 

imaginary of enchantment from beyond by God. Metaphysics have died or are dying out to physics 

alone. Taylor says this is not so much a theory as what we simply take for granted. “It’s what we 

live in, without ever being aware of it as a construal, or—for most of us—without ever even 

formulating it.”12  Or to put it another way, it is simply the story we tell ourselves. It is the story 

that has been passed down to us, and we don’t even realize there is another one. We’ve moved 

from a sacred hermeneutic to a secular one, without many of us knowing we’ve done so.  

 This “buffered self,” free from outside forces, is primarily about where we find meaning. 

In a premodern worldview, meaning was found beyond the self. But in the modern to post-modern 

era, it is the mind, not the world, cosmos, or God, in which one finds meaning. Taylor defines the 

premodern self as “porous,”13 meaning the self is vulnerable. “To be human is to be essentially 

open to an outside (whether benevolent or malevolent), open to blessing or curse, possession or 

grace.”14 But not anymore. If you want meaning, you have to manufacture it from within. The 

secular story for Taylor is not simply a subtraction story because of our need for meaning. You 

cannot simply remove the God, the source, creator, and destination of meaning from the story. The 

protagonist must be replaced. This is the foundation of secular humanism. The self in its interiority, 

no longer porous but autonomous, makes meaning of the exterior world.  

 The problem, however, is this story seems to be collapsing on itself. If you must make 

meaning from within, what happens when the inner life is in disarray? As we watch Generation Z 

step into center stage, the glorification of self (selfie!) appears more marooned than simply 

 
12 Taylor, 30. 
13 Taylor, 35. 
14 James K. A. Smith, How (Not) to Be Secular: Reading Charles Taylor (Grand Rapids, Michigan: William B. 

Eerdmans Publishing Company, 2014). 
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buffered. Indeed, the social imaginary of the buffered self is not simply a subtraction story 

(removing God or gods from the scene) nor is it also an addition story of putting the human mind 

as the central place of meaning making and power. It is a parenthetical story (guarded and 

withdrawn) that precedes our rampant individualism of today. “The buffered self is essentially the 

self which is aware of the possibility of disengagement.”15  

 On a religious front, this provides the basis for heretics and heterogeneous thought. It’s 

positive for personal freedom and independent thought. But on the social front, we have the 

beginning of the fracture of belonging. James K. A. Smith says, “’We are not a seamless cloth, a 

tight knit social body; instead ‘we’ are just a collection of individuals—like individual molecules 

in social ‘gas.’”16 The modern imaging of the self and society, which begins with buffering, 

becomes committed to blocking and retreating in the post-modern imaginary. If shame is possible, 

avoidance becomes even more likely. The independent self, free from attachments, becomes not 

just normalized, but valorized as the locus of control. 

The problem is that radical independence produces a kind of proverbial frog in the pot 

situation. Independence seduces us into warm water enclosing us in what feels like self-care (and 

care for others), and we do not see nor sense the warming water turning to a boil with us in it. 

Lukewarm isolation seduces and it can sometimes be too late before we realize it has alchemized 

into boiling loneliness and we can’t get out. The buffered self becomes the blocking self. 

The Strong Man’s Fear: Shame Avoidance 

The Strong Man stands alone, imposing, detached, the ideal fortress of the buffered and 

blocking self. But how did he get there? Is this really strength? Coming back to our parable of the 

Strong Man, where we are invited to choose a leader, an ischorus, perhaps we have chosen poorly. 

 
15 Taylor, A Secular Age, 42. 
16 Smith, How (Not) to Be Secular. 
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The buffered self became the independent self, then became the lonely self, avoiding conditions 

that might bring one’s strength into question. 

We have too long been invested in the wrong kind of ischorus. In our Strong Man we have 

charades of strength, not real strength. We have the posturing of strength, not soulful resolve. How 

has this come to pass? I believe it has to do with avoidance of shame. In a word, we have the 

“Strong Man” who fears being seen as anything less than that. Best to retreat before the truth comes 

out. Brene Brown suggests that we frail humans would do almost anything to avoid shame. It is 

the master emotion, says Brown.17  

Jean M. Twenge, author of iGen, explains that research shows that the effects of social 

rejection send people into tailspins emotionally. It affects the region of the brain that signals bodily 

pain. “Apparently it’s not a coincidence that many terms for social pain mimic those of physical 

pain, including ‘hurt feelings’ and ‘heartbroken.’ (It’s more as though your brain is broken, but the 

term comes from ancient times when people believed that the heart was the source of thoughts and 

feelings).”18  

But listen deeply to the fear: the possibility of shame is what tells us we desire to belong. 

We long to love and be loved. We also fear to be rejected. Fear is the shadow side of love. If we 

show up, shame is possible. For a people habituated to be buffered, the fear may very well have a 

stronger voice than the belonging.  We desire to belong, but the fear metastasizes the love, so that 

we block the possibility of rejection but also the original blessing. (Do you hear the Lord of the 

House putting his keys in the door?)  

 
17 Brené Brown, Daring Greatly: How the Courage to Be Vulnerable Transforms the Way We Live, Love, Parent, 

and Lead (London: Penguin Books Ltd, 2016). 
18 Twenge, IGEN, 89. 
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This phenomenon of blocking in young adults today is lived out beautifully, albeit 

tragically, in the musical “Dear Evan Hansen.” Evan Hansen, suffering from social anxiety 

disorder, is encouraged by his therapist to write letters to himself that tell him today will be a good 

day. It’s a form of self-reliance and cognitive trickery to leapfrog the fear that binds him. Trapped 

in himself, he dreams about friendship and romance, but the risks of potential failures of such 

dreams are too debilitating. Hansen sings hauntingly of his trapped state: 

I've learned to slam on the brake 

Before I even turn the key 

Before I make the mistake 

Before I lead with the worst of me 

Give them no reason to stare 

No slipping up if you slip away 

So I got nothing to share 

No, I got nothing to say 

 

On the outside, always looking in 

Will I ever be more than I've always been? 

'Cause I'm tap, tap, tapping on the glass 

I'm waving through a window.19 

 

He retreats before he can be ridiculed, trapping himself again and again. Song belies his words of 

“I’ve got nothing to say.” He has plenty to say, enough to sing. The tapping on the glass becomes 

a banging—a cry for someone to set us free.  

Shame triggers may look different for men and women. There is a web of factors for 

women having to do with appearance, motherhood, and most of all the lure of “perfection”, argues 

Brene Brown. Brown writes, “the expectation is to be natural beauties, natural mothers, natural 

leaders…”20 In other words, do everything effortlessly and perfectly and then you’ll belong here. 

Men, however, “live under the pressure of one unrelenting message: Do not be perceived as 

 
19 Ben Platt, Waving Through A Window, mp3, Dear Evan Hansen, 2015. 
20 Brown, Daring Greatly, 86. 
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weak.”21 Stick your chin out. Puff your chest up. If you fail at something, blame someone else. 

Pass on the woundedness. Scapegoat. Anything to avoid the feeling of shame. Our inner life knows 

the truth, however. We are not the image of the Strong Man. The shame and elevator shaft of 

loneliness begins within us as soon as we know we are not what we seek to project. We become 

boxed in within our own selves, deformed by a false god. 

When Brown explains how shame (and fear of it) forms worldviews for men, she uses the 

image of a box—a box that has rules that tell men what they can and can’t do. The rules? There is 

only the one: do not be weak. One time she noticed that women in a class she was teaching were 

confused by this singular stumbling block for men. So a tall, young man stepped up. “Let me show 

you the box,” he said. Brown writes: 

I knew he was a tall guy, but when he stood up, it was clear that he was at least six 

foot four. He said, “Imagine living like this,” as he crouched down and pretended 

that he was stuffed inside a small box… Still hunched over, he said, “You really 

only have three choices. You spend your life fighting to get out, throwing punches 

at the side of the box and hoping it will break. You always feel angry and you’re 

always swinging. Or you just give up. You don’t give a shit about anything… or 

you stay high so you don’t really notice how unbearable it is. That’s the easiest 

way.”22 

 

It’s eerie how closely this young man’s boxed-in reflection on shame resembles Barbara 

Brown Taylor’s feeling of fear and Evan Hansen’s haunting song. You can feel the walls 

closing in. The buffered self, supposed to stand on its own, strong and resolute, becomes 

the blocking self, becomes the boxed-in self. Whether it is Brown’s image of the box or 

Jesus’s description of the Strong Man’s house, we see the possibility of entrapment. Both 

confine and cut off from life, leading to violence to prove one is not weak or a dehumanized 

existence giving up on belonging or becoming all together. We have a rampant, 

 
21 Brown, 92. 
22 Brown, 93. 
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unconscious model for how we should live our lives, and it is dominated by a fear of 

weakness. It is a toxic fear, not exclusive to men. Women, too, must face and dismantle 

this idol of distorted strength. And Jesus’s good news: I have come to bind those who 

persist in this disastrous behavior by giving my very body and presence to those in the box. 

Quite simply, Christ offers, for those who follow him, the vision to see clearly that the 

wisdom of this age is foolish and the strength of the Strong Man is nothing but fear (a 

demon!) tearing to pieces him and those around him.23 

 Jesus models for the would-be follower a new path. It is one that looks weak and 

foolish to the world but is real strength. He provides us an apocalyptic vision—that is, God 

breaking into the Strong Man’s house revealing an alternative path not of self-reliance but 

of self-giving. We see that the Strong Man is actually weak in his rage and fit to be tied. 

When we see that clearly, we are set free from the house rules. 

Listening to Our Fears 

 Can we stop long enough to listen to our fears to hear what they are trying to tell us? Can 

we follow the example of Jesus, binding the Strong Man within us, to hear what he fears? Our 

fears are the shadow sides of our loves. When we fear commitment or connection, it is a 

backhanded way of saying we love our autonomy. We want our freedom, which we define quickly 

and incompletely as freedom from constraint. We have defined strength as a kind of “hands off” 

life. We stand apart, free from help, but we also stand free from our deepest humanity when doing 

so. Freedom from oppression, poverty, isms that crush are fundamental for a flourishing life, yes, 

 
23 Peter L. Steinke, Congregational Leadership in Anxious Times: Being Calm and Courageous No Matter What 

(Herndon, Va: Alban Institute, 2006). 

Peter Steinke in Congregational Leadership in Anxious Times, explains Bowen Theory and its relationship to 

leadership education. Bowen Theory focuses on the interrelatedness of humans and how change in one person 

affects change in another. The Chief, the leader, and his or her, spiritual and psychological disposition, shapes the 

feel of the house. 
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but these freedoms from are, in actuality, calls toward solidarity and hospitality. Freedom from—

as a kind of escape—is an illusion. The irony is that we are still following some model, some 

rhythm, some way of being that is put before us. Freedom from is really freedom for self. But what 

happens when we get what we asked for and it’s not what we wanted? What happens when freedom 

becomes a prison? Living in the box is the endgame of following the Strong Man masking and 

blocking his fear.  

We have fooled ourselves that the strong need not be vulnerable. The strong do not need 

attachment. But the pandemic of loneliness is a public witness to an internal war. We have been 

taught to love our autonomy. The shadow side of this love is the fear of vulnerability that precedes 

rejection, broken trust, and shame. Such a love of self is at war with our love for belonging. The 

shadow side of the love of autonomy is what is before us in the pandemic of loneliness. We are 

now waking up as a culture that something is off. We are beginning to fear our isolation as much 

as or more than our loss of autonomy. There is a battle within. Where we once feared looking 

foolish, we now fear being alone, being boxed in.  

Young adults find their inner lives betwixt and between the two loves (love of self and love 

of connection) and the two fears (fear of isolation and fear of conformity). With such an internal 

war happening in everyone just below the surface of daily interaction, we need a guide, a 

companion on the pilgrimage of the inner life. We need a companion to help order our loves and 

our accompanying fears. Enter St. Augustine, the ancient guide for a modern problem, whom we 

did not know we needed. Once we listen to his life and his young adult fears, he is the guide we 

cannot do without. 

Augustine and Desire  
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 The young Augustine we meet in Confessions is far from the Bishop who will one day 

write City of God. He is a young man on the make, trying to find his place not simply in the midst 

of the Roman Empire, but to be atop of it—or at least rubbing elbows with those at the top. He 

wants to rise up, stand on his own two feet. And if he can do this, paradoxically, he might finally 

belong. The Augustine we meet is one whose heart is a spaghetti junction of desires, but all roads 

lead to dead ends, as he’ll discover. He is striving, but to what ends? He wants to be seen, but why? 

He wants the likes of Instagram, but such desires betray what he really wants, what we all really 

want—to be loved. He’s looking for a place with a people where he can simply be—a place he can 

call home. 

  Augustine’s attention to the inner emotional life makes him the ideal guide for young 

adults today who also find themselves a mystery to themselves.  “Feeling—‘the heart’—lies at the 

center of whatever it is which impels a person on his way,” writes Augustine biographer Henry 

Chadwick, “Augustine is fascinated by the desires and ambitions which pull people’s lives in this 

direction or that. He sees that a man’s character is not described accurately by a list of epithets of 

his virtues or weaknesses, but rather by an examination of what he wants to achieve as shown by 

his actions.”24 You, we, are less what we think and more what we love. One does not think her 

way to a kind of life. No, she lives by the way she loves and her loves direct her into certain ways 

of thinking. That is to say, we are teleological creatures. That to which we are pointed—what we 

desire—will shape our inner lives, ordering the spaghetti of thoughts in a direction. If we are 

disordered internally, run by debilitating fear, it is because we have disordered loves. Augustine 

models for us a deep inspection of the hungers of his heart, and thus the core of who he is. He 

knows his fears, because he can look back later in life at his younger self and inspect his loves.  

 
24 Henry Chadwick, Augustine of Hippo: A Life (Oxford: Oxford Univ. Press, 2010), 2. 
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 This is key to a theology of belonging. In the social imaginary we have described above, 

the buffered self that becomes the blocking self rests on a narrow, if false, interpretation of 

freedom. That is, we define freedom as freedom from—freedom from constraint and obligation. 

Barry Schwartz, in his book The Paradox of Choice, calls this understanding of freedom the 

fundamental, unquestioned dogma of the West. We desire to choose, and yet the paradox, as 

Schwartz points out, is that the more we get to choose the less happy we are.25  

 Augustine shows us that freedom from, on its own, is an illusion. Not that it is all bad, mind 

you. Freedom from political, economic, and racial oppression are laudable desires, and worth 

fighting for, but they have beneath them an end in mind to which they are directed. Augustine 

becomes a valuable guide to young adults today to help them see what their fears are pointed 

toward. The fear of constraint, so invested toward the end of self-determination and self-

fulfillment, becomes the very thing that chains the person down, Augustine shows. It only 

exacerbates the fear if it is not ordered and directed to a higher love than the self. If one expands 

the self, pushing outward, one will ultimately find oneself boxed in. What we’re looking for cannot 

be reduced to a freedom from; we are to be free for something, someone, some end. Or, as Galatians 

5:1 puts it, “For freedom Christ has set you free.”  

Augustine’s young life, detailed from the vantage point of his wiser, Christian self, is one 

of unknotting his loves and fears, learning and unlearning how to order them. He takes errant paths 

of self-expression and expansion, only to find himself on a lonely island made only for him. It’s a 

quest story, really, not of conquering but of connection. It’s a story of where to find belonging, 

ultimately shaped after the model of the One who breaks into his box and sets him free.   

 
25 Barry Schwartz, The Paradox of Choice: Why More Is Less, Revised edition (New York: Ecco, an imprint of 

HarperCollins publishers, 2016). 
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Augustine and the Hunt for Belonging: Friends and Mentors 

“… I wandered with a stiff neck on my path further and further away from you, loving my own 

ways and not yours, loving the liberty of a runaway” (C. 3.3).26  

 

Augustine, an African of Berber decent, was an outsider in both Rome and Milan—

destinations enticing with possibility and proximity to power but perhaps not meant for him. 

Maybe this is not so different from today. He is a refugee in geography as well as in spirit. He was 

trying to fight the tide and the inward feeling that he did not belong here with these upwardly 

mobile people. He’d have to claw his way up every rung of the ladder in order to fit in.  

 The young adult on the hunt for belonging has two directions in which to seek connection: 

vertical and horizontal. Augustine is no exception here. He looks up to elders for a model that fits 

his shape of ambition and he looks out, horizontally, at his peers. Both directions are a mess, 

precisely because the lens through which Augustine is gazing is distorted. He’s looking for 

belonging but because it is shaped by desire for esteem and prestige, it comes out as warped 

conformity. He’s looking for geras, but what he needs—what we all need—is grace. 

Belonging to Friends (horizontal) 

 There is the infamous pear scene early in the Confessions. Augustine and a group of friends 

steal pears in a nearby orchard, but they do not eat them. They give them to pigs. Why would he 

do this? Augustine investigates: “I was not forced to it by any kind of want; it was only that I 

lacked and despised proper feeling and was stuffed with iniquity.”27  

“Such was my heart, God… and now let my heart tell you what it was looking for there, 

that I became evil for nothing, with no reason for wrongdoing except the wrongdoing itself. The 

evil was foul, and I loved it; I loved destroying myself.”28 There was an internal disorder, a “lack 

 
26 Augustine and Warner, The Confessions of St. Augustine, 41. 
27 Augustine and Warner, 30. 
28 Augustine and Warner, 31. 
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of proper feeling” he says. And even worse, there was glee in the collective act, marauding, even 

if in mischievous innocence. Augustine’s diagnosis of his childish acts, however, transcends 

childhood into adulthood.  

 These are the dangers Reinhold Niebuhr writes about in Moral Man and Immoral Society. 

There is something in the individual that can anticipate and approximate the goodness of God, 

Niebuhr suggests,29 but the collective too often falls to baser desires of the ego, falling to the lowest 

moral common denominator. We go out seeking belonging but settle for conformity. We go out 

seeking a “me” among and with others, and too often become like “them.” We are too susceptible 

to our “lack of proper feeling”, which seeks validation from others. Attention to the temptation, 

the disordered desire for acceptance, is as important for the fraternity pledge as for the board chair 

or the private in the armed forces. What will we do to gain acceptance? The fear of not belonging 

inflames self-interest more than silences it.  

This conformity wasn’t about friendship. It was about not wanting to “wave through the 

window” as Evan Hanson did. Augustine’s experience of debased behavior makes him suspicious 

of any sincere connection. Better to be free from others than belong to thieves. He begins to view 

others only as tempters rather than fellow travelers. He picks up a hermeneutic of suspicion for 

others. Do we see this today in spiritual formation? A kind of “me and Jesus on pilgrimage 

together”, without anyone else along for the ride? Others are rendered as pitfalls, not people or 

gifts. If shallow conformity is a possibility (and it is), so is the overresponse of isolation, which 

renders potential fellow travelers as threats. It blinds us to the fundamental Christian principle: 

that of loving others, and in return we find we have been loved all along. The St. Francis prayer 

illuminates the hermeneutical circle of grace:  

For it’s in giving that we receive 

 
29 Niebuhr, Moral Man and Immoral Society. 
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And it’s in pardoning we are pardoned.30 

 

This isn’t so much reaping what you sow as it is entering into the way of Christ; flowing in streams 

of living water, which is by its nature alongside others. The problem is, however, that for the 

person with a mindset of suspicion (one like Johann Hari has described of young adults), such a 

stream appears from the shore like death-dealing rapids. Better to walk alone than drown in grace. 

This is the case for Augustine, also. Not only are they tempters, potential threats to a stoic ideal he 

begins to shape; they are noisy interferences to his climb.  

“And aren’t these others, really, a distraction from me getting what I want?” we justify. 

“Aren’t these other people getting in my way as I pursue my life goals?” Better to be free from 

them and focus on me. This is not the hermeneutic of suspicion gifted by liberation theologians, 

which holds powers and principalities accountable and at arm’s length. No, this suspicion we are 

talking about is the one of overworked individualism, where the self is center. The irony is that as 

one pulls away from others, one falls into larger cultural norms of self-determination and 

selfishness. 

 Augustine begins to move away from others, buffering and blocking where he might be 

vulnerable. And it all becomes disorienting. You can see this disordered inner life in Augustine as 

it plays out in other relationships with friends. A dear friend of his dies, which sends him into a 

deep depression. As he reflects on this years later, he seemed to hold on more to the relationship 

of his own grief of his friend than the relationship to the friend himself. “Such was I at that time, 

and I wept most bitterly, and I found repose in bitterness. Indeed, I was unhappy; yet this unhappy 

life of mine was dearer to me than the friend whom I had lost.”31 It makes him question if he ever 

loved his friend at all or if he was in love with himself. He’s hunting for belonging but doing so 

 
30 “Make Me a Channel of Your Peace,” in The Faith We Sing (Abingdon Press, 2000), 2171. 
31 Augustine and Warner, The Confessions of St. Augustine, 63. 
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through cultural practices of ambition, while also pushing away relationships of intrinsic value. 

There is an addiction to self, exacerbating a loneliness he cannot sort out.  

Belonging to Adults (vertical) 

As much as a young person looks outward for acceptance, the journey for belonging begins 

as a vertical one: the upturned chin of a child to the adults around him or her. The cry of the baby, 

Nussbaum spoke of, is one to the parent. It’s one of rescue from the ones who brought you here. 

To begin to talk about Augustine’s relationships is to begin, as with anyone, with his mother and 

father. Augustine experienced what is as common now as was then, that is, a kind of relationship 

to mother and father that becomes claustrophobic and estranged, respectively. His father, Patrick, 

was emotionally distant, never very affectionately invested in Augustine, nor in Monica, his wife. 

Though he may not have been invested emotionally, he was financially. He paid for Augustine’s 

educational pursuits in Carthage that he might find a more financially successful future than his 

father. Augustine knew what it was like to be more a project to Patrick than a son. 

We find that Patrick partook in the patriarchal practice of the day of sleeping with a 

multitude of servants, which dispirited and depressed his wife, Monica. She turned her gaze from 

Patrick to her son. All her emotional goals and desires turned to Augustine. The image we have in 

Confessions is of a mother to whom Augustine is deeply grateful, but he only comes to realize that 

later in life. He could be the subject of Harry Chapin’s Cat’s in the Cradle. “When you coming 

home, son?...I don’t know when, but we’ll get together then… mom.” Augustine flees what is to 

him the claustrophobic grip of his mother when he leaves Carthage for Rome. She’s not content to 

wait for this prodigal’s return. “While he was still far off” (Luke 15:20), she pursues Augustine 

there.  
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Even as Augustine flees, we get the sense he is longing for home—to find a place that he 

belongs. He longs to be loved, the kind of love one might feel from a mother or a father, but he is 

adrift in his relationships. He practices that dysphoria which Cooley described so well as being 

defined by the assessments of others: “I am not who you think I am; I am not who I think I am; I 

am who I think you think I am.”32 His inner life is confounding partly because his outer 

relationships so often fall into objectification. He desires relationship, not merely sexual (though 

there certainly is that), but he engages in the very things he despises among relationships. He, like 

Patrick, turns people into projects for his own ends. 

For instance, arriving in Rome, perhaps feeling his African outsiderness, he tries to attach 

himself to Hierus, a well-known orator in Rome. We can sense Augustine’s fear of being an 

outsider, perhaps feeling what we would today call microaggressions—things that may look small 

in outside affairs of the world but catalyze a tidal wave of anxiety on the inside of a person. 

Augustine was the product of North Africa, a conquest territory, a hundred miles south of Italy’s 

Rome. There would always be the tension between the center of the empire and its territories, and 

that tension existed not in theory or in state treatises, but in the day-in-day-out minutia of human 

relationships and how bodies come into contact with one another. Biographer Peter Brown writes, 

“Even the fully Latinized African of the fourth century remained somewhat alien. The opinion of 

the outside world was unanimous. Africa, in their opinion was wasted on Africans.”33 The place 

is not the problem, it’s the people. Augustine would carry this shame, feeling it all the more in the 

center of Rome. He’s in the box and doing his darndest to break out of it. How to do it? Attach 

yourself to the Strong Man of Rome, but not any Strong Man, one with similar positioning as 

Augustine. Enter Hierus, once outsider, now adored.  

 
32 Dennis Cooley, ed., Inscriptions: A Prairie Poetry Anthology (Winnipeg: Turnstone Press, 1992). 
33 Peter Brown, Augustine of Hippo: A Biography (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1967), 22. 
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The common reflection on Augustine’s fascination with Hierus has to do with Augustine’s 

ambition—a learned trait from his elders that we saw in the last section. Augustine desired to be 

adored, and thus dedicated his first books to one he did not know but idolized. He recounts in the 

Confessions, “I admired others as I would have liked to be admired.”34 On the outside, it looks like 

he is trying to find a “me”, but how he does this is by becoming like “them.” There is more than 

simply seeking adoration. His freedom from his home in North Africa, his escape from his mother, 

and his desire to be free from the past are all just pit stops toward the ultimate destination of 

acceptance into the “good life” of the Roman Empire. All these freedoms from are really in service 

to the freedom for this idealized life of geras and admiration. His love is turned in on himself. 

Hierus is him, just years ahead. 

Augustine writes, “Why was it, Lord my God, that I decided to dedicate these books to 

Hierus, who was an orator in Rome? I had never seen the man, but I had come to love him because 

of his very great reputation for learning, and I had heard and very much admired some of the things 

he had said. But the greater part of my admiration came from the fact that others admired him” (C. 

IV.14). 35 This man was not ashamed but adored. Even more, read how Augustine continues the 

next sentence. “He was praised to the skies and people were astonished that he, a Syrian who was 

brought up as a master of Greek oratory, should later become such a wonderful speaker in Latin 

and should also possess such a wide knowledge of philosophy.” If the Syrian, why not the African? 

Not only was this man, who was out of his discipline, rising in the eyes of the elite, he was rising 

out of his Syrian outsiderness. “If he can belong, why not me?” Augustine thought. He’s not simply 

attracted to power. Augustine is attracted to power that has seemingly shed the shame of 

outsiderness.  

 
34 Augustine and Warner, The Confessions of St. Augustine, 71. 
35 Augustine and Warner, 71. 
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The problem, however, is that Augustine’s measurement for belonging is based in 

corrupted categories. His tools for leveraging inclusion only make him feel more alienated. The 

void inside grows deeper, not shallower. He, like Rooney’s Marianne, has an elevator shaft that 

goes deeper and deeper. This is because his measurement for belonging is admiration, not intrinsic 

worth. He sees positioning, not people. People were valued for what they could bring him, not for 

their God-given value. People were instrumentalized for him, not valued in and of themselves. 

Why choose Hierus to whom to dedicate his books? On one level, it is for the same reason people 

tweet their thoughts and tag celebrities: proximity to power in hopes of being pulled up to that 

same level. But on a deeper level, Augustine is looking for someone in whom he can see himself. 

Heirus was strong in the way Augustine was not (yet) but desired to be. Why Hierus? He fit the 

rise in status story Augustine wanted for himself: outsider adored as to become insider. He 

belonged in the way Augustine longed for. 

The more he followed the model of Hierus, however, the more he despaired. He discovered 

the doom of getting exactly what he wanted and it being his ruin. The more he got exactly what he 

wanted, the more he found himself trapped inside a house of his own making. It was all too 

confusing. “How does it come about that the weights and impulses toward all these different kinds 

of love are distributed in one soul?... Man himself is a great deep, and you Lord, number the very 

hairs of his head and in your sight they are not lost. Yet the hairs of man’s head are easier to 

number than are his affections and the impulses of his heart.”36 

The more Augustine “made it” – in the likeness of Hierus, the more anxious he became. In 

his pursuit to be rid of his anxiety, he simply found more of it. He did not yet have a vocabulary 

 
36 Augustine and Warner, 72. 
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for it, but he began to experience what Jesus spoke of when he said, “What does it profit a man to 

gain the world and lose his soul?” (Mark 8:36)  

Enter Ambrose 

James K.A. Smith quips that Augustine was looking for love in all the wrong places. But 

it wasn’t solely the places or the people that were wrong. It wasn’t only what he was looking for, 

it was how Augustine was looking for love in those places and people. People were converted into 

positions. Places (Rome and Milan) were seen as platforms. His problem was hermeneutical, 

revolving around adoration of the self. And he was becoming devoured by moving through the 

world in such a way. What he was looking for in Hierus he finds in an unlikely figure and an 

unlikely place. It’s not the orator or the orator’s stage. It’s not in the Emperor or in the Emperor’s 

court in which he finds meaning, but in the place he once thought backward, the Church and its 

leaders.  

Historians and biographers often talk of Ambrose of Milan in terms of his gifts for 

theological acumen, ecclesiology, and homiletics. His deep intellect is what gained Augustine’s 

respect, pulling him from Manichaeism and the court of the Emperor. This is true, but through a 

relational lens we see that Ambrose provides something more important: intimacy. No doubt 

Ambrose provided Augustine with the intellectual lens through which to see the Christian faith 

properly. You can imagine Ambrose responding to the young Manichean Augustine’s caricature 

of the Christian faith by saying something similar to what I would say to an atheist student today, 

“the God you don’t believe in, Augustine, I don’t believe in either.” Ambrose guides Augustine to 

read the Hebrew Bible beyond a literalistic lens, to see the deep allegorical narratives and counter 

narratives of the text. He helps him see the Christian faith as deeply intellectual. This is all true. 
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But perhaps what Ambrose provided Augustine was a father he never had—a model and mentor 

worth looking up to, one worth emulating. Ambrose is Augustine’s “antiPatrick.”37  

Patrick’s interest in Augustine as project went as far as Augustine extended the legacy of 

his name into higher circles. And Patrick died when Augustine was 16 years old, anyway. Even 

before he died, was Patrick ever really there? Hierus had provided a model for Augustine, but only 

an errant one. No, what Augustine’s fears begin to teach him, perhaps in ways mysterious to him, 

was that he desired mentorship. He needed someone to help sort out the spiraling disordered inner 

life by giving him a proper telos. He needed something better to aim for, and he needed someone 

to show him how to aim properly. In a word, our guided needed a guide himself.  

At first, Augustine approaches Ambrose only for the rhetorical giftedness he witnesses. He 

is interested—addicted as Augustine is to sophistry—in Ambrose’s style, not his substance. But 

as he’s listening, Augustine begins to really listen. He’s offered something in the preaching of 

Ambrose that seeks to do more than conform him to a style, boxing him in with eloquence alone. 

He’s offered something liberative in Christ’s message—something that at first haunts him but 

eventually heals him. This healing comes from the way Ambrose models preaching, but just as 

much in how Ambrose approaches the young Augustine. “I began to love him at first not as a 

teacher of the truth (for I had quite despaired of finding it in your Church) but simply as a man 

who was kind and generous to me.”38 Ambrose approached Augustine in a way that was foreign 

to Augustine. Ambrose saw a child of God before him. Augustine had been habituated to use others 

for some end of his own. While what Ambrose believed—and just as importantly, how he 

believed—became transformative for Augustine, what preceded that was how Ambrose moved 

through the world. He looked at Augustine not as a project or as a problem to be solved. He looked 

 
37 Smith, On the Road with Saint Augustine, 50. 
38 Augustine and Warner, The Confessions of St. Augustine, 97. 
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on Augustine as a person imbued with the dignity of God’s love. Augustine found belonging in 

Ambrose before he had to prove anything. What was this? Ambrose’s generous approach to him 

begins to shape Augustine’s approach to the world. A gaze of grace begins to dismantle the 

hermeneutic of suspicion and the kind of looking that seeks to leverage others. Ambrose’s 

modeling begins the arduous but necessary process of unlearning so that Augustine, for the first 

time, might actually enjoy learning.  

Today’s (Mis)Guides: Inherited Projection and Sins of the Father 

‘The Lord is slow to anger, 

and abounding in steadfast love, 

forgiving iniquity and transgression, 

but by no means clearing the guilty, 

visiting the iniquity of the parents 

upon the children 

to the third and the fourth generation.’ 

(Numbers 14:18) 

 

In today’s world, we are sorely in need of Ambroses, those who retrain us in how to belong 

to one another. When addressing the rise of fear and anxiety in young adults, research tells us not 

to begin with the next generation. Instead, begin with the generation guiding and leading the next 

generation. The anxiety is not first and foremost in the child but in the approach of the adult to the 

child. Young adults today are afraid, not because of anything unique in them, but because it has 

been modeled by and projected on to them by older generations.39 They need Ambrose, but what 

they are getting are anxious leaders, parents, and coaches. 

Tim Elmore, in Generation Z Unfiltered, cites clinical psychologist Wendy Mogel, who 

says that because of the innumerable threats the world presents, which are beyond our control, 

“many of us take all of those uncontrollable fears and reduce them to the one target we feel we can 

 
39 Thalia C. Eley et al., “The Intergenerational Transmission of Anxiety: A Children-of-Twins Study,” American 

Journal of Psychiatry 172, no. 7 (April 23, 2015): 630–37, https://doi.org/10.1176/appi.ajp.2015.14070818. 
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control: our children.”40 They become targets for our insecurities. Elmore believes this fear of 

adults on behalf of young adults has the most destructive effects.  

Elmore’s organization, Growing Leaders, partnered with the Harris Poll in 2018 to analyze 

the most frequent emotions adults experience as they raise, coach, teach, and lead kids. The poll 

was nationwide with 2,016 adults of varying ages.41 Among the options of emotions to choose 

(excitement, frustration, optimism, fear, hope, and concern) 46 percent of respondents chose 

concern as their most frequent emotion when thinking about their children and the future. Those 

concerns have to do with social media and smartphone addiction, mental health issues, school 

shootings, and alcohol and drug abuse. Elmore does not define “concern” in the book. Is it an 

emotion, like fear? His expression, however, is that it is heavy laden with doubt about young 

adults’ ability to cope with present and future struggles. As such, the gaze of the adult on the child 

is clouded with anxiety and fear. 

Elmore suggests this concern, this “paranoid parenting,” is the propelling force behind 

“helicopter parenting” (a hovering presence) in the case of millennials and we might add now 

“lawnmower parenting” (bulldozing challenges and obstacles) in the case of Gen Z. The story 

older generations are telling themselves is that the world is too unsafe, and these young adults are 

not resilient or capable enough to overcome the threats. Such beliefs have devastating 

consequences on young adult development. If the top emotion of adults for young adults is 

concern, and the response is to seize control, the next generation becomes disempowered and 

infantilized. No wonder adolescence lasts longer. We keep children, well, children even as they 

move into adult age. According to Jean Twenge’s research, children on the whole don’t look 

 
40 Tim Elmore and Andrew McPeak, Generation Z Unfiltered: Facing Nine Hidden Challenges of the Most Anxious 

Population, 2019, 10. 
41 “Harris Poll Results 2018,” Growing Leaders (blog), accessed May 30, 2020, http://growingleaders.com/harris-

poll-results/. 
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forward to growing up with the burdens of #adulting. Better to stay sheltered, protected.42 This has 

little to do with them. It has much more to say about parenting, teaching, and coaching of 

generations ahead of them who feel out of control. Our anxiety is foisted upon those who follow 

us. Do we need them to stay children for our own insecurity? The sins of the father are visited 

upon our sons, daughters, and students. The fears of the older generation that are being projected 

onto young adults will be absorbed into their psyche, beliefs, and walks of life. They will not walk 

humbly with God but humiliated on eggshells. 

Scott Stossel is editor of Atlantic magazine and author of My Age of Anxiety. Listen to the 

way he writes about how his mother’s anxiety infiltrated his own psyche and short circuited his 

own emotional maturation: 

… maybe the generally unsettled nature of my childhood psychological 

environment—my mother’s constant anxious buzzing; my father’s alcoholic 

absence; their sometimes unhappy marriage, which would end in divorce—

produced in me a comparably unsettled sensibility. Both my mother and father were 

well intentioned and loving, but between them, they combined overprotection and 

anger in a way that may have been particularly toxic for a child with an innately 

nervous temperament. On many occasions, my screaming bouts of nighttime panic 

would awaken the whole family, and my father would lie patiently with me, trying 

to calm me down enough to sleep. But sometimes, exhausted and frustrated, he 

would lash out at me physically. My mother dressed me until I was 9 or 10 years 

old; after that, she picked out my clothes for me every night until I was about 15. 

She ran my baths until I was in high school. Any time my sister and I were home 

while my parents were at work, we had the company of a babysitter. By the time I 

was a young teenager, this was getting a bit weird—as I realized the day I 

discovered, to our mutual discomfort, that the babysitter was my age (13). My 

mother did all of this out of genuine love and anxious concern. And I welcomed the 

excess of solicitude: it kept me swaddled in a comforting dependency. But our 

relationship helped deprive me of autonomy and a sense of self-efficacy.43 

 

This “comparably unsettled sensibility” is caught more than taught. We look up to those who are 

ahead of us, and by relational osmosis we become like those who guide us. Our intelligent emotions 

 
42 Twenge, IGEN, 44. 
43 Stossel, “Surviving Anxiety.” 
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absorb what is being offered to us before we cognitively embrace it.  

 Could the anxiety, high rates of suicide, and disproportional mental illness have less to do 

with young adults today and more about the generation leading them? The data shows kids aren’t 

scared. We are. The ischorus we are providing them are either those shaped in the guise of a Strong 

Man, posturing strength, or those banging against the walls of the Strong Man’s house trying to 

find a way out.  

What does this have to do with loneliness? If anxiety is the primary emotional vocabulary 

between son and mom or daughter and dad—the most intimate relationships—will the seed of 

alienation not grow in all other grounds of life? If alienation, a kind of emotional homelessness, is 

picked up in the home, in the class, in the gym from those who go ahead of us, we’ll be nomads in 

our own skin. There is something of this in Augustine that we meet moving from place to place, 

never at ease where he is. “… I wandered with a stiff neck on my path further and further away 

from you, loving my own ways and not yours, loving the liberty of a runaway” (C. 3.3).44 Who 

will instill in him confidence for his future ahead? Who will do the same for our young adults 

today—a confidence not based in externals, but internal rootedness? This is what Ambrose 

provided Augustine. This is still what an outpost of grace can provide young adults today. 

Back to Ambrose: Lifting the gaze higher 

When Augustine looks up to Ambrose, his furrowed brow of worry is not mirrored back to 

him. There is resolve, steadiness, and welcome in the Bishop’s gaze. “That man of God welcomed 

me as a father and in his capacity of bishop, was kind enough to approve of my coming there.”45 

Ambrose, for Augustine, becomes an ambassador of an outpost of grace while he roamed in a 

 
44 Augustine and Warner, The Confessions of St. Augustine, 41. 
45 Augustine and Warner, 97. 
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foreign land. Indeed, Augustine had become a stranger to himself. Did he ever really know 

himself? But by way of this new mentor, a new more hopeful way is modeled—a way home. 

The way Ambrose models, moreover, is not to follow him. Rather, Ambrose lifts the young 

Augustine’s gaze still higher than himself. Ambrose does not say to Augustine, “follow me.” He 

says come follow the One who did not seek freedom from the world, but was so free for the world 

he gave himself for it. Don’t follow me, Ambrose implores, but follow the One who, “though he 

was in the form of God, did not regard equality with God as something to be exploited but emptied 

himself, taking the form of a slave, being born in human likeness” (Philippians 2:6-7).  

Augustine, of course, had understood relationships primarily as exploitative ventures. 

What was this emptying rather than gaining? The Gospel of Matthew has deep insight when it 

models discipleship as a form of imitation. “Come follow me” says “come be in the world as I 

am.” Watch, yes, but even more importantly, follow. Augustine is seeking someone to follow, and 

so are young adults today. It’s not if they are going to follow someone. It is, who they are going to 

follow, and who they follow will shape the depths of who they are, inspiring deep relationship or 

alienation. This is not a Pelagian argument of willed perfection. It’s a matter of to whom you want 

to belong and who shapes the inner most parts of your life. Parabolically, whose house are you 

going to live in? Who is your ischorus?  

 The direction we are sending young adults right now—like those guides who came to 

Augustine before Ambrose—are toward pursuits that hollow out the self and wider society. We 

have created young adults who see concerned gazes pointed their direction, which creates distrust 

for self. And simultaneously they are being fed images of what it means to be strong: to stand on 

their own two feet. The message young adults are getting is not so much mixed as it is malicious: 

“it’s time for you to stand on your own, but we don’t think you can do it.” It’s a toxic home to live 
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in, this home of today’s Strong Man. The concern of adults for young adults in their ability to 

thrive should make us ask a variety of questions: Are young adults that incapable of rising to this 

narrative? Is this the narrative we really want for our lives or theirs? Is there a better story? Is there 

a better house we can be building? In the case of the chaplain on a college campus, you build a 

house within a house. You build an outpost of grace that changes the story of how to belong and 

to whom you ultimately belong.  

Outpost of Grace 

Inquiry of Devotion, Ordering Loves, Sacred Exposure Therapy, Preaching to Fear 

“When you go to church,” C.S. Lewis wrote, “you are really listening-in to the secret 

wireless from our friends…” It’s like listening in on plans to subvert the plans that appear all 

around you in this “enemy occupied territory.”46 We’re living and moving and having our being 

in messages that shape our desires. When you go to a place like church, there are foreign messages, 

plans if you will, that offer a different way. The fact of the matter is we are being shaped all the 

time. 

In 2005, David Foster Wallace gave a profound commencement speech at Kenyon College, 

where he said the true value of education is to see these messages and forces at play around us, 

and we have the conscious power to choose which ones will shape us. The biblical authors might 

call this the power to “behold,” that is, “to see rightly.” For most of us, however, we rarely give 

conscious attention to how we are being subconsciously shaped. We don’t see or behold that our 

desires, expectations, loves, and fears are being worked on all the time. Foster Wallace likens it to 

two small fish swimming through the water. An older fish swims by them and asks, “How’s the 

 
46 C. S. Lewis, Mere Christianity: A Revised and Amplified Edition, with a New Introduction, of the Three Books, 

Broadcast Talks, Christian Behaviour, and Beyond Personality, 1st HarperCollins ed (San Francisco: 

HarperSanFrancisco, 2001). 
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water?” (a parabolic version of Paul’s question “Into what then are you baptized?” Acts 19:5) The 

two smaller fish keep moving, and finally one turns to the other and asks, “What the hell is water?” 

Wallace says to the soon-to-be graduates, “The point of the fish story is merely that the most 

obvious, important realities are often the ones that are hardest to see and talk about”47 and yet they 

are around us all the time, feeding the appetites of our inner life.  

To begin to listen to the fears of living inside the Strong Man’s home is to begin to see and 

understand the water in which we swim. The fear is like sonar radar that says “danger!” To bind 

that fear however is not to heed the call of “Danger!” and back into the corner. You don’t let the 

shout dictate to you, rather you ask the fear a question, “Why do I believe this to be dangerous?” 

In a backhanded way, the fears are saying to you, “It does not have to be this way.” The fears are 

a call to find new waters. The fears are a call to go listen to alternative plans on the wireless, as 

Lewis put it.  

The plans that surround our lives—stories, values, rituals, practices and habits—James 

K.A. Smith calls “cultural liturgies.” What Smith is getting at is that cultural practices form us. 

These formations become habit, shaping our desires.48 That is to say, we are continually 

participating in forms of devotion whether we know it or not. These cultural liturgies, happening 

repeatedly and habitually, are what direct our devotions, our loves, what people of faith would call 

“worship.” We have worshipped (whether we like that language or not) the image of a Strong Man: 

the stand alone, solitary person without baggage or constraints of relationships. We have 

worshipped the person who understands freedom as being free from something or someone. But 

our wave of social isolation and accompanying anxieties have told us (if we are listening) that we 

 
47 “This Is Water by David Foster Wallace (Full Transcript and Audio),” Farnam Street, April 28, 2012, 

https://fs.blog/2012/04/david-foster-wallace-this-is-water/. 
48 James K. A. Smith, You Are What You Love: The Spiritual Power of Habit (Grand Rapids, Michigan: Brazos 

Press, a division of Baker Publishing Group, 2016). 
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need a new object of worship. These are not the waters in which you were made to swim. These 

are not waters leading to new life. Our fears are telling us that we are drowning in these waters. 

We need to listen to plans from friends through the wire. We need to be taught not solely about a 

freedom from, but a freedom toward something.  

A chapel office at an institution of higher learning can be a place of deep hospitality and 

belonging by helping students discover a deeper freedom that is directed. It does this by dual 

means: one of inquiry that serves as a gateway for modern confession and another of providing 

liturgical practices that help the young adult order and elevate their loves toward the unconditional 

love of God. Along the way of inquiry, a chapel office brings strangers together to become fellow 

travelers, dismantling the toxic loneliness and anxiety that are spiraling this generation downward.   

The inquiry need not be heavy handed, either. A Chapel office does not so much tell you 

what to think. Instead, it asks the student, “Why do you think that way?” This leads to deeper 

investigation, deeper thinking, toward the depths of what we love. The person of faith knows that 

it is not primarily what we think that defines us; it is what we love that defines us. This is key. Ask 

the student, “Why do you think that way?” and it helps students see they have an end which they 

have been serving, worshipping. They are formed, maybe deformed, as we have seen, without even 

knowing it. The chapel office helps the young adult see that it is not if they have faith in something 

(that is a foregone conclusion), but in what they already have faith. A student can then begin to 

ask, “How’s that working out for me?” 

That is a first move. It cleans the soul so that it might order its loves toward a worthy telos. 

A chapel office cannot stand on confession or deconstruction alone. It finds its purpose in exploring 

purpose with students by aiding them to direct their loves. This is not a mere subtraction story. It’s 

a substitution story. Give them something new for which to aim. Replace perfectionism with 
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perfect love. Replace the Strong Man with the one who binds the Strong Man. Replace freedom 

from with a freedom for something more beautiful and loving. Direct the love of the person and 

you set a course for that person’s ship. “Antoine de Saint-Exupéry captures this well: ‘If you want 

to build a ship, don’t drum up people to collect wood and don’t assign them tasks and work, but 

rather teach them to long for the endless immensity of the sea.’49 

A chapel office becomes an outpost of grace when it provides a new focal point of worship: 

the immensity of God’s sea over the fishbowl of the Strong Man. Freedom transforms from a 

freedom defined as absence from constraint, but freedom as commitment: freedom toward a new 

more generative end. This is a freedom defined by liturgies focused on God’s unconditional love, 

the tendency to human waywardness, and ultimate good ends of God.  

“Worship works from the top down, you might say,” writes Smith. “In worship we don’t 

just come to show God our devotion and give him our praise; we are called to worship because in 

this encounter God (re)makes and molds us top-down. Worship is the arena in which God 

recalibrates our hearts, reforms our desires, and habituates our loves. Worship isn’t just something 

we do; it is where God does something to us. Worship is the heart of discipleship because it is the 

gymnasium in which God retrains our hearts.”50 You are what you love. And the Christian story 

is one of elevating our loves as we find a new leader to follow.  

The mission of a church outpost, such as a Chapel Office, is to help young adults live into 

God’s calling for their lives, individually and also with one another. That means having their loves 

shaped, molded, forged into God’s desires together. They don’t learn to dream their dreams so 

much as to start dreaming about what God would want: “He has told you, O  mortal, what is good; 

and what does the Lord require of you but to do justice, and to love kindness, and to walk humbly 

 
49 Smith. 
50 Smith. 
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with your God?” (Micah 6:8). But they cannot do that without first examining the loves that have 

been molded in them already by cultural liturgies in which they are immersed. What have they 

been habituated to love? What the hell is this water they are swimming in and how is it so 

disastrous?  

Idol of the Spectacular 

 The Strong Man that Jesus spoke about 2,000 years ago appears in the parable as an obvious 

tyrant. This Lord of the House would never be our leader, our model, we say. But Christian 

tradition tells us that what we devote our lives to, what we worship, comes in deceiving ways. Evil 

is not the opposite of God; evil is almost God. The mythological tale of the Devil is that he is a 

fallen Angel. He does not rise from the depths. He falls from above. The uniqueness of the 

character is his proximity to God, not distance from God. We are deceived by such evil constantly, 

as Augustine confesses and examines. We’re duped into making the almost god our God. We make 

the Strong Man our sanctuary by his seduction. 

 The artist gets this best. Sandro Botticelli was commissioned to execute a series of frescoes 

in the Sistine Chapel. Perhaps in the shadow of contemporary Michelangelo for us moderns, 

Botticelli was a master of his craft. Among those frescoes Botticelli painted is the Temptation of 

Christ from the Gospel of Matthew. Of interest to us is the second temptation in which the Devil 

says to Jesus, “if you are the Son of God, throw yourself down; for it is written,  

‘He will command his angels concerning you,’ 

    and ‘On their hands they will bear you up, 

so that you will not dash your foot against a stone.’ (Mt. 4:6) 

 

Notice below how Botticelli depicts Satan, guiding Jesus at the apex of the painting. 
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He is not depicted in the ubiquitous and obvious representation of evil: fanged, horned, 

bulging in grotesque and foreboding representation. Quite the contrary. He looks more like the 

image of a hermit or a monk, one who looks holy. Botticelli provides us a unique insight into how 

evil weasels its way into our lives. Rarely is it obvious. It is surreptitious, coming to us as a good. 

The temptation of the Strong Man is that it is indeed a good: self-reliant, self-assured. We desire 

to be just that. We desire to have a stiff back and sure feet among life’s uncertainties. But when 

worshiped, given ultimacy in our lives, it leads to a pandemic of loneliness. The good mutates into 

something deformed and grotesque. We get what we ask for and we stand alone. 

This temptation, too, has deeper meaning beyond Botticelli’s depiction. The temptation 

offered Christ is one of flight, one unbounded by gravity, not to say anything about human 

relationships. It is the temptation to be “above it all.” Not only is this a temptation of narrowly 

defined individuality, it is one where the individual will never touch the ground. He will never 

again have to be concerned with the poor, the sick, the marginalized. He is gnostic, not flesh. He 

finds sanctuary in the story of his own spectacular nature. Can we see the self-absorbed form of 

Stoicism of which Augustine warned? The good (next to God) so quickly mutates. What begins as 

free from passions becomes free from anything that reveals one’s fragile vulnerability. We become 

unconcerned with the pain of the world, while deeply rooted in the fear of attending to our own 

pain. 

Is this image not the siren’s call for young adults today? This is the lure of the social liturgy 

of the Instagram life. It is being tricked into the image of the spectacular, as Henri Nouwen calls 

it, never having to deal with the basement of one’s life nor the lives of others.51 Jean M. Twenge 

 
51 Henri J. M. Nouwen, In the Name of Jesus: Reflections on Christian Leadership (New York: Crossroad, 1989). 
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charts the rise in mental illness in young adults over the last two decades. The highest rise comes 

after 2007, the year in which the iPhone was introduced to the world. A 15-year-old did not have 

to log on to the world wide web. They only had to reach into their pocket and there before them 

was the temptation again and again—to be spectacular. Why are kids struggling? It’s not more 

homework, nor more extracurriculars compared to past generations; it’s the phones in front of 

faces. “In the end, all the mechanisms come back to new-media screen time in one way or another. 

By all accounts, it is the worm at the core of the apple.”52 

It is a call to disaster, we know. It is the call to comparison, isolation, and loneliness. Why? 

Precisely because it is a liturgy—a patterned way of being. That is to say, it is not only through 

these platforms that cultural messages about what is valuable are on display. Rather, the reach for 

the phone and the access to the platforms on them is a habit-forming practice. One might even say 

they are addictive platforms after reading the work of Simon Sinek53 or watching docudramas like 

Netflix’s Social Dilemma.54 The platforms are not just to convey messages, they are intentionally 

designed to work on dopamine loops in the brain delivering a quick rush, not unlike a drug. Young 

adults, all of us really, are habituated to reach for the phone (preferably first thing in the morning), 

to get to the online platform where we are our “best” self. We sparkle and stand tall on these 

illusory platforms while the fear grows within our true selves. To return to the temptation parable: 

we fly momentarily only to discover gravity is real, and we crash hard. Scripture provides us a 

mode of inquiry and confession to see our suicide epidemic in a new light. In the words of Emily 

Dickinson, it “tell[s] the truth but tell[s] it slant.” The outpost of grace becomes the arena whose 

mission is to complete the end of her poem, “The Truth must dazzle gradually or every man be 

 
52 Twenge, IGEN, 112. 
53 Simon Sinek, Leaders Eat Last: Why Some Teams Pull Together and Others Don’t, Paperback edition (New 

York, New York: Portfolio/Penguin, 2017). 
54 Jeff Orlowski, The Social Dilemma, Docudrama, 2020, www.netflix.com. 
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blind—.”55 We are not in the business of blinding but inbreaking, revealing what young adults’ 

fears are already telling them: they are worth more than an idol of spectacular.  

Spiritually speaking, use of social media where one presents a sparkling self is to 

experience the pain of a divided self. The social media phenomenon invites people into 

maladaptive perfectionism. Perfectionism at its very root is a negative approach to life. “What 

makes extreme perfectionism so toxic is that while those in its grip desire success, they are most 

focused on avoiding failure, resulting in a negative orientation. They don’t believe in unconditional 

love, expecting others’ affection and approval to be dependent on a flawless performance.”56 The 

practice of a perfectionist approach to life is another iteration of buffering and blocking the outside 

world. Perfectionism is about the protection of an illusory image of one’s self. The problem is that 

it does not match up with reality. This is what leads to imposter syndrome, the feeling that one is 

living a lie in how one presents to the world. It’s a division within one’s very being. While one 

protects, blocks, and elevates a sparkling image of one’s self, one’s true self (or one’s behavior) is 

actually more defensive, limiting risk, boxed in. The two selves get further and further apart, only 

leading to more alienation, not simply to the world, but to one’s own self. To practice an image of 

driven perfectionism is to have a tearing of one’s own soul.  

When Augustine examines his younger self and why he was so distraught and confused at 

the death of his friend, it was not because he loved him. It was how he loved him. He loved him 

as if he were immortal, never to return to dust from which he came. Another way to say it: he loved 

the idol of his friend. He had false expectations of his friend. He loved the youthful sparkle of his 

friend. Augustine hadn’t been acquainted with the mortality of an Ash Wednesday service yet. His 

 
55 Emily Dickinson, “Tell All the Truth but Tell It Slant,” in The Poems of Emily Dickinson: Reading Edition (The 

Belknap Press of Harvard University, 1998). 
56 “Perfectionism | Psychology Today,” accessed January 13, 2021, 

https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/basics/perfectionism. 
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anxiety and fear increased because he loved in a way that did not honor the fragility and finiteness 

of life. 

Today, young adults are surrounded by these cultural liturgies crafting the desires of young 

adults. They center on modern digital frescoes capturing illusions of a life that sparkles and flies 

high. They have been tempted to the point of the scales being tipped over. The good of self-reliance 

and the desire to be spectacular have given way to the grotesque of self-worship. The end is 

distorted self-love that produces a distorted fear raging within. It is a modern reconstruction of the 

Strong Man’s house, a house run by fear of conformity and fear of shame and thus props up an 

inflated sense of self doomed to collapse. We know we don’t belong to it, but how do we get out? 

The Son of Man does not take this route. He rejects the spectacular illusion, disconnected 

from the suffering of life. He becomes a servant to all. He does not shore up his self or his image. 

He empties himself of it. He provides another path, and a new way of understanding belonging. 

It’s this very path that must wind its way into the cultural liturgies of our lives, providing a counter-

narrative. Even more, it is a path in which Jesus says, “come, follow me”, and that provides not 

just imagination but practice. It is such movement through the world that breaks the defensive 

posture of the Strong Man’s house. He breaks in revealing value that has been forgotten. That is, 

he liberates what (whom) is precious to him. He reteaches what it is to have value. As William 

Sloane Coffin often put it, “God’s love does not seek value; it creates it. Our value is a gift, not an 

achievement. It is not because we have value that we are loved, it is because we are loved that we 

have value.”57 God’s love is visionary, seeing through and shattering our cultural liturgies that 

bind and blind us. And such love does not coddle, limiting courage. No, such great love instills 

courage.  

 
57 William Sloane Coffin, The Collected Sermons of William Sloane Coffin: The Riverside Years, 1st ed (Louisville, 

KY: Westminster John Knox Press, 2008), 4. 
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It’s a practice in retraining in belonging to one another and to the God of our lives. If we 

listen to our fears that swarm around relationships, we hear them pointing us to something and 

someone above the fray. He, Emmanuel, is one who says, listen to your fears but do not let them 

have final say. Let them talk to you, revealing what you love, perhaps a disordered love, at present. 

Then, once seen clearly, you have the first step in beginning to elevate your loves to understand to 

whom you truly belong. 

Howard Thurman: Awakening Belonging to God and One Another  

Our buffered social imaginary and our rituals laden with shame have provided young adults 

with few avenues in how to belong. Their feeling of loneliness is not unlike what Howard Thurman 

described as the fear of the marginalized in Jesus and the Disinherited nearly seventy years ago. 

The fear of the dispossessed, Thurman described, is fear that surrounds. It is all encompassing.  

The ever-present fear that besets the vast poor, the economically and socially 

insecure, is a fear of still a different breed. It is a climate closing in; it is like the 

fog in San Francisco or in London. It is nowhere in particular yet everywhere. It is 

a mood which one carries around within himself, distilled from the acrid conflict 

with which his days are surrounded. It has its roots deep in the heart of the relations 

between the weak and the strong, between the controllers of environment and those 

who are controlled by it.58 

 

I spoke recently to a chaplain serving in a women’s prison. She recounted the favorite 

verses of her inmates. One was more popular than the rest. “For surely I know the plans I have for 

you, says the Lord, plans for your welfare and not for harm, to give you a future with hope” 

(Jeremiah 29:11). Talk to a college student with a cursory experience with the Bible, and you’ll 

find the same affinity for the same verse. These two realities, a college campus and a women’s 

prison, may be vastly different in context but existentially, they are experienced similarly by many 

with a preponderance of fear that demands a hope for a God who leads out of that fear.59 

 
58 Howard Thurman, Jesus and the Disinherited (Boston, MA: Beacon Press, 1996), 26. 
59 Oral conversation with women’s prison Chaplain, August 2019. 
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To listen to this fear, Thurman says, is to hear the ache of isolation. The disinherited carry 

the claustrophobia precisely because the fear tells them, “I do not belong here.” Which is to say, I 

am not valued here. The possibility of violence that can be done to the person produces a fear that 

is a necessary evil. It is there as bodyguard. “Fear, then, becomes the safety device with which the 

oppressed surround themselves in order to give some measure of protection from complete nervous 

collapse.”60 This is the germinating seed of the proper hermeneutic of suspicion we discussed 

earlier. They don’t want to be afraid, but how else to survive? “Fear thus becomes a form of life 

assurance, making possible the continuation of physical existence with a minimum of active 

violence.”61  You learn to move through the world in a way that precludes the possibility of being 

harmed. Fear becomes an internal bodyguard. 

The problem with a bodyguard determined by fear, however, is the bodyguard becomes a 

punisher. Fear turns to death. “This fear, which served originally as a safety device, a kind of 

protective mechanism for the weak, finally becomes death for the self. The power that saves turns 

executioner.”62  To live under such conditions is to learn continuously of one’s devalued nature. 

“Under such circumstances there is but a step from being despised to despising oneself.”63 The 

despised self develops because this self does not believe it belongs.  Indeed, the condition of 

minority youth is doubly precarious, feeling the cross pressure of racial oppression on top of the 

generational pressure. The claustrophobia of fear becomes so great. It is proportional to the 

belonging I find on this earth and in my own skin. As Augustine needed retraining in belonging to 

his friends and his mentors, so, too, do young adults today. They—and the adults who caused the 

fear—need retraining in belonging to one another and to a better teleological story.  

 
60 Thurman, Jesus and the Disinherited, 30. 
61 Thurman, 30. 
62 Thurman, 35. 
63 Thurman, 33. 
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Why make this comparison between today’s young adults and the disinherited Thurman 

describes? Because of Thurman’s theological prescription. The prescription for such fear is both 

internal work and external work, both spiritual formation and social justice. The Gospel, Thurman 

finds, expands the trapped person’s imagination in both the internal and external work. Thurman 

comes to the Sermon on the Mount, particularly the passage on worry in Matthew 6: 

Therefore I tell you, do not worry about your life, what you will eat or what you 

will drink, or about your body, what you will wear. Is not life more than food, and 

the body more than clothing?  Look at the birds of the air; they neither sow nor reap 

nor gather into barns, and yet your heavenly Father feeds them. Are you not of more 

value than they?  And can any of you by worrying add a single hour to your span 

of life?  And why do you worry about clothing? Consider the lilies of the field, how 

they grow; they neither toil nor spin, yet I tell you, even Solomon in all his glory 

was not clothed like one of these. But if God so clothes the grass of the field, which 

is alive today and tomorrow is thrown into the oven, will he not much more clothe 

you—you of little faith?  Therefore do not worry, saying, ‘What will we eat?’ or 

‘What will we drink?’ or ‘What will we wear?’ For it is the Gentiles who strive for 

all these things; and indeed your heavenly Father knows that you need all these 

things. But strive first for the kingdom of God and his righteousness, and all these 

things will be given to you as well. 

 

So do not worry about tomorrow, for tomorrow will bring worries of its own. 

Today’s trouble is enough for today. 

 

The passage asks the reader to remember to whom he or she belongs. This passage speaks 

to a reality that one does not solely belong to one’s self. He or she belongs to God, a God who has 

a stake in their wellbeing. The passage suggests one can take one’s wellbeing for granted, putting 

fear in its proper place. Fear and anxiety will not have the last word, because one belongs to a 

larger, lovelier story. Thurman progresses Kierkegaard’s analysis of being betwixt and between, 

which causes the anxiety.  "The core of the analysis of Jesus is that man [sic] is a child of God, the 

God of life that sustains all of nature and guarantees all the intricacies of the life-process itself. 

Jesus suggests that it is quite unreasonable to assume that God, whose creative activity is expressed 

even in such details as the hairs of a man's head, would exclude from his concern the life, the vital 
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spirit, of the man himself. This idea—that God is mindful of the individual—is of tremendous 

import in dealing with fear as a disease.”64 

In dealing with the disease, Thurman sees rightly this fear of being forgotten, left out and 

left behind, that plagues the human condition. The Gospel is an antidote, an inoculation that short-

circuits the spiraling downward. The empty elevator shaft is seen no longer as a bottomless void. 

Rather, it is a well for God’s Spirit, God’s presence. To walk into the outpost of grace is to find 

belonging to others, yes, but more fundamentally to this God in whom “they live and move and 

have their being.” (Acts 17:28). It is a place to find oxygen. It is a place among people who are not 

rendered as projects, but as people of God, attempting to be cured of the curse of performing. It’s 

a place whose end is cruciform transformation, and its beginning is acceptance. “You are accepted. 

You are accepted, accepted by that which is great than you, and the name which you do not know… 

Simply accept the fact that you are accepted! If that happens to us, we experience grace.”65 

An outpost of grace, by embracing tradition, symbols, and practices, can bring such a gift 

of acceptance to young adults. It can help them see a mystical union with the God who is no further 

than their next breath. Augustine recounts that he groped in the abyss looking for belonging 

through advancement. But he finds his being in belonging to God. And his revelation is that he 

always belonged, even in his running. He was always accepted. It was only his need to accept such 

grace.   

Late it was that I loved you, beauty so ancient and so new, late I loved you! And, 

look, you were within me and I was outside, and there I sought for you and in my 

ugliness I plunged into the beauties that you made. You were with me, and I was 

not with you. Those outer beauties kept me far from you, yet if they had not been 

in you, they would not have existed at all. You called, you cried out, you shattered 

my deafness; you flashed, you shone, you scattered my blindness; you breathed 

 
64 Thurman, 39. 
65 Tillich, The Courage to Be. Xxii. 
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perfume, and I drew in my breath and I pant for you: I tasted, and I am hungry and 

thirsty: you touched me, and I burned for your peace.66 

 

It’s the experience of a grace that breaks into our shabby dwelling places, and we are found 

there but not left there. The outpost of grace is only a mirror to what has always been true but has 

only been marred by the temptation and guile of the Strong Man: you are beloved and there is 

nothing you can do about it. Such belovedness will shape all the days of your life.  

Progressing Young Adult Spirituality  

Awareness of such belovdeness must find its way into the college experience and 

education. This is not trophies for participation kind of recognition. It is the kind of education 

shaped by a deep dignity for the lives we are creating. Critical to such an endeavor is for college 

to be a place of identifying fearful storms within and unpacking the loneliness that binds. Students 

can learn to listen to the fears, inspecting whether they possess any wisdom, and navigating them, 

rather than increasing their swells. These fears do not have to be mysterious forces that prey on 

young adults, either. More likely these fears are the outcomes of the stories we tell ourselves about 

who we are. The act of preaching can be a kairos moment, breaking into our boxed-in world. It 

can aid young adults to imagine a new story about who they are at the deepest levels of their 

individual and collective lives. For instance, character is not solely about grit and determination 

(though these are undoubtedly necessary). Character is about the substance of their souls. It is 

about their identity and who they are at their core. As Ambrose elevated Augustine’s gaze and 

goals, the chaplain on a college campus elevates the gaze and loves of college students.  In the 

midst of a machine spiraling students on an endless grind, the place of church or chapel is to be an 

outpost of grace, reminding people who they are when pretense is taken away. They are the plunder 

 
66 Augustine and Warner, The Confessions of St. Augustine, 229. 
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of God. For God’s love does not seek value; God’s love provides value. Misdirected ambition need 

not be their idol. It can be directed to its right ends.  

This is not an argument against hard work, mind you, falling into the trap of cheap grace. 

Quite the contrary. It is a recognition that students, listening to the emotional states of their lives, 

are already questioning the why of their hard work. To what ends are they grinding? The story 

they are being told, the script they are following is not to work hard for the renewal of the earth or 

fostering right relationship. No, the hard work is based on scarcity, and a fear that one will be left 

behind. If they are not driving the machine there is a chance they’ll be thrown under it. They are 

tired, but it is not a good tired, where effort is directed toward ends that ennoble the soul. It’s a 

tired born of losing one’s soul. To begin to listen to the fear is to listen to the canary in the coal 

mine—squawking of unsustainable ends. 

 A chapel office can become a kind of shelter in the storm of raging fears—a place to bind 

fears, listen to them, and then elevate loves toward better ends—and it can do so by providing a 

spiritual lens and vocabulary foreign to most young adults today, who are increasingly secular and 

religiously illiterate.67 By and large, this is a generation, unlike generations before, unashamed 

about therapy, but inarticulate about their inner lives. While they have come to embrace the need 

for greater insight into mental health, there is a compartmentalization when it comes to reflecting 

on life theologically or how spirituality comes into play with their inner lives. God is located 

adjacent to the problem, more than central. They understand themselves as more tellurian than 

spiritual, more terrestrial than celestial, more physical than metaphysical. They have not heard, 

nor do they believe, the now popular insight (within liberal Christian circles, anyway) attributed 

to Teilhard de Chardin68, that we are not human beings having a spiritual experience, but spiritual 

 
67 Twenge, IGEN, 119. 
68 This comes from memory, but I cannot, in fact, attribute this to de Chardin.  
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beings having a human experience. This is painting with a broad-brush stroke, but they view 

themselves in more material than spiritual terms. They are, perhaps, functioning deists and don’t 

know it. The gift of the Gospel, however, is to see life in relationship to the One who bridges and 

holds together both the material and spiritual. This immanent framework of seeing life through a 

more material lens begs to be broken into by the One who wants to reveal a richer existence. It is 

about grace that breaks into our boxed-in worldviews, the buffered self, so we might see ourselves 

with fresh eyes. 

Where the spiritual comes in today still reflects Christian Smith’s famous definition of 

“Moralistic Therapeutic Deism.”69 God is a helper in my quest to be good and successful. God is 

my copilot and cheerleader toward success. This is not a totally inaccurate image of God from the 

Christian tradition. God certainly is a “proven help in time of need” (Psalm 46) and “my strength 

and my shield” (Psalm 28:7). But this is half the image of the Christian God. The more complete 

and holistic vision, as seen in Christ, is of a God who remarked that if we wanted to know what 

real life is, we would do well to deny ourselves, take up our crosses daily, and follow him. “For 

those who want to save their life will lose it, and those who lose their life for my sake will save it” 

(Luke 23:24). A more complete vision of God is of One who calls us to die to selfish gain in order 

to discover a deeper self and life. God is the One who aids us in identifying our self-deception that 

success will save. 

When given the time, space, and freedom from distraction—to enter the outpost of grace—

students move to a more mature theology and life. The outpost of grace takes students into the 

forest of fear that dwells within to identify its branches, trunks, and roots. The move is not simply 

 
69 Smith, Christian and Denton, Melina Lundquist, Soul Searching: The Religious and Spiritual Lives of American 

Teenagers (2005). Oxford: Oxford Press. 2009.  
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to realize one is lost in the woods, so to speak, but to help the student navigate in that forest, 

realizing there is a guide already there, making a way out of no way, guiding in a direction they 

have not yet discovered. 

Given appropriate space and time for reflection, the student is able to see a clearer picture 

of him or herself and God in relationship to his or her fears. This is a God who does not simply 

affirm life as usual, encouraging a false sense of self. God becomes understood as the very force 

or presence in the courage—the very thing breaking into the boxed in reality, the thing whispering 

to them to do the thing of which they are most fearful. This is not a God in the passenger seat, but 

a God persuading the student to step out of the car altogether and walk in a different direction.  

To enter the outpost of grace is to discover a God who is breaking into their world and 

reordering their loves, aiding them to hear their deepest fears and loves. It is not unlike a moment 

of prayer; or better yet, a moment of kairos. Much of the students’ lives are defined by building 

skills for success or living amongst innumerable distractions. But in an outpost of grace, not unlike 

a counselor’s office, students are encouraged to hear their own voices and inner desires. This is 

indeed the practice of prayer at its best, where we lift our deepest stirrings to the God who already 

knows but desires that we might know ourselves, too. An outpost of grace, done rightly, existing 

within a place riddled with distractions and false constructions of self, becomes a place for clarity 

and honesty. Indeed, it is a place to have empathy with God’s hope that we hear ourselves. And in 

so doing, it becomes a means by which students develop their own “voice,” and a truer sense of 

their own identity.  

The role of the chaplain and the space of its office could be seen as a break in a place of 

distractions. This is an uncharitable but not inaccurate description of the everyday time (chronos) 
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of these young adults. Ministry that deals with the fears that hold one hostage and pursues its 

correct ends, must then lean into pastoral sensitivity. 

Once you have that honest moment, you cannot undo it. It is a kairos moment. It is not 

unlike when Jesus says, “when you are offering your gift at the altar, if you remember that your 

brother or sister has something against you, leave your gift and go; first be reconciled” (Matthew 

5:23). Altars bring you back to truth. It is not a matter of whether you will remember what is most 

important, but when. When students hear their own fears articulated by themselves alone, they 

need to confront them and decide if they suffer more in their imaginations or in reality. Facing 

these fears then provides them with more clarity on how to move through them. Here we come to 

a deeper, and more Christian definition of courage. Courage is not merely doing the very thing one 

is afraid of. Such an act may very well lead one through the woods of fear into a more holy path, 

or it could lead one deeper into the woods of despair. If courage is merely doing that of which one 

is afraid, one could do terrible acts in the name of such courage. The point in binding fears and 

listening to them is to discern what should really be feared.70 Here lies the transfiguration of fear. 

One enters the outpost of grace, imbued with the fear of the wrong ischorus. These fears 

have been screaming at them to get out. But in the outpost of grace they find a new ischorus to 

whom they belong. One does not lose the fear; such loss would be to enter the realm of the 

unfeeling. Rather, one orders his or her fears in the direction of a more noble love. One is 

transfigured into one’s original reality: God’s treasure, knowing his or her value. One is returned 

to oneself.   

 
70 Gilbert R. Rendle, Quietly Courageous: Leading the Church in a Changing World (Lanham, Maryland: Rowman 

& Littlefield, an imprint of The Rowman & Littlefield Publishing Group, Inc, 2019). 
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Practices that Return us to Ourselves 

Pilgrimage as Exposure Therapy  

There are practices in the outpost of grace that return us to ourselves, such as worship and 

confession that help us see clearly our dappled but valuable souls, and eating meals together that  

awaken our common humanity. We will touch on preaching, influenced in the way Ambrose taught 

Augustine and then Augustine communicated to his congregations. For now, I would like to point 

out pilgrimage as a kind of liturgy that retrains us in belonging. It operates as a kind of sacred 

exposure therapy.  

We have to learn how to walk with one another again. In a word, we have to learn how to 

be friends with one another again. Not to “play at friendship,” as Proverbs 18:24 says, but to be 

friends. This friendship is defined by habit and practices of showing up and doing the very thing 

we are afraid of doing. If protracted loneliness isolates and makes one suspicious of relationship, 

as Hari suggests, then we need places and people who model courage.  

 There is a scene in the 1990s movie Three Kings starring George Clooney, Mark Walberg, 

Ice Cube, and Spike Jones that provides insight. George Clooney’s character is talking to Spike 

Jones about a potential plan to help free refugee Kuwaiti people from a militant band of Iranian 

armed forces.  

George Clooney: You’re scared, right?  

Spike Jones: Maybe.  

Clooney: The way this works is: you do the thing you are scared shitless of and you 

get the courage after you do it.   

Jones: That’s a dumbass way to work. It should be the other way around.  

Clooney: I know. That’s how it works.  

 

Clooney is on to a deep truth about combating fear. Our capacity for courage is directly 

proportional to our willingness to do what is most frightening. Clooney’s character may not know 

it, but he’s speaking about habits. The question is: are our habits informed by this “dumbass form 
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of courage” as Spike Jones’s character calls it? It’s a courage that does not precede risk, but comes 

by way of practicing risk. This is how we combat loneliness today. 

Just as Augustine looked up and to the side to find belonging, so do young adults today. 

Yet, as we have witnessed, the spiraling of loneliness has to be broken with new courageous habits 

of belonging. We must risk belonging to others. To do this we have to learn and practice the true 

nature of courage. Courage is not something that comes in the absence of anxiety, but precisely in 

the places of anxiety. Brene Brown helps unravel this phenomenon. Borrowing from her Episcopal 

Book of Common Prayer, she finds a way out of our isolated existence. It’s in the confession: 

“Lord, forgive us for not loving you with our whole heart.” Her answer to our current existence is 

an Augustinian one. It’s a matter of the heart more than mind. It’s a matter of living wholeheartedly 

directed by God’s unconditional love. Here is where courage is born.  

She writes about what it’s like to live wholeheartedly. And it does not look like strength—

at least at first. It looks more like vulnerability. Many would see it as weakness. They would be 

wrong. Vulnerability is at the center of courage. They are one and the same. The courageous act is 

the ability to show up not only in the serenity of life but even and especially when the alarm bells 

of fear explode from within, saying: guard, protect, retreat.71  

 This is a fundamental piece of the retraining we all need. Courage is twofold: an act of 

contemplation and confession, and then right action. Gil Rendle, borrowing from Plato, says that 

“courage is the knowledge of what is or is not to be feared.”72 Discernment is necessary to discover 

what to be afraid of and what not to be afraid of. This is inherently a practice of listening to one’s 

inner life, fear in particular. But once that has been done (though never completed), contemplation 

requires a companion of action. Courage is an act of binding fear and putting it in its proper place.  

 
71 Brown, Daring Greatly. 
72 Rendle, Quietly Courageous, 95. 
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Courage looks like vulnerability and feels like weakness. It is going against the grain of 

our fear. It hears the fear to isolate and protect the image of the Strong Man, but it does not let that 

voice have the last word. We must engage in a kind of exposure therapy, risking belonging to one 

another. We who lead young adults must lead in ways that guide them (and we must model this) 

to the things they are scared shitless of if they are ever to have the courage to do those things. And 

that means breaking the spiral of loneliness by showing up scared.  

 An outpost of grace in the midst of academia looks for places to provide liturgical rhythms 

that help analyze, deconstruct, and hopefully overhaul the cultural liturgies that box in young 

adults and create elevator shafts of loneliness. The outpost of grace operates with familiar tools: 

worship, Bible study, pastoral care. Then there are paths that we must go looking for, or even 

better, resurrect. The practice of pilgrimage is one of them. It must be rethought not as a solo affair 

toward a far-off destination. Pilgrimage can be a path to what anthropologists Victor and Edith 

Turner called “communitas”—"the intimacy that can arise among strangers on the road, when we 

are all freed from the social hierarchies that structure our lives at home.”73 This is an age old 

practice forming relationship by roaming God’s earth. Chaucer wrote about this in The Canterbury 

Tales roughly 700 years ago. Pilgrimage can be a means of grace, where God breaks into our 

boxed-in world, revealing a new way to walk through the world together.  

 Spiritual pilgrimage is a transformative experience that offers insight to forming a habit of 

belonging. Pilgrimage provides fellow travelers the opportunity to begin to shed shame and a 

boxed-in spirit and replace them with solidarity with their fellow travelers. Instead of running from 

one another or at one another, you learn how to run with one another. It becomes an invitation to 

leave the house you’ve been cowering in and enter into God’s house offering spaciousness. Such 

 
73 Stephanie Paulsell, “On Pilgrimage” (Harvard Memorial Chapel, July 2, 2017), 

https://hds.harvard.edu/news/2017/07/02/pilgrimage. 
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an experience is done with others, by way of displacement, and by honoring it as a means of grace 

by which God will be revealed.  The key to pilgrimage is to approach it sacramentally, as if you 

were approaching the Lord’s table. 

 Pilgrimage may be thought of, understandably so, as a solo endeavor. Or at least, it may be 

thought of as a singular endeavor, as a river or a stream makes its way to the ocean. It’s at the 

destination one is swallowed up in the masses, other individuals who came seeking the same thing. 

This happens all over the world. People set out toward Mecca to walk rhythmically around the 

Kabba, “The House of God.” The Camino de Santiago de Compostela has its own streams of 

people coming to the ancient city in the Gallaecian hills, only to find that the journey was perhaps 

more important than the destination. Even so, pilgrimage reveals something deeply rooted in us: a 

desire for destination, some place that we can say, “I’ve arrived. I’m home.” It’s a place like the 

one Tracy Chapman sings about in her song “Fast Car”, where she wanted what she thought was 

a ticket to anywhere, but what she really wanted was a feeling that she belonged and that she could 

be someone. We’re all on a journey to such a place. Augustine looked for it ages ago. We look for 

it now, and pilgrimage illuminates such a quest: the quest for belonging.  

 We find fellow companions in Scripture. Abraham, the one with “perfect faith” (Hebrews), 

sojourns, but never arrives. He leaves us with the irritating question: “Am I doomed to a similar 

fate?” We map wise men chasing a star to find a child. They are transformed and have listened to 

the anxious warnings of angels, and so they “go home by a different road” (Matthew 2:12) rather 

than play into the plans of a ruler drinking the most toxic of cocktails: fear mixed with power.  

When done alongside others, bucking the individualistic trend, pilgrimage transforms into 

a kind of spiritual exposure therapy, moving hesitant people back into belonging. Removed from 

our familiar environment in proximity to others, we are exposed to the thoughts, lives, and inner 
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worlds of others. We must slow our pace, increase your pace, and others do the same for you on 

the journey. We find ourselves alongside strangers, who, God willing, become friends by way of 

being fellow pilgrims. We learn to move through the world together. We find that no one walks 

alone, which is the Gospel promise. Pilgrimage invites you into doing the very thing young adults 

are afraid of today. We reverse the prolonged isolation with prolonged journeying together.  

 Moreover, the displacement is key. Moving from a local place to an unfamiliar one 

disorients and opens us up. Placed in a foreign environment, removed from the comfortable boxed-

in world, we are drawn out of chronos into kairos. Travel already has the ability to expand the 

individual. As Mark Twain wrote, “travel is fatal to prejudice,” and even more so when spiritual 

and communal commitments are anchoring the travel. We not only move from one country to 

another. By way of entering liturgical rhythms we are drawn out of one house into another. We 

move from the Strong Man’s house—with its demands of posturing and potential shame—to 

movements of vulnerability by way of listening and collaboration. We may very well get lost along 

the way and depend on one another to find the right sign that marks the way back on the path.  

 Pilgrimage framed in the way of our ischorus also looks like a sacrament. Rev. Dr. 

Stephanie Paulsell says the unique power of pilgrimage is that it bears powers reminiscent of 

communion table.74 Things get revealed by way of grace. When we come to the table of 

communion, we don’t come because we understand what we are doing. We do it so we can 

understand rightly. We can be reminded that we belong to God and to those around the table—

which is a reminder that we belong to all and all to us. Communion is a faithful act, which is to 

say it is a kind of praxis that spurs on belief. One’s orthodoxy finds realness by way of 

orthopraxy—a doing before one understands or before it is comfortable. Pilgrimage operates the 

 
74 Paulsell. “On Pilgrimage.” 
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same way. We go not because you understand it, but by way of its practice, we become a person 

who understands in a new way. We see ourselves in life with and for others. We have to immerse 

ourselves in walking waters (“how’s the water boys?”). On the way, you begin to hear the call of 

your true ischorus, the One who binds all idols, as you heed the call, “come, follow me.” This is a 

cruciform liturgy that dismantles cultural liturgies of isolation. It is divine exposure therapy.  

 It does the thing we are scared shitless to do: make commitments. Going on pilgrimage, 

coming to the table, and finding intrinsic value in others combats our shallow conception of 

freedom that seeks to keep our options open. We come to the table, like young Augustine, with the 

liberty of a runaway, but we are returned to the body of Christ and to ourselves. The table grows 

us up.  

 As we walk with your body, we walk with Scripture, too. We walk into passages that re-

narrate who and whose we are. As we walk, we meditate on, say, 1 Corinthians 13. The words are 

different now, removed from the outdoor wedding where we heard them last summer. Why did it 

not sound as rich then as it does now? Why did it sound saccharin and plastic, but now it sounds 

like there is nothing stronger and sturdier in your whole life? This passage about love is now 

foundational rather than supplemental—something to build a life on more than to add to your life. 

Here we are in post-flood Houston, helping strip houses of waterlogged boards alongside others 

who were strangers yesterday, but now they feel different to us. Are they now more friend than 

potential foe? It feels so. And why do you trust this feeling this time, when yesterday you didn’t?  

 We hear, rattling around in our being, these words from scripture: “when I was a child, I 

thought as a child, but when I grew up, I put away childish things” (1 Cor. 13:11).We understand 

what the writer is saying when he says, “we see through the glass darkly.” (1 Cor. 13:12) We 
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reflect on the fall semester when it all felt like boxed-in, like tented glass we couldn’t see out of. 

But that’s not the case here. We feel seen. We feel known. And we are seeing others that way, too.  

 More of the Scripture comes up in us: “These three remain: faith, hope, and love. And the 

greatest of these is love” (1 Cor.13:13). Something—someone? —feels like it is breaking into our 

boxed-in world and warmth washes over your heart. We suddenly know what gratitude means and 

it’s more gift than obligation. No one is telling us to be grateful. It’s discovered instead. It feels 

like it is coming from the inside out, rather than the outside in.  

We hear again and again as we walk alongside the sacramental strangers: “the greatest of 

these is love,” and it begins to dawn on us what it means to grow up. It doesn’t look anything like 

what we thought it was going to look like. The word maturity does not sound boring or daunting 

anymore. It sounds like a challenging adventure of risk. This exhortation on love is what it means 

to become mature, to become whole. This is what it means to be a real woman or man imbued 

with strength. Someone imbued with love who is for others and this world, not someone buffered, 

free of attachments, constantly blocking.  

 Mysteriously, it feels like we walked into another house, one where there is a new owner. 

This owner, who is strong, not so much in stature but in presence, pours us glasses of water. There 

are holes in this host’s palms. We plan to take only a sip, but we drink all our glasses down never 

realizing how thirsty we have been until this very moment. It’s grace—outward looking, often 

derided as naïve—that we’re drinking. It’s grace we see that has been missing in the infrastructure 

of our life. Our house has been built by other materials that feel so shabby and shaky now. 

“Childish things,” some says. The owner gazes with us more than at us as we down the glass. It’s 

grace that is the mature thing. It’s grace that is drawing us simultaneously outward toward others 

and mysteriously deeper into ourselves. Because you realize, though grace may be mocked, thrown 
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up on a cross and pushed to the margins of this world, it will not quit. It will never be exhausted. 

For these three remain: faith, hope, and love, and the greatest of these is love. 

 We go on pilgrimage not because we understand what it will do but because through it we 

come to understand who we are and whose we are together. The practice, like the people on the 

walk, is honored for its intrinsic worth, not for its instrumentalization. The sacrament teaches how 

to see how to see it, and thus all things in a new dignified way. Therein something transformative 

takes place. It’s not the travel that is the pilgrimage. The pilgrimage of grace is the way of being 

for every day. It is the way that leads out of loneliness and into belonging. When Augustine left 

home, he followed a way from Carthage, to Rome, to Milan that exposed a false trail. When he 

was found in the story of grace, it is no irony that he was returned home to the shores of Africa, 

not as an exile, but as Ambassador. The story of grace returned him to his homeland and to himself. 

The pilgrimage of grace can return young adults back to themselves still today. These three remain: 

faith, hope, and love. The story has staying power. 
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Preaching to (with) Fear 

To walk alongside one another on pilgrimage is to rediscover of life shoulder to shoulder. 

Such a life is a durable. But where pilgrimage is needed, in the Christian life proclamation will 

always be close to the heart. Indeed, the Word proclaimed, as Ambrose and Augustine, new is 

what has the ability to reshape the heart. Talk is not cheap in the body of Christ. Every word carries 

weight either losing or binding the Strong Man. Every word seeks to find its place in the eternal 

Word, losing fear’s grip.  

Dr. Jerusha Neal asked a probing question about preaching to young adults living in fear: 

“When you preach to fear—if we are using the parable of binding the Strong Man as our 

inspiration—do you attack fear or speak gently to it?” This question gets at the layered approach 

preaching can take in such a context. In short, you do both, being clear who you are (and how you 

are) attacking and to whom you are speaking gently.  

The compelling nature of the text is in its multivalence. Jesus is on the offense. He breaks 

into the Strong Man’s home, yet he shows restraint. The approach is offensive rather than 

defensive. More than that, the text is clearly aggressive. Even so, Jesus does not attack fear. Jesus 

attacks the one causing the fear, as we have done in this thesis. We see clearly the model of the 

Strong Man that has made for isolated fearful living. Jesus does this continually in the gospels. If 

it is corrupt religious leaders, he calls them “empty, whitewashed tombs” (Matthew 23:27) or “sons 

of hell” (Matthew 23:15). If it is the Legion (Roman military might), they are driven into the sea 

(Mark 5:9). His beef is not with the fear, but with the authors of fear. Nevertheless, the Strong Man 

is not destroyed; he is bound. The strong is restrained. And yet Jesus is restrained in his attack.75 

 
75 We often interpret power and freedom synonymously. Power is being able to do what we want when we want. 

Freedom is defined similarly. Power is freedom from constraint. Jesus shows power in freedom to restrain his attack. 

He overpowers but not in order to destroy.  
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He models true power and freedom. The script of the Strong Man interprets power and freedom as 

being able to do what we want when we want. Power is freedom from constraint. Jesus shows 

power in freedom to restrain his attack. He overpowers but not in order to destroy. Can preaching 

not also do the same? Good preaching is not out to shame, demoralize, nor make victims. It is out 

to reveal plunder that has forgotten it is such. It is out to provide a prescription for those suffering 

from spiritual amnesia.  

God goes after something valuable which is in the hands of one who, we can take liberty 

to say, is abusing it, holding it hostage. Preaching can and should be an in-breaking in cultures 

dominated by fear. It is the act of providing a counternarrative to our cultural liturgies that have 

misguided us. The stories in such cultures create claustrophobia with their immanent frames. They 

are suffocating. And where there is a narrative of liberation, it is often a false one that perpetuates 

the actions of the Strong Man. Dominate or be dominated. It is a false narrative of liberation. This 

is cynical, and we need a real, liberative message. In the words of Walter Wink, the Gospel is a 

“third way,”76 and a better way. Preaching points out the immanent frame, the house that is a 

prison, and the powers that keep it that way, but not in a way that the preacher embodies or becomes 

the evil he or she deplores. The pulpit is not a bully pulpit. It is a place of good news.77  

Preaching in cultures of fear must not lean into an apocalyptic form, but be infused with 

further direction. There has to be a further journey. Remember, we are raising the gaze of the 

student, not shaming it toward a hangdog view. After all, Jesus doesn’t simply break into the house, 

 
76 Walter Wink, Jesus and Nonviolence: A Third Way, Facets (Minneapolis, MN: Fortress, 2003). 
77 The parable of Binding the Strong Man possesses the added dimension, moreover, that we will not rid ourselves 

of fear. People who demonstrate no fear are psychopaths. To be rid of fear is to be rid of something very valuable. 

As stated in the sermon, fear is the shadow side of love. We cannot lose it without losing our humanity. That said, 

the author of fear is restrained, which is to say, those who author fear and fear itself must be put in their proper 

place. They do not get final say on one’s identity.   
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he plunders it. But what next? Here’s where we might be imaginative. Does he plunder and leave? 

The text doesn’t say so. What if he plunders and stays? Is this not consonant with the one who, 

“though he was in the form of God, did not regard equality with God as something to be exploited, 

but emptied himself, taking the form of slave… humbled himself to the point of death--even death 

on a cross” (Philippians 2:6-8)? What if preaching models this move, too? It is not a further journey 

away from the house, but a further journey in, transforming and transfiguring the place by 

reminding us of God’s very presence in this place. 

Here is where preaching to young adults gets fun. What we are introducing them to, when 

we introduce them to Jesus, is the God who demonstrates the ultimate form of love, which is 

foreign to us in our boxed-in worlds, suspicious of anything “too good to be true.” He does appear 

as a threat, breaking into our blocking existence. As the Gospel of John puts it, “the light came 

into the world and the darkness did not understand it” (John 1:5). We don’t understand this thing 

called grace. It is more threat to our life than life itself, through the eyes of the fearful. 

When Jesus breaks in, he does not destroy but constrains the sources of fear. How might 

he do this? We can imagine Jesus breaking into the house and restraining the Strong Man, not with 

force, but perhaps by breaking bread again, and again, and again. We can imagine a disarmament 

by fierce mercy. Preaching isn’t just about in-breaking, it is about introducing a sacramental word 

for a sacramental life. This is the means of being awakened to our and others’ true identity hidden 

in Christ. Like pilgrimage as sacrament, preaching must also serve as a reflection of a means of 

grace. Baptism and Holy Communion at their best are always reminders of who a person truly is 

in Christ. Baptism is like hearing God say, “You are mine now.” Coming to the table reminds us 

of a sacrificial God who loves us and there is nothing we can do about it. And so preaching, through 

a sacramental lens, should not pacify fears but reify our identities in Christ. It is not cheap grace, 
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because it will cost them much to rediscover who they are. It may cost them wealth, job security, 

and status. It will also cost them insincerity, desperation, and rapacious desires, which are all the 

fruits of a fearful spirit. 

Preaching can introduce students to their true identity as God’s beloved, so beloved, in fact, 

that they can take it for granted so they can be courageous. Preaching must break in, disarm, but 

then engage in a sanctifying journey. You can lose yourself because you know yourself. You can 

be for others because you know the God who is for and after you. This is a God who is far more 

interested in your maturation in love than your protection. This is a God who leads us not from the 

house. He bids us to stay in it for its (and our) transformation.78  

Ambrose, Augustine, Rhetoric 

 The great, beautiful irony of Augustine’s vocational trajectory is God did not waste the 

gifts of the education in sophistry. What was once used to deceive became the great tool by which 

truth and healing could be administered. Rhetoric was the ground of reordering the loves in the 

soul. Rhetoric was the vehicle that could speak to the heart, the nourishment on which the elephant 

within us, to use Haidt’s language, desires to feed. Ambrose and Augustine pick up where Plato 

left off. Speech used properly has the ability to conform to an audience, to provide the particular 

nourishment they need at that particular time. This is still the unique task of preaching to young 

adults today.  

The preached word is an apocalyptic word, breaking in and reordering the house, but it 

must do so in a way that honors that young adults are still under house arrest. They are constantly 

under the hypnotic power of cultural liturgies. Christian preaching from the outpost of grace is as 

 
78 It has to be recognized how this kind of message can be corrupted or abused. One literally being dominated by a 

Strong Man needs to get out of that house. This is a theological framework about a God who wants to mature us in 

love to the point we might, one day, love our enemies. 
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much a field hospital as it is a ground for revolution. Ambrose wrote that speech “is a bandage 

which binds up the wounds of souls… use the oil of speech that you may soften their hardness of 

heart; apply a poultice; put on a bandage of salutary precepts.”79  

To preach from the outpost of grace is to keep the end in mind: transformation in the guise 

of the cruciform ischorus, who hears our fears and reorders our loves. But to change allegiances 

from Strong Man to such a new leader requires bending to one’s audience in ways they may have 

ears to hear. To use Paul’s metaphor to the Corinthians, milk rather than solid food (1 Cor. 3:2) 

may be the diet to homiletically feed those in the Strong Man’s house. Indeed, when liberating a 

prisoner of a concentration camp who has been malnourished, to feed them whole meals would be 

to give them something the body would likely reject, or worse, kill them.  

What follows is a sermon concerned with retraining in belonging that seeks to aid young 

adults to reorder their loves after the relational God. Such preaching does not seek originality so 

much as clarity, honesty, and faithfulness to Christ. Moreover, this is a manuscript which I return 

to at least once a year to remind students of friendships at their best that can be shaped by the 

friendship of Christ. 

A Sermon in Retraining in Belonging 

We're starting a new series tonight called “No Turning Back.” And there's a double 

entendre here for the title. We had intended this series to be about the commitments we make in 

life that make us who we are. That is, life is not passive. Life is about the commitments we make. 

What you do is who you are. Some of us think that what we believe is who we are, but I’d argue 

that it is what we do that makes us who we are. If that’s the case, then it's our commitments or lack 

 
79 Kolbet, Augustine and the Cure of Souls, 76. 
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thereof that make us who we are. It’s what you dive into knowing there is no going back that makes 

you who you are. That’s one meaning.  

But there is the shocking present in which we find ourselves. There is no going back to 

before this pandemic, is there? We had seniors in mind in forming this series. That turned out to 

be a good thing. Because seniors, amongst all the students, you’re who we have in mind the most 

right now. And so no turning back has a new feel to it. There's no turning back from the situation 

we're in. The serenity prayer is a really helpful thing right now:  

Gracious God, grant me the serenity to accept the things I cannot change, the courage to 

change the things I can, and the wisdom to know the difference. 

We're all praying for wisdom for what we can change right now. But there's so much that 

we can't change. Seniors, you're in our prayers because this time is supposed to be about 

celebrations and caps and gowns, not quarantine. But there’s no going back. 

Instead, the only way out is through. And so, we're all going to embrace that right now. 

We’ll all wash our hands better. We're going to look out for those who are most vulnerable. We're 

going to do the things that we need to do to love each other better.  

For tonight, thinking about the major commitments that make us who we are, we've got 

four to investigate over the next four weeks.  

1. The friendships and community that we deliberately make a decision to be a part of. 

2. The romance, the partnerships we make in life and how we commit to them.  

3. Rev. Williamson is going to be preaching about faith, that faith is not simply 

something inherited. Faith is a commitment you make, and you learn along the way.  

4. And finally, the commitment of vocation or calling.  

 

These four things make up so much of our lives, and how we decide to commit or not 

makes us who we are.  
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I want to talk about friendship tonight. It's one of my favorite subjects to preach on and 

talk about with you. Several years ago, we did this. We talked about friendship in Chapel, and I 

thought, oh, I'll get up and I'll try something. They probably won't have any clue what I'm talking 

about. I got up and I started singing:  

[Begins singing the theme song from the sitcom Friends] 

So no one told you life was gonna be this way... 

…And every single student in the room at that moment began clapping to that song… (as 

I hope you are right now). I thought, “what is this, this song is from the nineties that goes with this 

obscure—not obscure, I found out—show about a group of fantasy-like friends in New York City? 

Why does everybody know this song now? And why is this show one of the most watched shows 

on Netflix?  

I asked a student, “Why is that show so appealing to you?” I thought his answer was 

brilliant. “Do you ever notice they don't have phones? They actually talk to each other. It’s 

amazing.” And then someone else said, and I think she hit it on the head: “We watch that show 

because we long for it. We long for friendships like that.” And what she was saying was the 

definition of what intimacy really is. It’s to know someone and to be known in return. It’s what 

we really desire in the depth of our hearts. If we get past our barriers and open up some 

vulnerability, we find our heart’s deepest desire to know someone well and to let ourselves be 

known.  

I want to talk about three things tonight to help us think about how we can have better 

friends. No, scratch that. I want to talk about how we can be better friends. Because most the time 

when we talk about commitments in relationships, it's not simply looking for someone to 

“complete me.” It's being whole already. And this thing isn’t about looking for the right friend or 
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the right partner, but about being the right kind of friend, the right kind of person. And those things 

are about: 

1. hearing people well  

2. being honest  

3. and friendship at its best: it can be a healing thing.  

 

First, we have to lay some groundwork though, and understand some of the waters we 

swim in right now that make friendships difficult. The Greek in the New Testament defines love 

differently than we often do. There are four forms of love in there. There's agape, a divine love, 

the love that conquers all, the love that casts out fear. There’s storge, which is a familial, a love of 

family. There's philia, which is the friendship love that we're talking about tonight. And then there's 

the eros, the romantic, the erotic love, and they're all worthy in their own way. Tim Keller, a pastor 

in New York City, talks about this. He says, philia, in our day and age, always gets a backseat 

when ranking the loves. In conservative societies, storge is prized. It's all about familial love. 

Friendship is just secondary, pushed out by the nuclear family. And then you'll get more secular 

societies like ours, and what's the highest form of love? Eros. It's all about who's with who and 

who's in what romantic relationship.80  

Add to that the fundamental dogma of our time: rugged individualism—freedom from 

constraints—and there’s little room for friendship. We think about our own individual growth, not 

the collective. And so, what happens without us realizing it is that relationships—for fear of being 

seen as their dependent—become suspect. “I want to stand on my own two feet. I don't want to 

depend on anybody.” It’s me and my family. Or it’s me and my lover. Who has time for friends? 

Needy people (sarcasm)? I’m not one of those… am I? 

 
80 Tim Keller, Friendship, mp3, vol. Gospel in Real Life, Proverbs: True Wisdom for Living (Church of the 

Redeemer, 2005), https://gospelinlife.com/downloads/friendship-5396/. 
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Here’s the thing, like it or not, in times like now, we realize that relationships, that 

friendships, are fundamental. They are like air. You don't know you need air until you're drowning.  

The conversations we've had over the last few days, and I imagine you've had some of 

these too, are about the deep loneliness setting in. And you realize that the friendships, your 

relationships, that you really depend on are like the air you breathed. Another student said it well 

last week when he preached in chapel. He said, “we're strong enough to stand on our own. But 

may we be wise enough to stand together.” Take that to the bank. Amen. And amen! And so, it's 

going to take creativity. We're going to figure out how to do this together. 

Ark of Friendships in Scripture 

When we come to the Bible, we find it’s one long story about relationships. If we have a 

poverty of relationships and maladaptive ways of approaching friendships, the Bible provides 

another way. We turn the first page, and it says, “let US make humanity in our own image. Let 

US! God is an “us”? The very nature of God’s self is relationship. God is three in one, and those 

three are so close. The early Christians thought of God as a dance. We can't tell where one member 

of the Trinity ends and the others begin. They two-step (or three-step as it were) together. Let “US” 

make humanity in our own image. That means our very hearts—that are made in the image of 

God—desire friendships and relationships. It is built into us.  

In Genesis, that opening poem goes on a little further. (I love this!) It talks about the fact 

that it is not good for Adam to be alone. That's not just about romantic partnership; that's about 

companionship. The dance is more than romance. One is okay, but two is much better, and three 

(a community) even better.  

There’s a weird, lovely gift here. We can experience some incredible loneliness and some 

anxiety in that aloneness. But it's a weird gift in that it tells you how much you were made to have 
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relationships with others. It's the shadow side of belonging. It’s as if that loneliness is reminding 

you of your fundamental being—about the way you are built and made for relationship. So, get in 

that Zoom room and embrace the awkward conversations that are to come, because you're going 

to need them. That's what you really desire.  

Scripture keeps going further.  

When Jesus sends out the disciples, guess what? He does it two-by-two. They never go on 

their own.  

“Matthias, you go with John.”  

“Peter, (quit talking, Peter.) go with James.” 

“Bartholomew, you get Judas. Yeah, you get Judas.”  

“You have to go in pairs. You have to learn from another. You have to grow in The Way 

together. I like that for us today. If you want real wisdom, real practical wisdom, on how to live, 

go in twos, threes, fours, and on and on. 

You’ve heard these wisdom sayings from Proverbs, and they are brilliant. Let’s just focus 

on one of them for right now for talking about friendship,  

Heard 

Proverbs 17:17: “A friend loves at all times, and kinfolk are born to share adversity.” 

What’s it saying? It’s about how distinct friendships are among the categories of relationships. We 

neglect them at our own peril. Other relationships can get muddled. Romantic relationships can 

many times get swept away in feelings—you don’t know what I’m talking about do you? Family 

relationships can be defined by obligation. You could call your brother or sister or cousin right 

now and ask them for fifty bucks. They may not like you for it, but they may have to give it to you. 

But a friendship is different altogether. It’s a deliberate choice. There’s no blood that binds here. 
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It's something different than duty and it's something different from feeling. It’s about making a 

conscious decision to be for another person—to hear this person. It’s a movement toward another 

in a time when we are tempted again and again to move away from one another. Practicing 

friendship is a protest to cultures of isolation.  

And you know, your best friends are the ones who don't hear to speak. They're the ones 

who hear to listen. They're the ones who make that deliberate choice. 

A friend, however, chooses to share adversity.  

I've shared some of this with you before. One of the difficult things you learn in college is 

the difference between friends and acquaintances. And you find out who your real friends are. And 

you may find out now. Right now, in this pandemic, it's going to be easy to screen calls. (New 

phone, who dis!?). You’ll know your real friends because they pick it up. They stick, when it’s so 

easy not to. 

I’ll never forget in college when I had a knee surgery that put me out of commission for 

several days and I was in bed. And then out of the blue, my buddy Ryan, just showed up. No calls 

and texts like other folks. He showed up and brought a bag of terrible DVDs that we watched all 

weekend long—maybe even Friends, I don’t know. He was there. He heard me.  

I got to speak at his wedding, and I can't explain what a gift that was, to say: it is so 

important to have friends when you're young. Because it's important to have people who know 

who you are before you even know yourself. And they do that because they hear you and they're 

able to mirror back to you and see you well.  

College can be maddening because so many times, we often don't know who's the 

acquaintance and who's a real friend. When you look back in the rearview mirror, you figure it out. 
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You’ll know who your real friends are because they're the ones who heard you. They’re the ones 

who stuck, the ones who've stayed there with you.  

  And there are other ways to think about this. Go to Proverbs 18:24: “Some friends play 

at friendship, but a true friend sticks closer than one’s nearest kin.” There is that constancy that 

they hear you well. And it's not playing at friendships, as many of us are tempted into doing. 

Sometimes we play at friendships and we're not really friends. I think that some of us gather 

ourselves around people. It looks like friendships, but it’s coming from a place that maybe isn't 

about hearing well. It's more about creating an audience. You know you need people, but you don’t 

know how to be with people, because you may just be using them to fill a hole inside you. And so 

we treat friends and relationships like objects so that we don't feel so empty.  

Or, I had this pastoral counseling session with a student a couple of years ago, and she said, 

“I just found out this semester that my friends are really frenemies.” 

“Frenemies? What's that?”  

“You know, it’s when people pretend to be friends but they're really enemies.”  

That sounds like people who play at friendship. This happens all the time. C.S. Lewis says 

you really should only have the number of friends that you can fit into a very small room.81 No 

audience, just intimacy. And you'll know your friends at this time. It'll also be about—and this is 

key—how you're going to be a better friend. Are you going to play at it? Or is it a “no turning 

back” situation? You commit to some people. Real friends? You can be friendly with a lot of 

people, but you can probably count the number of your true friends on one hand. And everybody 

needs somebody sometimes. You may not need two thousand Facebook friends or five thousand 

 
81 C. S. Lewis, The Four Loves, C. S. Lewis Signature Classics Edition (London: HarperCollins, 2016). 
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Instagram followers. But you will need a few in hand. You're going to reach out to them in this 

time. And they're going to need you, too—to hear one another and to be heard.  

Honesty 

But that's not enough, right? If hearing is part of it, that’s only half the battle. There's more 

to it, right? You don't want someone just showing up and affirming you all the time. There's 

something problematic about that. A friend isn't simply someone who hears you; a friend is 

someone who's honest with you. I love this proverb here: Proverbs 27 versus 5-6.  

“Better is open rebuke than hidden love. Well-meant are the wounds a friend inflicts. But 

profuse are the kisses of an enemy.” Be careful of the kisses and affirmation you get; they may be 

coming from a frenemy, I don't know. Better is open rebuke than hidden love. Well-meant are the 

wounds a friend inflicts. Proverbs puts it in a different way in another place. That is, that a good 

friendship could prepare you to inflict wounds when needed. A good friendship is like iron 

sharpening iron. The way I think about this now is: who do you tell the truth to? And who do you 

let tell the truth to you? Who do you confess to and who do you let confess things to you? Because 

there's some people (let's be honest) who are going to hear this proverb and think it's a license to 

inflict pain.  

“Hey, I just tell it like it is, you know?”  

No, you're just being a jerk.  

But this truth-telling is used properly when someone wants you to go further on the journey 

because they love you. And you want others to go further in their discipleship because you love 

them. If we're honest, we live in a place where we crave affirmation because we're so deeply 

insecure all the time. But if we were to spend time and know that we are loved by God, then we 

actually might have this deep intuition that we can go further on the journey.  
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 This is a little bit of a sidenote, but a very important one. Some of you may be thinking, 

“Preston, why are we talking about friendships? Right now, I need to learn how to be a friend to 

myself. I'm alone.”  

I think you're right. That’s been my prayer for you, that you might experience God’s 

presence in a way that moves you from loneliness, which is about the pain of being alone, to 

solitude, which is about the joy of being alone. And I pray this so that you might experience that 

miracle of knowing that you're well loved by God. This is not narcissism and not selfishness but 

the discovery of self-worth. And I hope you discover this so that you can actually love others 

better. The root of solitude is the same root for solidarity.  

And so, if you know that you're loved well by this God who searches and knows you, you 

can actually begin to love others well. You can actually follow through on that great commandment 

of Jesus and the Jewish Shema to love the Lord with all your heart, soul, and mind, and to love 

your neighbor as yourself. The manner in which you love yourself is the manner in which you will 

love others. And the manner in which you want to love yourself, I bet, is not just simply to hear 

yourself in this time. It is to be honest with yourself so that you can grow.  

I learned a lot about what friendship was and wasn’t in college, and the most profound 

experience happened with a good friend of mine. We played on the soccer team together. And one 

of my best friends, he had a terrible injury (all about injuries tonight) his senior year and he was a 

starter—and it did not go well. He started coping in ways that were not healthy. Heavy drinking. 

Driving after heavy drinking. So, we in our friend group, we started talking about this. What do 

we do? We would think, oh, he’s just grieving, he’ll get over it. And then another would say, “No, 

He’s going to hurt himself or hurt someone else. We have to say something!” And some of us 

would say, “Oh no. We, love him too much to hurt him—to say those kinds of things.” Which 
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really meant, we loved ourselves too much and that we were perhaps playing at friendship more 

than we knew. One of our friends (God love him) said, “No, we have to do something. If not us, 

who?  

So one Sunday night, he got our friend in a room and we were there around him. I’ll never 

forget the way that friend looked at us. His eyes looked at us it as if to say, “What took you so 

long?” 

And I don't know who this word is for. You may feel like you’re apart from people right 

now, but there are still people for whom you’ve got enough weight and trust in their life that they’re 

waiting on an honest word from you. And you may very well be craving that same thing from 

another. You don’t simply crave to be heard. We crave honesty that clears the deck of pretense. 

We desire it not for pain’s sake, but pain for growth. I think about it this way: muscles only grow 

when they are exercised. When they are exercised, they tear but they grow back stronger. It’s the 

same for us. Some of that honesty might cut us but only for the purposes of growing us better into 

who were called to be. 

Healing 

A friend hears you. A friend is someone who is honest with you, even if it’s painful, 

because it’s needed. And when those things are done well, friendship is a practice in healing. I see 

this best embodied in the resurrected Christ. There’s this story of Jesus with Peter in the latter 

chapters of the Gospel of John. Peter and Jesus are having breakfast on the seashore. Jesus says to 

Peter, “Peter, do you love me?” Then Peter says, “yeah, Lord, you know I love you.” This happens 

three times.  
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If you merely read the English translation you miss the significance of this exchange. If 

you peel back the layers to get to the original Greek, however, it is absolutely amazing. Jesus says 

to Peter, “hey Peter, do you agape, me?  

And Peter says, “I philia you.” Interesting… 

And then Jesus asks again, “Peter, do you agape me?  

Peter responds a second time, “I philia you.” You can almost feel the good wounding of 

Peter that is taking place. Jesus and Peter are going to do this three times, and it illuminates the 

three times that Jesus has been betrayed by his best friends. These are the same friends who maybe 

have been playing at friendship, and Jesus returns to them even though they have wounded him.  

He asks a third time (but it’s different), “Peter, do you philia me? Not agape, but philia. 

And Peter says, “yes Lord, I philia you.”  

I don't really know exactly what it means other than that it’s consistent with this God we 

worship, who bends toward us in order to heal us. This is a God whose name is Emmanuel, who 

is with and for us infinitely. And no matter the depth, and no matter that we might rebuff and reject 

him, he pursues us even still, so that we might be healed.  

The image of the cross is just this: The One on those boards hears our broken, wayward 

hearts that are desperate to find belonging in our wandering. It is completely honest about who 

God is and who we are. It’s God laid bare for the world. It indicts us for who we are: that we take 

the best in this world—the most honest, truthful, and loving things—and we throw them on a cross 

and out of the world. It's honest about our human nature. But on that cross, we see a God who 

hears us well, what we ultimately need. It’s as if God is open to us and saying, “whatever you do, 

I’m here. I’m going to stick. I’m not going anywhere. And I am going to abide until you know 

your worth and this world is changed.” 
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So, may your loneliness, by the grace of God’s bending toward us, be transformed into 

solitude. May you sense God’s love and God’s friendship for us in Christ. May you know it deep 

in your gut so that we might be better together. Because the world is desperate for it now.  

Will you join me in prayer?  

Gracious God, we are grateful to spend time with each other even if we seemingly are apart 

right now. We pray that we might be better hearers of you and your world right now. We pray that 

we might be better hearers of one another, that we might not listen to speak but we might listen to 

actually listen. Grant that we might be honest with one another as we are perfected by your love—

not to inflict pain for pain’s sake—but to be honest so that we might grow. May we grow. May we 

become the people we’re called to be. May we be people of deep commitments so that we might 

experience healing. And that the world might experience healing. It’s in Jesus name, I pray. 
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Conclusion 

Pilgrimage and preaching, as forms of retraining in belonging, become the interruption in 

the false narrative of self. They are tools for dismantling the corrupted cultural liturgies of our time 

that deform and disordered the loves of young adults today. Preaching and pilgrimage begin as in-

breaking but find their completion not as an interruption but as the first sentences in a grand story 

of belonging and becoming. The pilgrimage journey alongside others and in the liturgical moment 

offer the realization that the fears within have a place at the table in that story of maturation, but 

they are not at the head of the table. Moments of kairos, prayer, proclamation, and pilgrimage can 

provide a new habitus, a new story, a transfiguration of place and self.  

The emotional lives of young adults today are paramount. The emotional life calls from 

within, asking us to take a closer look at what and whom we value, and how such values exacerbate 

or calm our fears. Mentors, teachers, parents, and pastors must begin paying close attention to what 

is shaping that emotional inner life. Our inner lives are, to use Haidt’s language, an elephant and 

rider combination. Too often the behemoth of the emotional life of young adults has been fed a 

steady diet of fear. The emotional elephant is overfed, running rampant within. Students’ inner 

lives need not be behemoths, running wild. We can feed them messages of grace that bring the 

inner life toward the direction it was intended. We can steer their emotional inner lives, and thus 

their future selves, in a more loving direction. 

Preaching and pilgrimage are only a few of the resources in the vast ecology of the outpost 

of grace. They are resources that help provide a needed counternarrative to the narrative of the 

proverbial Strong Man. When they are practices that take inspiration from Augustine, they find 

someone who has understood the complexity of the human condition, because with fear and 

trembling he examined the desires of his heart. We are creatures with hungry inner lives directed 
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toward ends, loves, and desires. These practices not only describe our human condition well, they 

are prescriptive when they are rooted in a new ischorus—the One who does not dominate the house 

but breaks into the house to love and serve it. To walk into the outpost of grace is to walk into a 

transfigured home discovering our deformed desires. Yet those deformed desires are so much 

under assault, as under examination. We find we are not left to face our fears alone but are offered 

belonging modeled around us by those who have been in the pit before and know the way out. The 

gaze for belonging does not remain horizontal. Indeed, we do belong to one another. But just as 

Ambrose did for Augustine, the gaze must continue to find a higher mark than the peer or even the 

mentor. The gaze is lifted continually to the One in whom our hearts find their needed direction 

and ultimate rest. 
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